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APPLICATION OF RESEARCH TO THE NEEDS
OF THE U.S. NAVY

Mechanical face seals are used in numerous applications in Naval

machinery. These applications range from propeller shaft seals to

boiler feed pump seals. In such equipment the mechanical seal plays a

vital role. When such seals fail, repair is costly both in terms of

lost time and direct costs, so any improvement in seal life and relia-

bility would be of significant benefit.

As more advanced equipment is designed, it is sometimes difficult

to achieve desired performance in more severe service environments with

the present state of the art of seal design. Thus, an improvement in

seal technology would serve this important application.

One objective of the research herein is to further the under-

standing of mechanical face seal lubrication phenomena. Another

objective is to develop the capability of designing contacting face

seals having a longer life, greater reliability, and for extreme

environments. The immediate objective herein is to apply the knowledge

gained to the design of a small scale submarine type seal having excep-

tionally long life and high reliability.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Mechanical Face Seals

Applications of face seals range from boiler water feed pumps to

compressors, to petrochemical process pumps, to propeller shafts. In

many applications the reliability of the mechanical seal is of the

greatest importance to the reliability of the equipment itself.

Mechanical face seal technology has been steadily improving over

the past several decades. However, there still remain demands for seal

performance which have not been met. One such application of note is

the submarine propeller shaft.

Such demands on a particular technology can often be satisfied by

first improving the technology. In the case of mechanical face seals,

the main barrier to advancement has been that the mechanics of seal

operation are not well enough understood to be able to reasonably anti-

cipate seal performance as a function design parameters.

During the past eight years of this research program, much has

been learned about controlling the hydrostatic and hydrodynamic mech-

anisms which enhance face seal operation. In this present work, this

knowledge is applied to the design of an improved small scale submarine

shaft seal. Theory, design, and test results are presented. The

results show promise that significant improvements in submarine shaft

seal design are possible, And the application of such designs could

greatly increase the length of trouble-free shaft seal service.



Seal Lubrication

As background, the mechanical face seal consists basically of two

annular rings which rotate relative to each other and which are pressed

together by spring and fluid pressures (see Figure 1-1). In conven-

tional seals, the surfaces that rub together are generally manufactured

as flat as possible initially so as to minimize leakage. The effective

gap between the faces is ideally quite small (order of I pm) so that •

leakage flow across the faces will be quite small. The difficulty in

designing a mechanical seal is in maintaining the gap at a very low

value while at the same time providing a definite lubricant film 0

between the faces.

The load that must be supported at the faces of a mechanical seal

is due primarily to loading caused by the sealed pressure. The load

support at the faces is derived from fluid pressure aPJ mechanical

pressure. If the fluid pressure at the faces is large enough to sup-

port all of the load, then there will be no contact and no adhesive

1
wear. If none of the load is supported by fluid pressure, the load

must be carried by mechanical contact, and the wear rate will be large.

In practice, conventional seals often operate at one of two

extremes. At one extreme, a large gap will be created by hydrostatic

or hydrodynamic pressure or distortion, all of the load will be sup-

ported by fluid pressure, and the seal will leak a lot and wear very

There may still be abrasive or corrosive wear even if the sufaces do

not touch.

2
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SEALED PRESSURE
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Figure 1-1. Mechanical Face Seal.



I

little. At the opposite extreme, the gap will close completely. Leak-

age will be low but only a fraction of the load will be carried by

fluid pressure, and wear and heat generation will increase.

Based on the above, it can be concluded that an effective seal

should operate between these two extremes--having both adequate fluid

pressure load support and low leakage. The seal should operate so that

it just touches to minimize leakage but such that the load is carried

by fluid pressure. To do this requires that any fluid pressure gen-

eration mechanism used to provide load support to the seal must be very

carefully controlled. At present in commercial seals, this is left in

part to chance and sometimes seals operate at one of the undesirable

extremes mentioned.

In this research program, attention has been devoted toward study-

ing the effects of waviness as a source of controlled hydrodynamic and

hydrostatic load support. Waviness was selected because it is control-

lable. In this present work, waviness has been applied as the basis

for the design of an improved small scale submarine shaft seal.

Background

ONR-sponsored research on mechanical seals had been conducted for

five years prior to the beginning of the submarine seal design phase

described herein. The work being reported now evolved from various

discoveries over this initial five year period, and the past work must

be reviewed to better understand the nature of the current work.

As a starting point for this Navy research program, the effects of

waviness on seal performance were modeled in some detail. In the first

4



annual report for this project, Reference tIl, this general problem was

solved using a one-dimensional theory. In the second annual report,

121, the much more complex two-dimensional solution to the above prob-

lem was solved. The effects of waviness, roughness, asperity contact,

wear, cavitation, and elastic deflection were included in this model.

Using this model, predictions were made for the relative wear rate,

friction, and leakage as a function of roughness, waviness, speed,

size, pressure, viscosity, and material.

A number of conclusions were reached based on these first two

annual reports:

1) The effect of roughness on hydrodynamic lubrication are not

completely understood. Certain fundamental questions remain concerning

the roughness model used.

2) As to the potential of utilizing hydrodynamic effects caused

by parallel face waviness to advantage by design, the results show that

wear rate and friction can be greatly reduced while maintaining leakage

at acceptable levels.

3) While a comparison of predicted results to experimental

results given in the literature is generally good, data contained in

the literature is incomplete, so more complete experimental data are

needed for comparison.

4) In low viscosity or heavily loaded applications where some

touching is expected to occur, waviness will wear away with time and

any benefit derived will be lost unless something is done to counteract

this effect.

5



5) Based upon data for some commercial seals and using the model,

it was determined that there was insufficient accidently caused wavi-

ness to produce significant hydrodynamic effects in water. One cannot

generalize to say that such effects do not occur in commercial seals.

However, using the model the question can be answered on a case by case

basis.

Item 1) was treated extensively in the third annual report [3].

Even after this analysis certain fundamental questions remain concern-

ing how to deal with roughness in lubrication problems. However, this

thorough analysis led to conclusions allowing certain simplifying

assumptions discussed in the fourth annual report [4).

Item 2) was also treated extensively in the third annual report

[31. A methodology for the design of a wavy face seal was developed

and applied. Theoretical results showed large reduction in friction

and wear rate compared to conventional designs whereas leakage could be

controlled.

Concerning Item 3), the second and third annual reports [2,31

describe a test apparatus designed to test the wavy seal theory. This

apparatus has been in operation for more than five years and many tests

have been conducted. These test results are reported in the fourth and

fifth annual reports (4,51.

Early in the test program it was observed that the type of wavi-

ness which can be practically applied is not of the radially parallel

type. Waviness generally consists of alternating tilt plus radially

parallel waviness. Based on these considerations, a new model for

6



predicting performance was developed and appears in the fourth annual

report [4].

Concerning Item 4) above, a solution to this problem was first

proposed in the first annual report I]. It was proposed to move the

waviness slowly around the seal so that whatever wear occurred would be

uniformly distributed. Then the shape of the wave would be preserved

and tests using a constant wave could be made. The concept is illus-

trated in Figure 1-2. This concept was incorporated into the test

apparatus and is described in detail in References [2] and [3). In the

fifth annual report [5], a new concept to move the waviness with no

internal moving parts is described in detail.

In the fifth annual report [51, additional experimental resulLs

using waviness are presented, the wavy seal model is further improved,

and theory and experiment are compared. The results ucing a --w con-

cept, that of a self-generating seal profile, are reported. Results

from tests of the effects of radial taper and high temperature envi-

ronment are also reported and compared to theory.

Both the theoretical and experimental basis for applying waviness

to a mechanical seal to reduce friction and wear were well established

during these first five years.

Submarine Seals

Starting in December 1980, under joint NAVSEA-ONR sponsorship, a

three-year submarine seal program was initiated. The general objec-

tives of the three-year effort were:

7
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1) to conduct further experiments using moving waviness to fur-

ther the understanding of this concept.

2) to refine mathematical models already developed so as to be

able to better predict performance.

3) to demonstrate in a practical way the use of the concept of

moving waviness to reduce friction and wear in mechanical

seals.

4) to undertake the development needed to be able to demonstrate

the applicability of the concept to submarine shaft seals and

to design a full scale long life seal.

5) to explore other uses of the waviness concept such as for gas

seals and to create better methods by which the concept can be

applied.

From these objectives, the following specific tasks were defined:

1) Design, fabricate, and test a nine wave optimum seal. Nine

waves are needed to minimize changes in tilt with changes in

pressure and speed.

2) Operate the seal or an extended period of time under

simulated submarine operating conditions including seawater

and changing speed, pressure, and alignment.

3) Evaluate compliancy of existing and proposed submarine seals.

4) Conduct friction and wear tests on carbon and hard face mate-

rials.

5) Seek alternate methods of applying moving waviness.

6) Perform analysis of a moving wave gas seal.

9



In the most recent annual report [61 the progress made on these

items is reviewed in detail. Preliminary nine wave test results were

reported. Modifications to the test apparatus, design methods and

problems and seal deflection calculations were discussed. Details of

the progress on all of the above items are contained in this current

annual report.

It became clear during the three year period that more work was

needed on the development of the wavy seal particularly in the simpli-

fication of the waviness mechanism itself. In addition, other sub-

marine seal related problems were identified. Thus this led to a pro-

posal for a fourth year of submarine seal development work, the speci-

fic objectives of which were:

1) Complete a long term test of a split wavy seal.

2) Make a preliminary squeeze seal design.

3) Perform a final design and fabricate a new waviness drive

mechanism.

4) Evaluate seal conformability.

5) Evaluate the effect of dirt on a wavy seal.

6) Make a face width study for parallel face seals.

7) Perform a review of recent submarine seal designs.

8) Make a preliminary full scale design.

Considerable progress has been made on these items in addition to

the previous list and is reported herein. In particular a wavy seal

design which eliminates the need for a waviness drive is proposed and

preliminary test results suggest that an ideal wavy seal design may be

in hand.

10



This entire research program spans a number of years. Thus, the

entirety of the technical work is reported in six previous annual

reports [1-6], this report, sixteen published papers [7-221, and seven

master's theses [23-29].

Wavy Face Seal

The concept of waviness is that the film thickness varies in some

fashion circumferentially around the seal. Generally speaking, film

thickness may vary radially as well as tangentially.

h - h(r, 0) . (1-I)

In the present work interest is focused upon film thickness shapes of

the following functional form

h - hO + f(r) cos nO . (1-2)

At any particular radius r the film shape is periodic with n waves

around the seal and is therefore wavy. However, film shape can also

vary in some general manner with r.

If f(r) - const then the faces are always radially parallel. This

component of film thickness variation is commonly termed waviness. If

f(r) # const, then the faces are not in general radially parallel. f(r)

is referred to as tilt. Thus, the film thickness shapes of interest

are combinations of waviness and tilt. Since at any radius the film

thickness is wavy, the combination of waviness and tilt defined above

will also be called a wavy film shape.

II



The reason for choosing film shapes as described by Equation (1-2)

as a subject for study is that these shapes can conveniently be gen-

erated by planned mechanical distortions in a seal ring, and the shapes

also include common modes of unplanned distortion found in operating

seals. For example, generally seals undergo a uniform tilt due to

pressure and thermal deformation. When rings are loaded by any non-

axisymmetrical load they become wavy as described by Equation (1-2).

Now, for the sake of illustration, assume a seal has a wavy film

thickness shape given by Equation (1-2) where f(r) is a piecewise lin-

ear function of r. This gives a shape as shown in Figure 1-3 where for

each of the n periods a flat mating seal ring will touch all across at

the high points and is radially convergent w/n radians away. At any

radius, the seal is wavy circumferentially. The waviness enhances

hydrodynamic effects and the radial convergence enhances hydrostatic

effects. The region where contact is uniform acts as a sealing dam.

It is this shape which previous research has shown has the great-

est potential to reduce friction and wear while holding leakage at very

low levels. This is the film shape used for the design of the small

scale submarine seal.

1
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CHAPTER 2

MOVING NINE WAVE SEAL--FIRST DESIGN AND RELATED TESTS

Seal Design Review

The details of the first nine moving wave seal design are given in

a previous report [6). -A brief review of the principles of operation

will be given here.

Figure 2-1 shows the assembly drawing of the first nine wave seal.

Starting at the left, one of three sinusoidally varying pressures

generated by the waviness drive unit [51 is directed into two of six

pressure channels (1) in the waviness cylinder (2). The pressurized

fluid then passes through the pressure coupler (3) and is ported to one

of three circumferential chambers on the left end of the waviness

adapter (4). Eighteen smaller passages, connected to each of the three

circumferential channels, terminate at pressure pockets (5) located on

the inside and outside diameters of the waviness adapter (4). The 54

pressure pockets (three sets of eighteen) apply a waviness pressure to

the 54 fingers of the nine wave seal (6).

Figure 2-2 shows a modified isometric cross section of the nine

wave seal. The pads shown are labeled (1), (2), or (3) depending on

which of the three sinusoidally varying pressures is connected to the

pad. The load on the outer pads is directed radially outward and on

the inner pads radially inward. With this configuration, three sets of

nine waves, each set spaced 13-1/3 degrees from the other, can be

elastically imposed on the face of the carbon insert. As discussed

-15-
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previously [51, by sinusoidally varying the three separate pressures
S

with time, the result is one set of nine waves which moves circumfer-

entially around the seal with time.

The carbon insert (7) in pure carbon P 658 RC material epoxied

into the carrier ring using 3M 1838 B/A adhesive. The seat or mating

ring (8) is made of silicon carbide. The secondary seal (11) is

located at the left end of the seal on the inside diameter. Springs

(13) provide preload through the spring seat. Balance ratio is 1.0.

Based on seal modeling reported earlier [5], performance of this

seal was predicted as shown in Figures 2-3 and 2-4. A very low wear

rate was also predicted.

Initial Test Results

Several initial tests were conducted during which several problems

were encountered and resolved. The details are reported in Reference

[6]. Based on these early tests, the foliowing changes were made.

1) The cross sectional area of the seal was reduced to reduce

stiffness and obtain more waviness.

2) The epoxy bond thickness was reduced so that the wave would be

more effectively transferred from the carrier to the carbon.

3) The pressure pad design was modified to use smaller O-rings

with miniature pistons.

After these changes were made, performance was much improved,

however, there was still some concern over the significant radial taper

which had been observed (1500 pm/m convergent).

-18-
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To determine the possible cause of such a taper several indepen-

dent tests were run. These were:

1) Lap a convergent taper into the seal and test under 100 per-

cent water pressure at low rpm (Test No. 118, Figure 2-5).

2) Check for possible creep at end of test.

3) Lap the seal flat and assemble the waviness adapter and check

for induced radial taper.

4) Apply 750 psi to all pads and again check for any induced

radial taper.

The results of Test 1 above showed that little if any of the

rotation was being caused by pressure induced moments (low speed elim-

inated thermally caused rotation) as designed. Also, the same radial

surface profiles revealed no creep of the carbon insert. Tests 3 and 4

above showed that the pressure adapter and the pressure applied to it

does not cause the problem. While the cause is still being investi-

gated, it is pointed out that this taper does not appear to effect the

waviness operation. The seal faces are touching all over their sur-

faces during the test as required.

Tests Nos. 119, 120, and 121 (Figures 2-6 through 2-8) were run to

check for software and hardware bugs. These tests were the first to

incorporate the full range of variable condition control of the test

machine by the computer. Also Test No. 121 was run particularly to

check the operation of the combination O-ring-piston pad method of

sealing the hydraulic oil. After 168 hours of operation no oil leaks

were detected and the test was stopped. With previous hardware and

-21-
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software problems cleared up, the apparatus and seal were ready for the

first 2000 hour test.

2000 Hour Test

The seal test period of 2000 hours is similar to Navy seal tests.

During the test, pressure, speed, and alignment are varied according to

schedule shown in Table 2-1. The cycle period is one week and the

summary results shown represent one week of operation. Synthetic sea-

water maintained at 380C was the test fluid.

The test apparatus and the variations of operating conditions were

all controlled by a computer. Data was recorded and safe operation was

assured using the same computer. Details of this system have been

reported previously [6].

Performance During Test

Figures 2-9 and 2-10 show seal operation for one week near the

start of the test and near the end of the test. The figures show the

speed changes and the pressure changes. Seal temperature (taken behind

the carbon face), drive torque, and leakage are recorded.

A comparison of the two figures shows that the seal performance

becomes much more stable with increased operating time. As an example

one of the large changes in torque occurs at 49.5 hours into the weekly

schedule (216.5 hours on Figure 2-5). Up to that time torque has been

running at near zero under conditions of 7 percent pressure and 14

percent speed for 17 hours. Then within 1.5 hours the pressure changes

from 7 to 50 percent and then to 100 percent, the speed remaining at 14

-26-



TABLE 2-1

Simulated Submarine Operation-Weekly Test Cycle
Tilt & Offset

Hour Day % Speed % Pressure Position

33
6.5- -nn
7.5-

1 100 100 1

24 ....

31- 33 100 3

2 14 7 1

48 50 2
49.5 m --.. - -.... - _ i-

4 -
1454 w -33

55.5

3 100 100 3

72 --
14 100 3

79.5 --
4

100 50 2

96 -. ..

102 - Var. Var. Var.

5 100 100 3

120 "

6 100 100 3

1 44-- --

17 1 00 100 3

168 .... .
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percent. When the pressure goes from 50 to 100 percent the torque

jumps to almost 13 N , m and then starts to fall rapidly. Figure 2-10

shows that this effect is greatly reduced. One possibility for this

sudden increase might be that some change in the face profile is

occurring causing additional wear momentarily and therefore resulting

in a temporary increase in friction. This effect is lessened as the

test proceeds possibly because the seal wears to some equilibrium face

profile which minimizes these abrupt changes in performance.

Another anomaly in the data is shown by the torque output when

there is a direction reverse. Two reversals take place during the

weekly program, one at 6.5 hours relative to the weekly schedule (173.5

hours on Figure 2-9 and 2189.5 hours on Figure 2-10) and the other at

54 hours (221 hours on Figure 2-9 and 2237 hours on Figure 2-10). The

first direction reversal goes from -100 percent speed to +100 percent

speed at 100 percent pressure. On Figure 2-9 the average torque

changes from approximately -6 N - m to +4 N • m. The second direction

reversal is from -33 percent speed to +33 percent speed at 100 percent

pressure. On Figure 2-9, the average torque changes from approximately

-8 N • m to +3 N • m.

Figure 2-10 shows that these differences have greatly minimized as

indeed they should. The apparent explanation for the anomaly early in

the test is that some change in distortion occurs when the direction is

reversed which causes some localized hard contact of the faces and

higher friction. Evidently this wears away with time and does not

appear to degrade performance in the long run.
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During the length of the test, the torque transducer was re-zeroed

nine times. This was done under zero water pressure by the motor in

both the forward and reverse directions and sampling the torque and

then averaging the results. These results are shown in Table 2-2. As

stated in Reference [6), the torque transducer is sensitive to bearing

housing temperature. A temperature increase in the bearing housing

causes a torque shift of 0.109 (Thousing - T reference ) in.-lb/F. Table

2-2 shows the amount of shift due to temperature effects and the zero

shift not attributed to the bearing housing temperature change. The

fact that the zero shifted during this long term test might explain

some of the differences between torques in the forward and reverse

directions at a particular point in time. However, by re-zeroing

periodically the uncertainty caused by this error was minimized.

The other measured quantity which changes considerably is that uf

leakage. At the beginning of the test, Figure 2-9, the leakage was

3
approximately 500 cm for the whole week which gave a weekly average of

0.05 cm 3/min. By the end of the test, Figure 2-10, the leakage had

dropped to approximately 42 cm3 for the weekly cycle or an average of

0.004 cm 3/min, a reduction of an order of magnitude. Again, this

behavior can be attributed to the seal wearing into a more favorable

equilibrium profile.

The leakage data often shows spikes which means that there are

spurts of leakage flow being discharged from the test apparatus. There

is little doubt that the seal itself does not leak in this fashion; it

leaks more steadily. This erratic leakage flow is thought to be caused

by some type of trapping, surface tension and wetting mechanism inside

-31-



TABLE 2-2

Zero Shift of Torque Transducer

Zero Shift Attributable Zero Shift not Attributable
Time Zero Temperature to Temperature Change to Temperature Change
(hr) (N.m) (°C) (N.m) (N-m)

0 33.98 22.04
29 35.53 25.39 + .07 + 1.48
72 34.17 39.67 + .32 - 1.71

264 33.97 35.71 - .09 - .11
674 34.05 22.28 - .3 + .38
703 34.72 30.27 + .18 + .49

1543 36.81 31.23 + .02 + 2.07
1879 37.17 30.85 - .01 + .37
2047 37.06 28.98 - .04 - .07

32
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the apparatus. Corrosion may also play a role in trapping the leakage

fluw. Of course, when the speed is changed, a spurt of leakage is

expected because the retention of leakage by centrifugal effects

changes.

The test was operated a total of 2046 hours. Figure 2-10 shows a

larger number because the test was shut down for a period during which

the operators were unavailable.

Post Test Analysis

The following observations were made on disassembly:

1) The top portions of the pressure coupler and waviness adapter

were coated with a light oil film. The waviness drive was

started up and run for 3 hours to see if any oil would leak

from the O-rings of the waviness adapter. No oil leaks were

detected. Thus, there must have been a small leak at some

point during the test.

2) The seal face temperature thermocouple was slightly worn due

to rubbing contact with the pressure vessel.

3) Rust deposits were found on the threaded ends of the bolts

used on the spring seat.

4) Considerable amounts of mineral deposits (white scale) were

found on the inner portion of the seal where p - 0 psi.

5) The seal face was polished with some mineral deposits on the

inside diameter edge.

6) The Delrin spacer used with the spring retainer experienced

enough swelling to make removal difficult.
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7) The waviness cylinder could not be rotated fully to Position

No. I or No. 3. This had become a problem during the last 500

hours of operation such that the full extent of misalignment

could not be achieved (see misalignment mechanism described in

[6]).

8) The small O-rings on the pressure adapter received about a

0.002 in. permanent set.

9) Some chipping was noticed on the outer edge of the K TSi-C

seat.

10) Steel end plates showed considerable rust and corrosion on

bottom half of the inside surface.

11) The worm gear had severe rust deposits on the lower 25 percent

of it.

12) The inside diameter of the torque transducer at the front end

(end plate side) showed signs of galvanic corrosion.

13) The bearing which fits over the waviness cylinder was removed

from the end plate and disassembled. The bearing was locked

due to rust and corrosion between the balls and races.

14) The waviness cylinder and other seal parts showed no corrc-

sion.

The carbon ring was measured for wear and radial taper. Figure

2-11 shows a typical radial surface profile showing the unexplained

radial taper (which averages 2700 pm/m). The profile also shows that

contact occurred across the entire face.

Table 2-3 shows a summary of the wear values taken at five dif-

ferent locations around the seal. The technique for making wear 0
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Figure 2-11. Final Radial Surface Profile of Carbon, 2000-hour Test.
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TABLE 2-3

Wear Measurements

2000 Hour Wavy Test

Comparison to 8/18/81 Traces--Test #122

Location Original Nose Height Final Nose Height Wear
(pin) (pin) (pin)

1-62 3925 3700 225

4-52 3900 3050 850

2 3950 2750 12003

4 3800 3100 700

6 4000 3650 350

Average excluding 530 pin
Location 2 13.5 pm

IBecause of deposits on wear track, not all locations could be
measured.

2Designates a trace taken midway between the given locations.

3Questionable value because of deposits.
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measurements is to initially grind a very shallow and narrow offset

(0.004 in.) at the seal ID. The original height of the face relative

to this offset is determined using a profilometer as shown in Table

2-3. Then, after the test is completed, the same measurements are made

and compared.

One problem using this method is that sometimes unusual deposits

form in the offset, invalidating the wear references. This problem was

taken into account in compiling the data in Table 2-3. The wear on the

Si-C ring was just a few microinches.

Concerning the general character of the test results compared to

prediction (see previous figures) torque values are somewhat higher and

leakage values are lower. It was concluded that given the problem in

applying the waves as discussed that the wave amplitude is not as large

as the values used in the calculation and that further comparison would

not be too meaningful. However, a detailed comparison is made for

design 2 in Chapter 3.

Conclusions on First Nine Wave Design

1. The moving wave concept works in actual operation. That is a

moving wave was imposed which caused low friction and wear while main-

taining low leakage. Earlier tests and later tests using the same seal

in a parallel face mode show that drive torque is several times higher

in the absence of waviness.

2. This first nine wave seal design is very difficult to make.

Its design requires many intricate cuts and small holes to be made in

relatively hard to machine Inconel 625.
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3. The hydraulic drive for the pressures for the moving wave,

while being a relatively simple device, does add a layer of complexity

to the seal design. A digitally controlled device might in fact be

simpler than the mechanical device used.

4. The use of the oil hydraulic system to drive the wave can be

accomplished reliably on a 2000 hour test. However, as discussed in

the previous report [61, the utmost care in O-ring seal design must be

used to eliminate O-ring wear and leakage. There is some question as

to the long term (10 years) reliability of a device such as this

although hydraulic system of other types in known applications do

operate reliably for many years.

5. While wear and friction were quite low, they were expected to

be lower. The reason for this is that the actual design value of wavy

tilt could not in fact be imposed on the seal. Just over one half of

the design values was available because of the limitation of the

mechanism as discussed previously [6).

6. The corrosive problems mentioned previously were all related

to a design change which allowed leakage to flow on occasion into the

gear mechanism of the waviness cylinder drive--a region not designed

for water contamination. This corrosion also caused the binding in

turning the waviness drive being used as the misalignment mechanism.

This problem was readily overcome for future tests by redesigning the

leakage flow path.

7. The seal and support system were made using inconel, 316

stainless and monel. Concerning corrosion on the seal and supporting

parts, there was no detectable (to the eye) corrosion of surfaces nor
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galvanic corrosion between mating parts (except the screws noted). The

electrical insulation method of mounting the parts made of different

metals apparently was adequate.

8. The bond between the carbon and its support or holder is very

critical. Early experiments show that a thick (0.010 in.) epoxy bond

will permit the wave which is imposed on the carrier to simply be

flattened out after it reaches the carbon. A very thin bond, which has

a much greater stiffness, was used to solve this problem.

9. After an initial wear in, performance becomes consistent from

week to week. There was no degradation of performance over the course

of the test. The seal had lower friction and lower leakage during its

last week of operation than during the first week.

10. The total wear was low and could be expected to meet ten year

life objectives. Projecting the average wear of 530 pin. to 150000

hours of continuous operation gives a total wear of 0.040 in., well

within what can be allowed for in a seal design.

11. The radial taper source has still not been identified. Some

type of distortion which has not been duplicated in bench tests is

occurring in the actual seal installation itself. Some of the wear is

being caused by this behavior. Ii the test, bowever, once beyond this

wear in period, the radial taper does not api r to be affecting the

results.

500 Hour Flat Face Test

Test No. 123 was run using the nine-wave seal but without any

waviness, a flat face test. The conditions of operation were the same
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as for the 2000 hour test so that the performance could be compared for

the two. Figure 2-12 shows a sample weekly plot for the flat face

test. Comparing the performance at 100 percent conditions reveals that

the torque in the flat face test was nearly four times higher than in

the waving test (approximately 9 N • m to approximately 2 N • m).

Thirteen times during the test the test machine was shut down by the

control system because of excessive horsepower demands due to high

friction. Torques as high as 46 N - m were recorded. Test No. 123 was

actually operated for a total of 420 hours and then stopped.

Wear measurements were taken for the flat face test so that a

comparison could be made with the wavy test. Final profiles showed an

average wear of 117 pin. (3 pm) for the 420 hours of operation (Table

2-4). Adjusting this to the 2046 hours for the wavy test would give a

wear of 570 in. (14.5 pm). This is essentially the same; however, the

comparison is not really valid.

The 100 percent pressure and speed conditions did not represent

the proper fraction of the total time of operation because of the high

amount of down time at 100 percent conditions. The actual time oper-

ated at 100 percent conditions was 186 hours of the 420 whereas it

should have been 317 of the 420. From this information, the wear rate

could have been as much as two times higher had the test run properly.

In conclusion, the wavy seal has a much lower drive torque and

probably a lower wear rate. Leakage of the parallel face seal is lower

although the wavy seal leakage is also quite low. Probably the most

important but hard to evaluate difference is that the flat face seal

has torque spikes (none are shown in Figure 2-12, but they do occur).
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TABLE 2-4

Wear Measurements--500 Hour Parallel Face Test

Loccation Wear

#1l 200

#/4 150

#/3 200

#6 50

#12 0

#5 100

Average 117 piin
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The wavy seal does not. It is thought that the torque spike is caused

by divergence and pinching off fluid pressure load support across the

film--thus high friction. High average torque and torque spikes

represent potential problems in that they cause high mechanical loads

on the system, larger thermal loads, and the possibility of causing

thermal instability. Consistent nonsticking drive torque is prefer-

able.

The wear results above may be interpreted as suggesting that at

this level of PV service the carbon-Si-C wearing pair may give adequate

seal life. In many industrial applications where face wear is the

limiting factor this is the case. However, for higher PV and for cases

where extremely long life is of interest, then reduction of face fric-

tion and mechanical contact, such as by using a wavy seal, is very

important.

Integral Force Transducer Design and Test

After evaluating the previous design, many alternatives for a

simpler design were considered. As part of this evaluation, it became

clear that a different type of force t ansducer should be considered

which might make implementation of other types of wavy seal design much

simpler. The criterion for the force transducer were:

1) Must convert pressure to force proportionally and consis-

tently.

2) Must be absolutely reliable, i.e., no leaks or blowouts per-

mitted.
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3) Must be salt water compatible.

4) Must be easy and low cost to fabricate.

5) Force must be relatively insensitive to clearance (otherwise a

serious tolerance problem and other uncontrollables result).

6) Must allow force to consistently go back to zero.

7) Must allow for easy manifolding of pressure.

To meet these needs, the idea shown in Figure 2-13 was developed.

The cylindrical steel shell is for the purpose of testing the concept.

The epoxy could be formed around many transducers and their tubes in

any holder as needed. The idea is that pressure will cause fluid to

flow from the tube into the porous metal. The porous metal is con-

tained on all sides but the diaphragm side by epoxy. Since the dia-

phragm is thin, the fluid will raise it until it touches a mating part

as shown in Figure 2-14. Then the fluid will become pressurized behind

the diaphragm and apply the needed force.

The epoxy casing and diaphragm make the device corrosion proof.

The tubing connections will all be encased in epoxy so that manifolding

can be performed using simple soldered connections. Cost would be low

once initial fixtures were fabricated.

Several such devices were fabricated as shown in Figure 2-13 and

tested as shown in Figure 2-14. The results are shown in Table 2-5 and

Figure 2-15. Figure 2-15 shows the measured force for one cycle of

pressure. Force is clearly linearly proportional to pressure. Test 1

was the first successful transducer. Tests 2, 3, and 4 show how this

transducer operated with increasing clearance. As expected the force

decreases with increasing clearance. For the 0.5 in. diam. unit the
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TABLE 2-5

Tests of Epoxy Force Transducers

Test Element Diaphragm Clearance

1 0.5 in dia. sintered 0.021 in .0 in

2 0.5 in dia. sintered 0.021 .0013

3 0.5 in dia sintered 0.021 .0024

4 0.5 in dia. sintered 0.021 .0046

5* 0.5 in dia. sintered 0.021 .0046

6 0.25 in dia. sintered .0

7 0.25 in dia. sintered .0015

8 0.25 in dia. sintered .0030

*Run for two hours
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percent reduction would be considered acceptable for a seal design.

From Tests 6, 7, and 8, for the 0.25 in. diam. transducers, the percent

reduction is much larger, indicating that a thinner diaphragm should be

used to decrease the sensitivity. Test 5 (not shown) was cycled for a

period of two hours to evaluate endurance of the device. The compar-

ison of the actual force produced to the ideal force shows that the

epoxy diaphragm is holding back a substantial fraction of the pressure

load.

While force performance above was considered to be satisfactory

for the initial attempts to create such a device, the reliability of

the device came into question. Two of the devices ruptured on first

use and one ruptured after being used in multiple tests. While some of

these problems were related to fabrication technique, it became clear

that epoxy may not be the most reliable material for a pressure con-

tainment application. A material with more reliable strength and flow

characteristics was needed.

At this point the study was ended as it was decided to use tradi-

tional O-rings with pistons for the next design. The logic was that

O-rings with proper piston were known to be reliable, and while not

being necessarily the best force transducer from a fabrication stand-

point, could be applied with greater expediency than finding and devel-

oping the proper candidate material for the integral force transducer.

Even so, the integral force transducer work is encouraging should some

application warrant further development.
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CHAPTER 3

NINE WAVE SEAL--SECOND DESIGN

Criteria

Even though the performance of the first nine wave seal design was

reasonably good, it was decided that performance should be somewhat

better if full waviness could be applied and, to make the wavy seal

practical, a simpler, more reliable means of applying the wave must be

designed which can be more easily fabricated. Thus, the overriding

criteria were simplicity, fabricability, and reliability.

The specific criteria for the design of a wavy seal are as given

previously [6]. They are:

1) Very low wear--1O year life.

2) Moderate to low leakage--leakage consistent over time.

3) Low friction to ensure low thermal distortion.

4) Operation in the 500 psi, 1800 rpm at 4 in. mean diameter

range.

5) Operation in seawater.

6) Seal components themselves must be reliable to be compatible

with 1) above.

To design a wavy seal, additional criteria must be satisfied for

proper operation.

1) The seal rings must be of a zero-moment design, i.e., no rota-

tion of the rings due to changes in the sealed pressure should occur.
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This eliminates the need for the seal rings to wear to a new profile at

each operating pressure.

2) Nine waves must be imposed on the seal. Reference [61 shows

the need for nine waves so as to increase the relative tilt stiffness

of the spal and thereby maintain a face profile which is relatively

unaff --d by operating conditions. Thus, different operating condi-

tions do not wear new profiles on the seal.

3) Application of the waviness forces must be made to the zero

pressure side of the seal. This eliminates the need to compensate for

the effect of sealed pressure on the applied waviness force.

4) The centroid of the cross section must be optimally located to

provide a continuous sealing dam around the seal to give both minimum

leakage and maximum load support.

5) Stiffness of the seal ring is to be minimized. This will

ensure compliance of the seal ring with the mating ring at lower har-

monics and also makes application of waviness easier.

Initial Configurature

Figure 3-1 shows the initial basic configuration used in the

design analysis. There are 54 pistons located circumferentially around

the in.;de diameter of the metal ring. Three sets (18 pistons per set)

are pressurized with a sinusoidally varying hydraulic pressure. The 18

pistons per set are divided up so that there are nine pistons acting to

the left of the centroid and nine pistons acting to the right. This

produces one set of nine waves. The three sets of 18 pistons are con-

nected as in the previous design to provide nine moving waves. The
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carbon is bonded as before into the metal ring which is made of Inconel

625. Inconel 625 was chosen for its excellent corrosion resistance in

salt water.

The configuration shown avoids some of the problems associated

with the previous design. The pistons are considered to be a more

reliable method of applying the forces with no leakage. Manifolding of

the pressure can be accomplished with small diameter tubing (see

detailed descriptions later). The entire force mechanism is located on

the leakage or zero pressure side of the seal so that the mechanism is

not affected by operating pressure. On the other hand this arrangement

does cause a high hoop stress as discussed later.

Seal Ring Design Solution

Fig.re 3-2 shows the details of the seal ring. The fixed param-

eters are essentially the same as for the previous design [6). The

method of solution is identical except for the location of the pressure

force that produces the waviness and the method of zeroing out rotation

due to sealed pressure. In this new design obtaining a zero moment can

be easily achieved by adjusting the secondary seal position.

In addition to meeting the previous criteria, it was decided for

this new design that the product GJ e (torsional stiffness) must be

about ten times lower than for the previous design. This condition was

imposed to ensure that the needed wave could be produced at a reason-

able hydraulic pressure and moment arm. Due to this requirement, the

metal part became quite thin. This means that even though Ecarbon <<

Emetal' the carbon in conjunction with the metal tends to stiffen it up
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and one cannot use the metal only as a basis for computing section

properties.

Bending Stiffness

To get an estimate of the stiffening effert of the carbon, the

cross section shown in Figure 3-3 was analyzed using a FEM program. The

cross section shown is typical of those analyzed as having potential

for the final design. The ring was analyzed in bending as produced by

a moment about the circumferential axis uniformly distributed around

the ring. The metal and the carbon were considered to be perfectly

bonded at the interface.

Based on the rotation of the cross section in the plane of the

figure as predicted by the FEM program, the equivalent stiffness of the

composite ring was computed using the formula for twist (bending) of a

ring due to a uniform moment about its circumferential axis.

2

more (3-1)
x

The FEM prediction is:

(Ex ) e 5.8 104 lb in. 2 (3-2)(Exequivalent

Based on the metal only

EI - 2.3 104 in. 2 (3-3)x

The conclusion is that the composite section is about twice as

stiff in bending than as predicted by considering the metal only. This
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Figure 3-3. Finite Element Mesh of Composite Seal Ring.
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added stiffness is particularly important when calculating out of plane

buckling or conformability of the ring and was taken into account in

the design.

Buckling

For rings of small cross section under external pressure, buck-

ling of the ring must considered. Such a ring can buckle in the plane

of the seal face or it can possibly buckle out of the plane. The

second case, while unlikely, appears to be the more limiting case for

the type of ring of interest so has been used as a design criterion.

Williams [301 treats the non-symmetrical cross section ring buck-

ling problem and shows that for out of plane buckling the critical

radial load can be predicted using the following equation.

ClP + C2 p2 + C3 P + C4  0, (3-4)

where

c 2v (3-5)
n1(1 _ v)3

)2 2v Y + I + n2  + 2- n2 + G (3-6)

x x
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C3  1 - 1)2 ) 2 + (,- 12) (1 + 2v n2)3 ( V)In 2 EI x  x

+ IGJ- (n2 + 2v)], (3-7)
x I

C 12y) (n2 12 GJ (3-8)

x

and,

X - X + 2G , (3-9)

vE (3-10)
(1 + v)(1 - 2v)

u a r
o c (3-11)
px ,

Pcrit 3 , (3-12)

r c0

Ii

XY (3-13)
xy I

x

y -y (3-14)y I "
x

The lowest buckling mode, n-2, was used as a basis for design calcu-

latIons.
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Torsion of a Composite Section

The formula for tilt waviness shows that that torsional stiffness

GJ0 is the most important stiffness parameters at high values of n (n=9

for the present case).

2 2
m0  2(1 +A

2) m0  rc n
o c oE- 2 2 2A - for large n
x (n2  1) GJ(n 2  1

One expects that the effect of the carbon will be to stiffen the sec-

tion of interest torsionally in spite of its low shear modulus. To

evaluate this case, some new theory was developed for the composite

cross section case.

Referring to Figure 3-4, Timoshenko [31] reasons that pure torsion

causes a rotational displacement where the displaceme- are given by

u - -ezy , v - ezx (3-16)

where 0 is the rate of twist. It can be reasoned the same form of

displacement applies to a composite section as shown having zero slip

at the boundaries. Warping of the cross section is defined by the use

of a warping function * so that

w - 08(x,y) (3-17)

and this same equation applies. Then, by definition, since normal

stresses are assumed to be negligibly small in the torsion problem,

x w + au a (3-18)

xz -0
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yz +  0 + x (3-19)

and using stress strain relationships

as GO 4-- y (3-20)

T " G " + x (3-21)

Equations (3-18) through (3-21) are valid for R and R2 separately.

Using equilibrium and equations (3-20 and 3-21)

a2 + a . o (3-22)
ax2  ay2

within each region.

Referring to Figure 3-5 for the development of the boundary con-

ditions and noting the clockwise convention for moving around the sec-

tion, we have for the shear stress acting normal to a boundary:

T n t cos a + T sin a (3-23)
n yz xz

where

sin - A cos A (3-24)

so

dx + d (3-25)
n yz ds xz ds

or substituting Equation (3-20 and 3-21), we have
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in aGO i + x !L + O h k d(3-26)na s (x Y ds (

On a free boundary

't n 0 (3-27)n

and on a common boundary between regions

T n G = " + x) ! + G0 (-"1 -- (3-28)

:.T2 +G ( x) ) dx~ +0G0 ( '2 _-Y (3-29)* 2 ay + ds +  2 -x - y ds"

The normal shear stresses must transfer across the boundary. There-

fore, since 0 is the same for both regions,

a -2 a2 + +ds

+ I.+ (L- 0 (3-30)

So the problem is reduced to finding a function * that satisfies both

Equation (3-22) and the boundary conditions of Equation (3-30) and

(3-27).

Once 4 is found the torsional stiffness is found by taking the

moment of the shear stress. This gives the equivalent stiffness as
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n

GJ0  f fR Gi (. a + x2) dx dy

G (y 2i - 2) dy dx , (3-31)

where the summation is over the n regions. Appendix A contains the

finite difference solution to this problem and some examples.

The above method was incorporated into the seal design program so

that the proper stiffness GJ0 would be used to predict waviness. Table

3-1 shows the effect of the carbon composite on the stiffness for one

of the seal ring designs very close in size to that shown in Figure

3-3. The actual torsional stiffness is four times larger than that

based on the metal alone.

After repeated attempts to vary proportions on this design it was

concluded that no satisfactory composite section could be designed. The

main problem was that for designs where torsional stiffness was low

enough such that waviness could be applied, the metal part engaging the

secondary seal (Figure 3-2) was too thin to transmit the load from the

pistons to the ring without bending. Or, in many otherwise satis-

factory designs, the required forces were larger than available. The

problem comes about because making the seal long enough to provide

moment arm space causes the stiffness to be too high for the forces

available when the part is made of metal.
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TABLE 3-1

Composite Section Stiffness

x y G* J Moment Arm

Needed

.2
Metal Only .2184 in .2790 in 1446 lb in .1680 in

Composite Section .2193 .2795 4242 .4386
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All Carbon Seal Design

The solution to the above problem is to make the entire ring out

of low modulus carbon. Thus the ring does not get too stiff for the

size needed to accommodate the force application.

Figure 3-6 shows the configuration of the all carbon seal design.

It is essentially the same shape as before. This change not only

reduces the stiffness, and therefore the needed moment arm, but also

eases design, fabrication, and assembly problems. The design computer

program for the previous configuration was modified slightly to accom-

modate this all carbon configuration and design proceded accordingly.

Warping Analysis

One additional area that must be considered is the effect of

warping on the stiffness of the cross section. Warping is the nonuni-

form z direction displacement which accompanies torsion. Oden [32]

shows that warping can induce stresses in the section that will have

the effect of increasing the torsional stiffness. This occurs when

warping is constrained as it is in the alternating torsion of a wavy

ring.

Equations for waviness where warping is significant will now be

derived. Warping makes the following change in the stress resultant-

displacement equations:

GJe

M 0  i7 ' + v') - E (,,, + Vitt) , (3-32)

c
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0

where r* is the warping constant and all other ring equations remain

the same [331.

The equilibrium equations are [341

M Mx + mR 0 , (3-33)

Mx + Me = 0. (3-34)

Using the previous equation for Mx and M0 from [33] gives:

- 1 - ,) _I- 1
(0'' - v'''') + 1 (o'' + v' ) (0191t + v''') a 0 (3-35)

A ~ ')-B

and

(Off + , ,) 1 -fmol

(4'')- j ('''' + v'''') - (0 - V'') + E- fi 0 (3-36)
A BEJ

x

where

EJ J R2

A --- and B x c (3-37)
GJ0  F*

Assuming that

me M m0  cos no '3-38)

it follows that

* = cos no and v v cos no (3-39)

Substitutior gives

0
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M o R 2

0 ____________________________(3-40)

o EJ 2

+ n+ )- + + +B2 1 n2 1A B-

and

m0  R3

C 1
v 2 (3-41)

EJ x  2 1 22
(1+ A +M) 4  2

B1 n 2 +JA

Equations (3-40) and (3-41) are the modified form used in the design

program to predict waviness considering warping.

It now becomes necessary to determine r* for the particular cross

section in question. This was accomplished by again using a finite

element program and using three-dimensional solid elements (eight node

brick). The section considered was a bar of exact cross section and

length equal to that of one half wave (of nine waves) around the seal

(see Figure 3-7). A moment was applied to the end of the bar and the

resultant twist was calculated. In this calculation the z Usp ce-

ments at both ends were not constrained, only x and y. Next, the z

displacements were constrained and the angles of twist again calcu-

lated. This simulates the symmetry conditions where warping must go to
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zero in the alternating twist. Table 3-2 shows the results for a cross

section very close in dimensions to the final solid carbon design.

Now the straight bar version of Equation (3-32) is:

EF*O''' - GJ8 *' + M - 0 . (3-42)

For M constant solving for 0 gives

M

* ¢Ce r x + C e-rX + - + C (3-43)
1 2 GJ C3

where

= GJ
r =VE " (3-44)

The boundary conditions are

0(0) = 0

0'(o) - 0

O'(A) = 0 , (3-45)

where 0' - 0 again simulates the symmetry conditions. The final solu-

tion is

Me (e -1) + 1 rx - 0 (e - r  1) -rx
rGJe (1 - e2rA ) I rGJe (I - e-2rxe

Mox Me [2 -rA 1 )

+ e , 2,r_ ,+ (3-46)
GJ e rGJ 0 -2r ) I

Dividing through by M0a./Go and evaluating at x = L gives,
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TABLE 3-2

Warping Function Calculation

twist (in/in) G (l0 b-in 2

Z Deflections
Unconstrained .002703 3575

Z Deflections
Constrained .001742 --
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M(A) e f. _ 1- e- r  __ 1L rX er _ - 2r -

M _X (1 e2r/ r\ (1 e 2re-2r
GJ 0

+ i [2(e-r __) + 1 (3-47)

The left-hand side is the ratio of twist for the condition of the z

displacements constrained to the condition of the z displacements un-

constrained. Going back to Table 3-2 and using those values we have

for the problem of interest

O(X) - 0.644596 (3-48)

GJ8

Now, letting A - 0.543 in., the length of the bar section, and using a

root finding technique to solve Equation (3-47Xor r for the condition

of Equation (3-48) we get

r 1 10.286/in. (3-49)

Then, using Equation (3-44) and section properties determined later we

have

F* - 1.0144 x 10-5 in. 6  (3-50)

and Equation (3-37) gives

B - 3097 (3-5])
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Design Solution

Using the above information in the design program and the criteria

discussed, final satisfactory design dimensions were found and are

shown in Table 3-3.

Predicted Performance

Previously developed computer programs [5] were used to predict

the performance of the new design. Figures 3-8 and 3-9 show these

results. The friction torque is high at lower speeds but drops very

quickly for increasing rpm. Even at zero speed the friction is less

than half as much as would be expected with no waviness. The decreased

torque at higher speed is due to hydrodynamic effects which result in

100 percent fluid pressure load support at the higher speed.

Figure 3-9 shows that leakage is quite small, less than 1.5 cc/min

up to 1800 rpm for all cases. A slightly larger value of 0 was used

for this design compared to the first design (400 as compared to 320)

so that sufficient wave would be available for hydrodynamic effects.

Leakage is increased by about one-half a cubic centimeter per minute at

the worst case compared to the previous design.

Figure 3-10 shows the comparison of the worn profile shapes for

the extremes of operating conditions. As can be seen, the profile

changes very little and as a result additional wear is minimized as the

operating conditions are changed. This is as expected using nine

waves.
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TABLE 3-3

Solid Carbon Seal Design
(Ref. Fig. 3-6)

00 -fi 400 x 10
- 6 in/in

d = .316 in

xI  = .2345 in Yl = .4200 in

x2  = .0470 in Y2 - .2600 in

x 3  = .1875 in Y3 -. 2100 in

x4  - .0900 in Y4 .0600 in

x5  .0900 in Y .8300 in

R Pi = 1.8100 in

R b 1.900 in

R - 2.1345 in
00

R - 1.9427 in
C

DORING - .2026 in

x - .1918 in

y = .5453 in

I - .0083085 in
4

x

I , .0014610 in
4

y

G J 0 3183 lb-in
2

J1 - .002546 lb-in 2

A - 7.83

-6
v - 5.687 x 10 in

e - .2053 incc

Critical buckling pressure - 1007 lb/in

Pressure caused rotation - 1.1 x 10- 9 in/in
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Strength Analysis and Test

Because of the reduced cross section of this all carbon design, a

primary concern becomes the strength of the carbon in relation to the

waviness loads applied as shown in Figure 3-11. Each piston produces a

maximum load of 86 lb distributed as own but of course at discrete

intervals around the seal ring. Th, irbon was modeled by finite ele-

ments as shown using an assumption of axisymmetric loading to get a

first approximation. It was found that the maximum tensile stress is

about 4000 psi on element No. 8 in Figure 3-11. The tensile strength

is only 8000 psi.

Given that the approximate solution was not considered conserva-

tive because the concentrated loads had to be distributed to obtain the

axisymmetry needed for solution, other methods to calculate the maxi-

mum stress were tried but none were considered accurate enough tr be

relied upon. The problem is clearly a 3-D stress analysis problem, the

modelin8 for which is very cumbersome. Thus, it was decided that the

only reliable way to assess the adequacy of the strength of the part

was by actual test.

Figure 3-12 shows a cross section of the test set up. The carbon

shown was machined out of an existing carbon ring to similar dimensions

and the same cross sectional area as the new design. Pressurized oil

was slowly introduced into -- test fixture and the pressure monitored

by comp:tar And pressure transducer. Failure was localized at the

point of application and occurred at a load of 177 lb. The maximum
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Figure 3-12. Destructive Test Set-up.
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0

design piston load, as stated before is 86 lb. This indicates a safety

factor of 2.05.

The question of fatigue strength also had to be addressed. Paxton

[35] states that the terminal fatigue strength of most carbon is

thought to be between 45 and 85 percent of the original tensile

strength. Thus for the present design, the safety factor could be as

low as 1.0 but most likely higher. It was decided since no specific

fatigue data was available, the design would be considered acceptable

on a prototype basis.

Other Calculations

Many other design calculations were made but will not be presented

in detail here. However, the subject areas were:

1) O-ring friction on spring seat.

2) Stresses in waviness inducer.

3) Piston stresses.

4) Pressure caused rotation of spring seat.

5) Buckling of spring seat.

6) Hoop stress caused by piston load and band clamp stress for

split design.

Concerning the last item, it was decided early on that the carbon had

to be clamped at its OD with a metal band so as to place a large enough

compressive stress on the carbon to overcome the tensile stress caused

by the piston loads. This would allow the design to be split in half

and simply be clamped together.
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Final Design

Figure 3-13 shows the assembly view of the seal. Starting at the

left, one of three sinusoidally varying pressures is directed through

two (180' apart) pressure channels in the waviness cylinder G. it

was desired that the existing waviness cylinder be used since it

already had the necessary tilt and offset machined into it. This wav-

iness cylinder was therefore modified so that it could be used with the

present design. One of the modifications was the addition of three

drilled and tapped holes T (one of which is shown). These intersect

the pressure channels in the waviness cylinder. The pressure is then

directed through one of three swagelok fittings 9 to one of three

1/16 in. monel inlet tubes 9 which delivers the pressure to the

waviness inducer and terminating at a set of 18 pressure pistons0

via connecting tubing 9 . The pressure induces a force through the

pressure piston @ to a delrin spacer @ which causes a counter-

clockwise moment (in this particular cross-section) to the all-carbon

seal 0". The seal is a pure carbon P658RC carbon. The seal is driven

by the drive ring Q through the drive ring adapter 0. This

arrangement allows for the carbon to "float" and therefore take its

alignment from the face of the rotating secondary seat which is a

carborundum KTO silicon carbide. Both primary and secondary rin.. are

of zero moment design, i.e., no rotation of the rings under water pres-

sure. Preload is provided by the springs housed in the spring retainer

( through the spring seat 0. The design of the spring seat is such

that the secondary O-ring seal (9 moves with the carbon ring with
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wear so the pressure balance is relatively uneffected. The cla:: , band

produces a radial preload to the carbon ring 0 for the case when

the carbon will be split.

Waviness of the new seal was measured external to the test rig by

the use of the waviness inducer and the addition of a fixture that

would hold pressure on 18 of the 54 pistons. Pressurizing 18 pistons

gives one complete set of nine waves. The apparatus was placed on the

precision rotary table and axial displacement traces near the OD of the

carbon face were taken with the stylus of a surface analyzer. The

signal was digitized by a computer and a Fourier analysis of waviness

components was made. Table 3-4 shows the results of the waviness mea-

surements.

The results show that the first waviness measurements were con-

siderably lower than the 60 pin. design value. It was determined that

the original Delrin band, which transmits the load from the piston of

! waviness inducer to the inside diameter of the seal ring, was

absorbing the wave by distributing the load over a much larger area

than the area of the pistons. This was checked by making 18 individual

Delrin pads which fit on the pistons, making each pi.ton independent of

any other and concentrating the load at the point of application.

Results showed a dramatic increase in the harmonic waviness.

Since the original Delrin band was by design, necessary for wavi-

ness inducer-carbon seal alignment, the band was modified. This mod-

ification was accomplished by machining 54 pad locations leaving only

0.020 in. of material between pads on the inside diameter. This

allowed for more individual freedom of movement for each piston and
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TABLE 3-4

Nine-Wave Amplitude Study

Waviness Amplitude Near Seal O.D.

Date h9  Ptest h 9

@ 750 psi Conditions

6114 51 750 51 Carbon wc band, improved pad alignment
6modified delrin spacersj

6/13 46 650 53 Carbon wo/band, improved pad alignment (
Imodified delrin spacersi

6/10 44 1100 30 Carbon w/band, modified delrin spacers

6/9 68 1100 46 Carbon wo/band, modified delrin spacers

6/8 24 1100 l6 Carbon wo/band 9
6/8 13 1100 9 Carbon w/band

Equivalent to actual test pressure.
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less absorption by the ring as a whole. The waviness results are shown

in Table 3-4.

Secondly it was found that the metal clamp band greatly stiffened

the seal ring torsionally (Table 3-4). For the purpose of these and

subsequent tests it was removed with the que&tion of how to put it in

place for the split ring without stiffening the ring being left

unanswered.

Afte these two modifications were made, the measured waviness

started to approach the calculated waviness although it was still con-

sidered somewhat low. Further explanations were sought.

Young's Modulus Tests

An experiment was set up to check the value of Young's modulus for

P658RC carbon. The test apparatus is shown in Figure 3-14. Three car-

bon beams were machined out of a carbon seal ring and then ground to

size. The beams were simply supported by two 3/32 in. diameter dowel

pins. The load was applied at midpoint through another 3/32 in. diam-

eter dowel pin and the resultant deflection measured by a 0.0001 in.

indicator at that point. Simple beam theory was then used to calculate

the value for E. The results are given in Table 3-5.

From these r. ,ults it was concluded that the value of E - 3.0

106 psi used in design was reasonably close to the measured result. It

was decided that an ample wave was available for test.
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TABLE 3-5

YOUNG'S MODULUS RESULTS

FOR P658RC CARBON

Beam # w (in) t (in) I (in 4 ) F/y (lb/in) E (lb/in )

1 .3824 .0602 6.9522 x 10
- 6  327.2 3.19 x 106

2 .3825 .0602 6.9540 x 10- 6  323.3 3.15 x 106

3 .3826 .0602 6.9559 x 10
- 6  323.9 3.16 x I06
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2000 Hour Test Results

Performance During Test

Figures 3-15 and 3-16 show the performance of the seal one week

after start and then eight weeks later. Each plot is for one complete

weekly cycle. These are presented so as to compare the initial and

final operation. The performance is much the same on the average. The

torque fluctuations are somewhat higher, at the 14 percent speed and

100 percent pressure conditions, at the beginning than at the end of

the test. The 100 percent speed and pressure conditions show a torque

which is quite the same throughout the test, averaging about 2 N-m both

in the forward and reverse directions. The total leakage during the

second week of operation (Figure (3-15)was 253 cc, which resulted in an

average leakage rate of 0.025 cc/min. Figure3-16 has a total leakage

for the week of 321 cc, which is a leakage rate of 0.032 cc/min. The

spikes are the result of leakage getting trapped because of surface

tension within the leakage path and then suddenly flowing.

One problem encountered during the test is illustrated by Figure

3-17. The torque readings became erratic as a result of insufficient

waviness. This was caused by a clogged oil supply line filter to the

waviness generator. The filter was cleaned and replaced at about 412 9

hours into the test. This eliminated the erratic behavior. This

problem occurred a few more times during the test and in each case the

filter was replaced with a new one.

One problem occurred during the test. The time of its first

occurrence is not exactly known, but it became more pronounced toward

the end of the test. Figure 3-18 shows uniform large fluctuations in
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torque at the different operating conditions. On disassembly it was

observed that the seal thermocouple was severely bent due to some

relative motion between the carbon seal and the spring retainer. The

reason for this angular displacement is due to the fact that the seal

slipped in its silicon rubber bond. As a result, some small angular

rotation of the carbon resulted causing the thermocouple to bind and

ultimately become severely bent. This introduced a component of force

which coupled with the movement of the wave around the seal, caused the

fluctuations observed in Figure 3-18.

Silicon rubber bonding material was used so as to allow for the

differential rates of thermal expansion for the carbon and the monel

drive ring and also to be able to withstand the forces needed to drive

the seal. The rubber adhered very well to the carbon but the bond was

poor with the monel.

Post Test Analysis

Disassembly also showed that five springs behind the spring seat

were bent due to the rotation of the carbon as stated above. One of

these springs was broken. The epoxy case covering tubes in the wavi-

ness inducer had a slight bulge in it indicating some seepage of oil

from the tubes inside. Because of the design, however, the oil could

not contaminate the sealed fluid since the waviness mechanism is on the

zero pressure side.

Radial profiles of the carbon showed a divergent taper of -763

pm/m average, this being the result of pressure caused rotation of the

seal. Table 3-6 shows the wear results. The average wear for the 2000
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TABLE 3-6

Wear Results (2000 hours)

Initial Wear Final Wear

Position Groove Depth Groove Depth Wear

(pin) (pin) (pin)

1 2800 2500 300

2 2860 2500 360

3 2240 1880 360

4 2520 2120 400

Average 355
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hour test was 355 pin. Radial traces of the KTSiC seat showed wear of

about 15 to 20 pin.

Comparison to Theory

Using a numerical model of wavy seal operation developed prev-

iously 151, performance was predicted for the various operating con-

ditions in the 2000 hour test as shown in Figures 3-8 and 3-9. For the

experimental results, six weeks of operation were used to establish

average values at the different operating conditions. These values are

given in Table 3-7. The results show a wide variation sometimes even

though the apparatus was rezeroed weekly. These results are compared

in Table 2-4 for drive torque only.

The table shows that there is a good relationship between pre-

dicted and experimental torque, although under some conditions agree-

ment is not as close as desired. Perhaps most importantly is that the

reduction of friction with increasing speed shown by the theoretical

data is followed by the experimental data although the experiment does

not show as strong a relationship. This agreement verifies the pre-

dicted operation of hydrodynamic effects in water. In earlier tests,

face geometry could change with speed. In this test, the nine waves

have a very high stiffness and remain constant and geometry does not

change with speed. The other very encouraging result in Table 3-8 is

that the speed effects are symmetrical. This indicates that some type

of torque caused geometry change is not really influencing the results

and more importantly, that the average torque values are reliable

because they repeat in the opposite direction.
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TABLE 3-7

One Week Average Torque Values

Test 129 (N • m)

Week

Speed % 671 839 1007 1571 1679 2015
to

Pressure % 839 1007 1175 1679 1847 2183 hrs

14/7 0.42 0.61 0.77 0.96 0.65 0.70

14/50 2.55 7.93 1.36 1.98 1.58 2.22

14/100 7.19 7.60 2.36 2.95 2.92 4.42

33/100 5.20 3.58 3.25 3.16 2.63 3.58

100/50 1.05 1.23 1.22 1.70 1.28 2.51

100/100 2.91 2.95 2.45 2.66 2.53 4.33

-33/100 -5.05 -4.76 -2.91 -2.51 -3.34 -2.50

-100/100 -2.39 -3.11 -2.80 -5.25 -1.73 -2.33

0

0
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TABLE 3-8

Comparison of Experimental and

Theoretical Results--Design 2

Torque* (N • m)

Experimenta % Speed

Theory -tOO -33 14 33 100

100 -2.9 -3.5
.4 -1.2 1.2

*Leakage was not compared because of erratic

rates caused by collection passages.

**Conditions not run experimentally.

tBased on six weeks data from Test #129.
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With regard to leakage, the model was used to predict a weekly

average rate of 0.4 cc/min. The average measured weekly for the week

of operation shown in Table 3-9 was 0.028 cc/min. Thus leakage does

not agree well at all. The experimental result of course is favorable

since it is lower than predicted. However, it is known that the model

is weak in predicting leakage. Previous work [16] showed that in con-

tact problems like this one actual leakage is very hard to predict to

better than an order of magnitude.

Split Ring Design

To meet ultimate submarine needs, it is necessary to be able to

design a split seal. Thus as part of this program, a small scale pro-

totype wavy split seal was to be investigated.Thus, a design had to be

made that would allow the carbon to be split (two places, 180' apart)

and then clamped and still be able to transmit the wave-causing moments

across the split. The first iteration for this design was to make a

preload ring that would be pressed over the OD of the carbon ring. This

preload ring would have to be able to apply a compressive load of 250

lb/in. radially at the centroid in order to offset the effect of the

loads generated outward by the waviness inducer. Figure 3-19 shows the

configuration of the band designed. The band has a slight taper ground

into it as does the carbon, which allows for ease of press.

A three-dimensional SAPIV finite element analysis was then made on

the carbon cross section without the band. Results showed a stiffness,

GJ0 , of 3527 lb-ln 2 . The detign program used calculated a GJ0 of 3183
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TABLE 3-9

Weekly Average Leak Rate*

Test 129

Week 167 1679 hrs Predicted

to
335 1847 hrs

Leakage 0.025 cc/min 0.032 0.4

*Based on total leakage for the week.
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2

lb-in. , which is within 10 percent. It was therefore felt that the

design program was satisfactory in its method of solution.

The next step was to re-run the three-dimensional SAPIV program

with the inclusion of the preload ring. The resultant GJ was 4368

2
lb-in. , a 24 percent increase. The band (Figure 3-11) was then made

and pressed on a new carbon seal. The measured ninth harmonic waviness

of the carbon without the preload ring was 50 pin. With the preload

ring on the carbon, the ninth harmonic waviness was measured at 32 pin.

a 36 percent reduction. The SAPIV finite element program predicted a

20 percent decrease in waviness with the addition of the band. From

these results it was determined that the design method was sufficiently

valid to serve as a useful tool.

From the preceding results, a new preload ring would need to be

designed which would not restrict so much of the wave. Again, the

three-dimensional SAPIV program was used and the design shown in Figure

3-20 was the result. This particular ring would only give a 12 percent

increase in the stiffness, which would result in a reduction of ninth

harmonic waviness from 50 pin. to only 44 pin.

The split seal itself, as shown in Figure 3-21, is to be machined

out of two existing carbon seals. Internal moments are to be carried

across the split sections by means of eight stainless steel dowel pins.

These dowel pins were sized based on an analysis of the internal moment

generated due to the induced waviness.

Referring back to Equation (3-32) the internal moment is given by

"0e - _me G W + v') - ' + ''' ) (3-52)

R -v
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Considering warping gives,

-= E CI cos(nO) , (3-53)

x

m0 R

V' n 0 C1 sin(nG) , (3-54)
x

me R
2

EJ C1 sin(nO) , (3-55)
x

and

2
moiR

SC 2 cos(ne) , (3-56)
x

me0
-n C2 sin(nO) , (3-57)

EJx 2

30 R2 0

n 3 C2 sin(nO) , (3-58)
EJ
x

where

2
A B

c 2 2 2 (3-59)
(n + - (n2  )

A B
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2 4
n n 4A+-+ n

C2  n 2 + n 4 (3-60)

n n-t + n - + 1) - + R-+ n2

Substitution of (3-54), (3-55), (3-57), and (3-58) into (3-52) gives

GJO nm8 0 
R

me R EJ [[-C 2 sin(nO) + C1 sin(nO)

3 2
n m0

E* e [C2 sin(nO) - C1 sin(nr)I) . (3-53)
R3 ~

Using the previous design data for the solid ring, the internal

moment is

Me = -7.65 in.-lb . (3-54)

The dowels were sized to handle this moment.

Conclusions on Second Design

In many ways the performance of the second design was similar to

that of the first design. Torque and leakage values were similar. Wear

was significantly lower amounting to 355 pin. Since some taper did

wear into this seal, it is expected that much of this wear took place

early in the test, so the long term wear rate would be even better than

on this test.
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Theory predicts somewhat different values for friction torque than

found experimentally but the hydrodynamic effect is nonetheless dis-

played. Leakage values are significantly lower than predictions. This

is an advantage to seal operation but shows a significant weakness in

the model.

An improvement is needed in the drive arrangement to get a posi-

tive engagement or improve the bond of the adhesive. Some improvements

in oil plumbing reliability need to be made as there was one seep in

the system.

Except for the problems mentioned the seal itself performed very

well. At the wear rate measured, the wearing faces could be designed

to meet a 150,000 hour life objective. The concept from the standpoint

of wear reduction works very well. The question now becomes: would the

waviness force applicator be sufficiently reliable? Certainly no sig-

nificant problem was encountered in the 2000 hour test. The piston

arrangement appears to be reliable. However, the O-rings and their

associated plumbing introduces an element of chance failure or

shortened life due to wear out which cannot be quantified. It can only

be stated that the design would be more reliable absent these elements.

Thus, while the test and the design were both very successful, there

is still a need to find a simple more reliable means to impose a wave.
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CHAPTER 4

NINE WAVE SEAL--THIRD DESIGN

Early in the wavy seal investigation it became clear that a simple

means of imposing a moving wave was essential to the ultimate success

of the idea. While it was proven early in the test program that a

moving wave would provide low friction and low wear along with low

leakage, the greatest difficulties in designing, fabricating, and oper-

ating the wavy seal have been with the waviness causing device itself.

While a remedy to this problem has been sought all along, during

the present contract period an extra effort was made to find a much

simpler waviness device. To this end, the ideas explained in Chapter 8

on squeeze seals and bearings were conceived and analyzed. One of the

conclusions as explained in Chapter 8 was that the squeeze seal (when

the wave moves at shaft speed) is equivalent to the current wavy seal

and therefore offers no advantage of further reduced wear. However,

the squeeze seal does offer the possibility of facilitating the appli-

cation of the wave. In fact, it happens that the squeeze seal as

originally conceived is equivalent to forming the wave fixed in the

hard face and rubbing against a flat soft face. This becomes then the

basis for the third nine wave design.

The design is shown in Figures 4-1 and 4-2. The wave as shown in

Figure 4-1 is ground into the hard face. The wave is similar to that

used in present wavy seal designs just described in the previous chap-

ters. Nine waves are again used so that the carbon does not
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significantly flatten out and thus eliminate the desired wave. The

wavy-tilt design is used in order to obtain hydrostatic lift from the

radial taper and hydrodynamic lift from the wavy part. The wavy tilt

stops at some radius beyond which the seal face remains flat. This

flat portion is the sealing dam and serves to minimize leakage flow.

In this design the carbon face is everywhere wiped by the high

spots of the wave on the hard face. Thus the carbon must wear

uniformly. The high spots on the wave do wear unevenly; that is,

unlike design 2, wear is not spread out all across the hard face.

However, the localized wear effect is on the hard face, not the carbon.

The hard face is not wiped all over. Operation of the seal is iden-

tical to design 2.

Advantages

Compared to the moving wave, this seal design, once the parts are

made, is as simple as current seals. No waviness drive is needed.

Reliability should be very high. Because of the fact that with the

present wavy design wear on the hard face is insignificant, it is

expected that the same will hold true for this design. The carbon will

wear slowly (same as at present). The hard face will wear very slowly

such that the wave is preserved for the entire life of the seal. Long

life and low leakage are expected just like for the current wavy seal.

Limitations

There is some difficulty in grinding the shape shown in Figure 4-1

into the hard face. While it is easy to deform carbon elastically to
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get a wavy surface, this technique will not work for the high modulus

hard face material.

The fact that the hard face is not wiped everywhere may allow

debris or corrosion to build up in the low spots of the hard face. Also

in some applications wear of the hard face presents an unknown factor.

There is some evidence that hard face materials such as silicon carbide

when lightly loaded (as in the case here) will experience only a few

microinches of wear in a thousand hours. For applications where this

is true for the fixed wave seal, then wear of the wave will present no

problem. Experiments will answer the wear question as well as the

corrosion buildup question.

One other limitation of this design is that special features must

be incorporated so that radial misalignment can be accommodated. Figure

4-3 shows that with the normal seal design, a gap could result due to

radial misalignment. The solution to this problem requires that the

carbon and the hard face both be made wider as shown. The complica-

tions of solving the problem this way or using other approaches have

not been evaluated as yet.

Wavy Seals 0

Wavy seals have been experimented with and proposed for use pre-

viously by other investigators f36,37). The obvious question to be

raised is why the wavy seal did not become a routine practice and what

is different about the present proposal. First, the typi- of wave used

and proposed here is a wavy tilt. The wavy tilt offers a sealing dam

as well as hydrostatic support and hydrodynamic support. This type of
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wave, as far as is known, has never been used before. Simply lapping a

radially parallel wave into a seal may cause excessive leakage if the

seal is stiff or nothing may happen if the seal is compliant [221.

Secondly, no consideration has been given previously to the relation-

ship between stiffness and waviness. Early work in this project showed

(4,5] that waves can be easily flattened out. It also showed that seal

rings also tilt as they deform. Thus, imposing a wave on a seal ring

without careful consideration of the deflection and net waviness may

easily lead to undesirable contact geometries or unknown geometries.

Deflection has been carefully considered in these designs. Thus in

summary, the present work represents the first series of work where the

wave shape has been carefully controlled, both in its creation and in

operation, so that the desired effects will likely occur. Thus, the

idea being proposed here, while not new as a general concept, is novel

when considered carefully in detail, and it is these details which make

the difference between successful operation and poor performance.

Seal Design

The third design is the result of only three modifications to the

second design as shown in Figure 3-13. The first is the removal of the

waviness inducer and spacer. This was done since the waviness is not

imposed on the carbon for this design. The second modification was

made on the method of driving the carbon. As pointed out before, the

carbon rotated relative to the drive ring adapter in test no. 130, as a

result of too much tangential load, due to friction torque of the seal,

for the strength of the adhesive used. To eliminate this problem, four
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#2-56 socket head cap screws were recessed into the carbon 0.05 inches

to provide the additional drive capability along with the silicone

adhesive.

The third modification was that of putting the desired wave on the

hard mating face of the seal assembly. The technique for doing so is

explained later, the performance for such a design follows.

Expected Performance

Seal performance is expected to be like that described in Chapters

2 and 3 for designs I and 2. However, some additional consideration

was given to static (low speed) performance. Table 4-1 shows the

static performance of the seal at various wave tilts. *o is the tilt

amplitude on the mating hard face and net is the resulting tilt due to

the conformability oJ -he carbon. As can be seen, not a lot of fric-

tion reduction is gained by raising m above 500 pin./in. The leakage

does, on the other hand, increase quite rapidly. This tradeoff was the

basis for the selection of *o M 500 pm/in, for the new design. Pre-

vious designs used a slightly lower waviness.

Waviness Grinding Apparatus

The procedure for putting the wave on the mating face is by means

of grinding. Since the desired wave is of a special case, i.e., tilted

in the radial direction, waved in circumferential direction, and having

a circumferential strip of constant height at some given radial loca-

tion, a unique method of grinding had to be devised.
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TABLE 4-1

Seal Performance (Static)

n = 9 Speed= 1 RPM

P 0 = 500 psi

0 net 3Q T q % fluid pressure
(pin/in) (pin/in) (cm /min) (ln-lb) load support

50 20 .09 120.6 .049 50

80 43 .10 113.9 .046 53

100 63 .11 106.0 .043 56

500 475 .33 68.6 .028 72

1000 967 .62 62.4 .025 74

1500 1461 1.07 59.7 .024 76

2000 1960 1.66 57.5 .023 77
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Figures 4-4 and 4-5 show the grinding apparatus. The seal ring is

mounted in a fixture and very precisely rotated about x-x in a lathe.

The cam shown also rotates with the ring. The grinding wheel and its

driver and the cam follower are all mounted to a plate which pivots

about the axis y-y. The plate is flexure mounted as shown later so is

actually very stiff relative to the base. However forces in the z

direction produced by the cam follower and spring cause the plate to

rotate (on its flexure mounts) about axis y-y. Therefore as the seal

ring and cam turn about axis x-x, the cam follower causes the grinding

wheel and plate assembly to oscillate about axis y-y. With the grind-

ing wheel running about axis z-z, this action causes the wave of Figure

4-1 to be ground into the seal ring. The cam used has nine waves to

produce the nine wave seal ring. Axis y-y is located at the sealing

dam radius so that the waviness at that radius is zero.

Flexure Design

The flexure support system was chosen over bearings because of its

high stiffness, zero looseness, and simplicity. The plate rotates only

±500 pm/m. Figure 4-6 shows the approximate pattern of flexure beams

used to mount the plate. Point 0 is the pivot point whose location is

assured by the four surrounding flexures. Flexures 5 and 6 provide

additional stiffness to the mount.

Referring to Figure 4-6 summing moments about "0" give:

M0 F0R0 FIR1 + 1 3 1 + F4R + F5 R2 + F6R2 (4-1)
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where

F = k6 
(4-2)

and

6 - R0 (4-3)

which gives

F - kRO (4-4)

Substituting (4-4) into (4-1) and assuming that all leaf springs have

the same stiffness gives,

FoR - 4kR2e + 2ka0. (4-5)

Now,

FoR0  2 kTR (4-6)

where kT is the total effective spring constant of the system. Sub-

stitution of (4-6) into (4-5) gives

r4R2, 2R 2
kT - k + 2 J (4-7)

The spring constant, k, for a beam fixed on one end and guided at the

other end is [381,

k = 12 EI (4-8)

The cam was designed to cause a 0.150 inch amplitude cam follower

displacement. The stiffness was designed using the above relationships
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so that the corresponding force produced by the cam follower spring

produced the ±500 pm/m rotation needed.

Waviness Profile Results

To test the grinding apparatus, a seal ring was machined out of

1018 steel to the dimensions of an existing seal ring. A 2 inch diam-

eter, 60 grit, silicon carbide wheel was used for the grinding. The

steel ring was then ground and a polar plot of waviness at the seal

carbon outside radius (r ) was taken. These results are shown in0

Figure 4-7. A Fourier analyses showed a ninth harmonic waviness of

only 41 pin. It was desired that a 75-100 pin. (based on 500 pin./in.)

wave be produced. The discrepancy was found to be due to the effect of

stiffness of the connection between the upper grinding mount plate and

the grinder itself. Some flexing was occurring at this connection and

as a result the deflection of the grinding wheel was less than

expected.

To correct for this, a calculation was made to re-size the input

spring of the cam follower mechanism, making it stiffer. The steel

ring was again ground and the resultant waviness plot is shown in

Figure 4-8. The ninth harmonic waviness increased to 141 pin. From

these results it was concluded that the waviness grinding apparatus was

indeed operating as designed and the next step was to grind a tungsten

carbide for actual testing.

Grinding a tungsten carbide ring was done using a 2 inch diameter,

320 grit, diamond impregnated wheel. The results of this grinding is

shown in Figure 4-9. The amplitude of the ninth harmonic wave is 134
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pin., very close to that measured on the steel ring, which is good

indication of repeatability. This tungsten carbide was used for the

first 100 hour test.

100 Hour Test Results

Test No. 130 was the first 100 hour test run using the new concept

of a wavy mating seal ring. The tungsten carbide ring had a wave 134

pin. amplitude at r . Figure 4-10 shows the performance during the

test. The gap between approximately 62 hours and 112 hours was caused

by a shutdown. The torque was, for the most part, unmeasurable, indi-

cating nearly zero throughout the test. The leakage had some erratic

behavior at the start, due to surface tension effects within the leak-

age collection passage. The average leakage for the approximate 100

hours of operation was about 3 cm 3/min.

Wear measurements were taken at four locations around the face of

the carbon and compared to those taken before the test. Table 4-2

shows the results. The average wear was about 263 pin. It is believed

that the wear occurred during the first few minutes of zeroing and test

operation because the faces did not directly conform to each other at

the start. Once the seal was in full operation, hydrodynamic effects

lifts the faces apart, as evidenced by the low torque readings, and

very little if any touching occurred.

Traces of the tungsten carbide face before and after the test

showed no signs of wear.
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TABLE 4-2

Carbon Wear Measurements
Test # 130

Location Wear

#1 200

#2 400

#3 250

#4 200

Average =263 pin
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Conclusions on Third Design

The first test using a fixed wave showed promising results. The

wave was too large and needs to be reduced to lower the leakage rate.

The surface roughness on the w-c was too large and there is concern

that plowing wear will occur when the waviness is reduced. At the time

of this writing short term tests are being made using other seal mate-

rials and waviness levels in anticipation of making a long term 2000

test. Thus, while results so far look very promising, too little

experimental information is available to make final conclusions at this

time.
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CHAPTER 5

SEAL RING DEFLECTION

In the early days of seal design, seal ring deflection was essen-

tially ignored. Seal rings were lapped flat and presumed to stay that

way during operation. Now it is recognized that seal rinq may undergo

many different types of deflections, some causing excessive leakage and

others allowing the seal to operate more effectively.

In this chapter no comprehensive review of seal deflection will be

made; the subject would occupy several chapters of a book. Instead the

more recent developments obtained under this research program will be

presented in depth. These developments focus primarily on the predic-

tion of whether or not seal rings will flatten out against each other

in operation so as to minimize leakage. Theory is developed, tools are

established, and many calculations on real seals are made and pre-

sented. It is thought that given these methods, much insight into the

problem of seal leakage as related to deflection can be obtained, and such

leakage can be minimized by well founded design changes.

Ring Finite Element

It was determined earlier in this investigation that a ring finite

element was needed in which in-plane and out-of-plane forces and

deflections are coupled by a non-zero product of inertia term. Such a

finite element would serve as a basis for solving all types of ring

deflection problems including a special class of two ring contact
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01

problems. A survey of the literature indicated that the development of

an element of this type had not been published.

Thus,such a ring finite element was derived and published in a

previous report 6), thesis (281, and paper [19]. The ring FEM will be

briefly described here so that subsequent developments in this report 0

are more clear. Figure 5-1 shows a ring with all of the possible types

of loading shown. Figure 5-2 shows a segment of the ring and all of

the internal and external moments and forces acting on it. Figure 5-2 0

serves as a basis for writing six equations of equilibrium for the ring

segment. Using these equations and stress resultant-displacement rela-

tionships [34,39] allows one to derive the generalized relationship 0

between the stress resultants and the displacements for an arbitrary

segment of the ring--the stiffness matrix in the finite element method.

Figure 5-3 shows the element, the end forces and moments, and the dis- 9

placements. The generalized displacement and force vectors are given

by
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The stiffness matrix [K] is defined by the relationship between

forces and displacements:

[Fl - [K] [6)] (5-5)

The previous work provided two essential matrix equations shown on the

next two pages. Equations [5-41 and [5-5] relate the force and

deflection vectors to section properties and the arbitrary constants of

the solution to the differential equations. Repeating •

[A] [G] - [6] , (5-3)

EJx (54
EJ-x [D] [G] - [F] 

(5-4)
R-
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Given (5-5) above Equations (5-4) and (5-5) may be solved to give

EJ
[K] 2 [D] [A]-  (5-6)

Then the stiffness matrix for the coupled ring problem is readily eval-

uated as the product of known matrix D and the inverse of known matrix

A. It is useful to observe that if 02 - 01 is constant and the section

properties are constant, [K] is constant--a very useful property when

assembling a global stiffness matrix.

If J - 0 the above equations may not be used directly to solvexy

for K. However one may numerically allow J .4 0 to get a satisfactoryxy

result. Also, when J - 0 one actually gets two uncoupled cases, andxy

these have been solved exactly and are presented in References [61,

[19], and [28].

The element derived is readily assembled into a closed circular

ring or a segment of a ring. Elements of various sizes (02 - 81) can

be used as needed. Assembly is straightforward in that no coordinate

transformations are needed. Also, just as in common straight beam

elements, the element derived is the exact solution to the governing

equations. Thus, if no distributed loads are present, then the element

size can be as large as possible while still accommodating concentrated

loads. If distributed loads are present, then element size must be

made relatively small to give a good approximation. On two examples

for distributed load cases, it was found that 40 elements gives deflec-

tion results within a few percent of that predicted by exact theory.
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Beyond these points, assembly is straightforward and needs no further

discussion. 0

Comparison to Other Results

Solutions to two coupled problems were found in the literature and

have been used to check the accuracy of the derived element.

The first check is based on earlier analytical work by Lebeck

1341. The problem is shown in Figure 5-4. A circular ring is sub-

jected to two tangential concentrated loads. These are equilibrated by

a distributed tangential load. For J 0O, an out-of-plane deflectionxy

v is produced by this loading. For a completely arbitrary selection of

section properties and using 36 elements, the deflection was found

using the element derived. The deflection was compared to that found

analytically and given in Reference [34). Agreement was exact to four

significant places. Since both the previous solution and the present

solution are based on the same equations, this agreement verifies the

correctness of the derivations of the element only, not the beam theory

used.

A second check problem was taken from the work of Meck [40]. Using

the energy method, Meck derives the equation for the three-dimensional

displacement of the end of a curved nonsymmetrical beam (other end

fixed) caused by completely arbitrary loading. The problem is shown in

Figure 5-5. Using the coupled finite element given and arbitrary sec-

tion properties, a solution was found for all displacements u, v, w,

i, v', * for each of the loads shown. Agreement with Meck's solution
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was excellent thus verifying the correctness of the beam theory used

relative to other beam theory as well as the finite element itself.

A third check was made experimentally using the aluminum ring

shown in Figure 5-6. The ring was loaded by two radial loads through

the centroid. Before loading and after loading measurements of deflec-

tion were made at locations , ( ', and ' perpendicular to the

surface using a precision rotary table and precision displacement

transducer. Data was analyzed to pick out on the second harmonic net

distortions in each case. The experimental results are shown in Table

5-1. The results show clearly how an out-of-plane deflection is pro-

duced by the in-plane load.

The theoretical results shown were obtained using an 8 element

assembly and finding the second harmonic component of the various dis-

placements. Agreement on the in-plane deflections is reasonable. The

out-of-plane deflection error is larger. There are numerous sources of

error when comparing this experiment to theory. First, the shear

center does not coincide with the centroid as is assumed in the theory.

Second, exact material properties for the particular alloys used were

not measured. Third, only an approximate formula was used to find J
Y

Fourth, the measurements themselves are good only to a few percent.

Thus, without considerable refinement in theory and experiment, one

probably has as good an agreement as can be expected; and the experi-

ment does generally verify the coupling described by the theory.

The coupled ring finite element will now be used in various devel-

opments.
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TABLE 5-1

Experimental Results

111 N Radial Load - 2nd Harmonic Amplitudes

Location 1 2 3 2 - I

Experiment 6.27 pm 6.63 pm 41.48 jim 0.36 pm

Theory 4.90 5.21 36.93 0.31

% Error 22 21 11 14
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Single Ring Deflection by Formulas

While finite element methods are acknowledged as being accurate

and capable of handling complex problems, many times it is useful to be

able to calculate ring deflection for seals using easily available

formulas. Many formulas have been derived during the early period of

this seal research and are presented in Reference [34] and [39]. Since

that time several additional useful formulas have been derived and the

formulas have been checked using the FEM program described in the next

section.

The complete set of formulas available at present is presented

here. These cases are those which have been found to be useful for

seal ring calculations. Particular note of equilibrium loads must be

made. They were chosen to most closely represent what will happen as

faces touch together in a seal. The deflection formulas for v only

(out of plane of the face) deflections are given in Table 5-2. 0 is

also important but such formulas are not available at this time.

Single Ring Deflections by FEM

The ring element described in the first section of this chapter

was used as a basis for writing a general ring finite element program.

The program is described in detail in Appendix B. The program is set

up for equal element size with constant section properties but can be

readily modified to deal with variable elements so that a non-

axisymmetric ring as well as non-axisymmetric loads can be considered.

The program calculates the Fourier series coefficients of the primary

deflections in recognition of the importance of these deflections for
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seal analysis. It is generally useful for all types of ring deflection

problems and has served as a basis for the more complex contact prob-

lems discussed later. The program was used to check the Fourier series

coefficients of the previous section.

Footnote 1 in the table denotes all cases where the assumption of

J - 0 has been used to simplify the derivation. These formulas arexy

valid even if J # 0 for a first approximation of deflection. Thexy

last three cases (footnote 2) were derived specifically for coupled

problems where J # 0 couples the in-plane deflection to the out-xy

of-plane deflection or waviness.

In addition to the formulas for deflection the tables provide

Fourier series coefficients for each case. The series terms are either

all even or all odd depending on the loading case. These data show at

a glance the magnitude of the wave caused by a disturbance. The first

harmonic is not shown since it represents tilt of the ring which has no

meaning in a seal since seals are self-aligning.

Formulas for n - Vey and n waves of pyo are used to study the

flattenability or conformability of seal rings. This subject is dis-

cussed in detail later in this report.

Simple Seal Contact Model

Seal performance is dramatically affected when the waviness/

stiffness combination is such that the faces do not contact all around

and leakage gaps develop. Prediction of such gaps in the general case

is a complex problem as will be discussed in detail in the next sec-

tion.
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Very useful but simple models of seal contact can also be devel-

oped. On the basis of simple harmonic waviness, two formulas given in

Table 5-2 can be used to estimate flattenability of a ring in face

contact. There are at least two reasonable assumptions which might be

made as to how the net flattening load is distributed. For seal rings

where waviness is fairly large, the load might be considered as being

concentrated at n points equally spaced as shown in Figure 5-7 for n -

2. In this case the individual loads are given by

Fne

v net (5-7)
ey n

Case b in Figure 5-7 shows the net flattening load distributed

continuously and sinusoidally. It is readily shown that the maximum

amplitude the sine wave can have while maintaining zero or greater

contact pressure all around the seal is

Fnet
amplitude - 2R (5-8)

Both of these distributions serve to make useful calculations. The

discrete load case gives the maximum flattening which can occur. It is

used to compute the net wave in a case where contact will remain at n

points even after the wave has been flattened somewhat. On the other

hand, case b represents a load which causes the maximum possible wavi-

ness for a given net load while still maintaining contact all around I
the seal. That is, case b can be used to calculate the maximum wave

amplitude allowable before some separation of the rings occurs.

I
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Deflection formulas have been derived for both cases using the

methods for ring deflection developed in Reference [391. For case a in

Figure 4, there are n equally spaced concentrated loads V, balanced

by a uniformly distributed load. Case b in Figure 5-7 is for a sinu-

soidal load balanced by a uniform load. Both cases are given in Table

5-2.

Before the flattening calculations can be made, the net load in

the above formulas must be considered. Only a fraction of the total

load at the seal faces can act to flatten the seal faces. Assuming for

the sake of simplification that the seal faces are neither signifi-

cantly divergent or convergent or that such effects as caused by face

taper average out to zero, the hydrostatic fluid pressure distribution

across the face is linear and remains so regardless of film thickness.

Therefore with respect to hydrostatic fluid pressure load support of

the faces, the seal has no axial stiffness, and given the previous

assumption, no circumferential variations in the hydrostatic fluid

pressure load support can occur in spite of changes in film thickness.

Therefore, the hydrostatic fluid pressure load support does not help to

flatten out the seal faces. Only the mechanical or hydrodynamic part

of the load support (that which must be provided to support the total

load) can flatten a wave. To express this load in terms of a formula

for an outside pressurized seal with zero inside pressure, the total

load on the seal faces is

F o x(r2 - r2 ) (Bp + ps) . (5-9)total o i o s

The hydrostatic load support is 1/2 p average. After subtracting,
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22
F n w(r - r.) ((B - 0.5) p + ps) (5-10)
net o 1 0 S

Using the above formulas and Table 5-2, one can assess the flat-

tenability of seal rings. Detailed studies using these simple formulas

have been carried out in References (221, (411, and [421.

Two Ring Contact Model

For simple rings with constant cross sectional properties, no

splits, and simple harmonic deflections, the face loading distribution

required for continuous contact is relatively easily obtained as just

shown. However, for more realistic conditions related to the cross

section properties and more complex distortions, finding the correct

distribution of face loading and seal gap becomes a very difficult

problem. This development is presented in detail in Reference [211 and

it will be summarized here.

The state of the art of predicting face loading in complex cases

is illustrated by a report by Noell, Rippel, and Niemkiewicz of the

Franklin Institute [431. An evaluation of out-of-plane seal distortion

caused by the nonuniformity of the joints in a split seal was made

using finite elements applied to the rings and faces comprising the

seal assembly. It is shown how a nonuniform cross section near the

joints causes out-of-flatness of the faces. In the report the contact

between the seal faces is modeled by springs where tensile stresses

across the faces are allowed. Since such stresses cannot occur in
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reality, the computed results do not predict how much and where the

faces separate. Thus, the utility of the work to date is limited.

Theory

To define the problem of interest, one is trying to find the

resultant gap, as a function of angular position, formed between two

rings of arbitrary face profile and arbitrary geometry in a tangential
S

direction, as they are loaded one upon the other by an arbitrary load.

The variation in sealing gap results from two sources: 1) non-

axisymmetric initial displacement (waviness) and 2) non-axisymmetric

deflection due to non-axisymmetric loads (including face contact) or

non-axisymmetric section properties. The loads arise from the contact

itself, spring loads, hydrostatic loads, and drive force loads.

The problem can best be illustrated by looking at a projection of

the circumferential centroidal axes of two rings as shown in Figure

5-8. Waviness of the surface may arise from production processes them-

selves or other types of distortion and creep. It is assumed that the

centroidal axes initially have no distortion. As the two seal rings

are brought together by the closing load, contact is initially estab-

lished at three points. As the load is increased the contact points

become regions and there may be any number of such regions. If the

load is large enough and the waviness is not too steep, the gap may

close around the entire seal and the contact pressure will be circum-

ferentially variable. Alternatively, if the load is not large enough,

regions of a seal gap will exist as shown in Figure 5-8.
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There are two major features needed in the model to predict such

contact/gaps. First, one needs a very general tool to predict deflec-

tions in arbitrarily loaded variable cross section rings. Second, as

the two rings are brought t-gether to contact, the pressure distribu-

tion must be predicted. The ring finite element described previously

has been used to take care of the first feature. The second feature

represents a specific type of contact problem. Such contact problems

have been treated previously using finite elerant methods. These

models are put together here to find the needed solutions.

The contact model assumes that contact can be represented by a

system of linear springs as shown in Figure 5-9. Each spring repre-

sents locRlized deformation of the faces of the seal rings. If face

deformation of the seal ring relative to its centroid is significant

compared to the dpformation of the centroidal axis itself (as it might

be if one ring is carbon) then the valies of k can be chosen based on

an estimate of this stiffness. If the relative deformation is small

then the k values may be chosen accordingly and they will not really

influence the results as long as they are not chosen so large as to

numerically dominate the stiffness matrix and cause errors.

Contact is defined as when the spring touches and is compressed. A

gap results if the spring cannot touch due to either Initial or elastic

deformation due to load. MaLhematically, when touching cannot occur,

the spring constant is set to zero.

Figure 5-10 shows how the ring and contact models are combined.

The figure represents the plane of one noe in the finite element tech-

nique to be described. Note that each of the ring cross sections can
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be loaded by concentrated forces and moments. These are used to repre-

sent various external loadings. In an actual seal assembly these

force3 and moments would arise from fluid pressure, spring pressure,

and possibly some drive force components. The contact of the two faces

is represented by springs kF which have initial deflection 6FO (to

later account for initial waviness). The left-hand ring is anchored by

a series of springs kS (with initial deflection 6so) which can be

chosen to represent a very conformable support like an O-ring by making

k small or a very rigid support such as a machined shoulder with an

initial waviness on it by providing 6 and making kS large.

To formulate the two ring deflection problem as a finite element

problem, one must find the total energy of the system. The strain

energy arises from that in the two rings, the face contact springs and

the support springs. The potential energy Is that due to the applied

loads. Two ring finite elements plus two one-half face springs and two

one-half support springs will be defined as one element in this com-

bined problem (see Figure 5-10). It is readily shown that the strain

energy plus the potential energy for such an element is given by

1 [6 T [K p + [6 1T [K [6 1
e 2 p RP p 2 M RN M

1 kFl (2
+ 2 M p - MI(RF - RCM) + Pi(R - Rp) - 6O

k F2 _] 2+ 2 [vM2  VP2 - M2(RF - RCM) +
- 6O2

1 ks1( 2-2f-v1 - M(RM - R ) - 6Si
22 MI Mi R S S-6
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+ - -2[vM2 -M 2(RCM RS ) - S0]2

- [6 pT [F pI - [6M T [F M I . (5-11)

The matrices [K.pI and [KRMI are as defined by Equation (5-6) for the

two different rings. [6 p and [6 M are defined by Equation (5-1) and

represent a total of 24 displacements associated with each of these

elements. The four expressions with the k coefficient are recognized

as being the potential energy of the springs.

Equation (5-17) can be rewritten in the following form

U = 1 [6 1T [K] [6e] - [6 1 T [Fe] - [Ce] (5-12)

where [F e includes initial deflection terms as well as loads and [C ]

is a constant due to initial deflection. Subscript e indicates that

the matrices are for one element. For the above form, Equations (5-13)

and (5-14) (next page) give 6 and F .e e

The stiffness matrix [K e is somewhat cumbersome but can be repre-

sented as follows:
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K , K

0 0

RP6,6 KRP6,12

KRM1,1 R 1,7

0 0

K KKR6, 6  KR ,12

-- -- - - - -- - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -KRP7,1 toKRP7,7

• * 0
• 0

K KRP12,6 KRP2,1 I

I RM7,1 RM7,7

0 •0•

K K

KRMR 2,6 KRM12,12

(5-15)
Each nonzero 6 x 6 submatrix is taken from part of the appropriate 12 >i•

12 ring stiffness matrix defined by Equation (5-6). One 12 x 12 is

defined for ring P and one for ring M. The elements of the P ring

stiffness matrix and the M ring stiffness matrix must have the same •
length 0 to properly combine above.

The coupling terms which derive from Equation (5-11) must now be

added to the 24 x 24 stiffness matrix. Since these terms are sparse,

they are summarized by Equation (5-16) (next page) as additions to the

stiffness matrix above.

Thus

(K e ]  [Eq. (5-15)] + [Eq. (5-16)] .(5-17)
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it must be recognized that the moments and forces will combine in

assembly such that the total term at each node is equivalent to the

external load at each node.

Using conventional summation techniques to assemble the elements

and the principle of minimum potential energy, it can be shown that

N N

N [K ] ) [61 . N [F] (5-18)
e-l e-l

defines the linear problem to be solved. 181 represents the equili-

brium displacements and becomes a matrix of 12 N unknowns for a ring

with N nodes and N elements. To minimize bandwidth, [K ] was assemblede

around the ring using an alternating numbering scheme.

Boundary conditions must be supplied for Equation (5-18) to pre-

vent rigid body motion. For the system as shown in Figure 5-10, the

needed boundary conditions are

uMI 0 Up1 =0

WMl 0 w P 0

wMN/2 0 wPN/2 -0 (5-19)

These constraints keep the rings from rotating about their own axes and

eliminate rigid body motion in the O-x plane.

Method

Before considering solutions to the above set of equations, it is

important to summarize the assumptions in this model. They are: 0
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1) Ring finite elements are used, so the seal parts must be able

to be suitably modeled as such. Ring finite elements give

only translation of the centroid and rotation of the cross

section.

2) The ring finite element derivation assumes a compact section

where the effects of warping and shear center offset are

negligible. Small deflection theory is used. Deflections due

to shear are neglected.

3) Seal face taper is not accounted for in the contact model.

Contact is assumed to occur only at the mean face radius. Thus

the analysis is most accurate for narrow-faced seals or where

face taper deflection (0 in the model) is small relative to

face axial translation (v in the model).

4) Contact is represented by a linear spring model which repre-

sents deformation of the surface relative to centroid. The

model is one dimensional.

The method of solution used for the above problem is as follows:

1) Evaluate ring stiffness matrices K and KM for actual sections

using Equation (5-6).

2) Define all other input including the face springs , the

support springs ksi, and external loads [F].

3) Assume at least three points on the faces touch. Such points

were found by an iterative scheme to pick the three most

likely points of contact under zero load pushing the rings

together. Place springs kFi at these points with all other

face springs set to zero. Depending on the type of support,
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similar initial conditions can be established for the kSi. For

the cases studied the k si were all set to the same value thus

representing a uniform support of the seal ring. Given the

assumed contact and the waviness of the surface, then the 6FO.

and 6soi can be calculated and input.

4) The external load [F] is divided into M increments so that one

increment of load is given by

I [F] . (5-20)
m

One such increment is input as the load vector on the right-

hand side of Equation (5-18).

5) The element stiffness matrices [k ] are constructed. Notee

this requires adding appropriate terms from the two ring

stiffness matrices from Equation (5-6) in the form of Equa-

tions (5-15) and (5-16). The element stiffness matrices,

Equation (5-17), require complete information concerning kFi,

ksi' a ' 6S Thus, the element stiffness matrices must be

reconstructed each time the kFi and k si are changed.

6) Assemble the element stiffness matrices as in Equation (5-18).

Use assembly rules to minimize bandwidth and store in compact

form.

7) Solve Equations (5-18) using Gauss elimination.

8) Examine the deflection at each point on the face:

Ai 0 vMi - vpi - Mi (R - RCM) + 0pi(RF - RCp) (5-21)
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Then

if Ai 2 FOi kFi k F , (5-22)

if A. < 6 k F 0 (5-23)i FOi kFi

A similar procedure is followed for the support. This step

places springs in place only where contact is occurring.

9) Add another increment to the load and repeat steps 4) through

8) m times.

10) Repeat steps 5) through 8) again without adding any more load

(the full load is already applied). If the contact condi-

tions, Equations (5-22) and (5-23), are the same at each node,

a correct solution is obtained. If such cannot be achieved,

i icreasing the value of m will usually achieve a satisfactory

solution.

The use of the increment of load was found to be essential to

obtain a converged, consistent solution. Other approaches were tried

with no success.

The final result is the complete set of displacements (5-13) at

each node. In addition one also gets the seal gap h.

if Ai < 6Foi  then hi a 5F~i - Ai (5-24)

if , > 6F then h. o 0 (5-25)

Experimental Checks

The algorithm detailing steps 1) through 10) has been checked in

several ways. By a suitable choice of constraints one may solve any
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individual ring problem. Several such problems were solved thus veri-

fying the ring stiffness matrix and the assembly of matrices. Several

problems were also solved to check out the spring support system.

Again, these checks verified the modeling. The model has also been

applied to two experimental situations, one a contrived seal-like con-

figuration, discussed below, the other, a real face seal for which data

was available discussed in a later section.

Figure 5-11 shows the details of two aluminum rings and a loading

arrangement designed to cause the rings to separate at the contact

face. The moment arm is attached at node 1 as shown. As the load is

applied the faces separate starting at node 1. Additional load causes

the separation to move around the ring. Separation will also occur at

node 5.

Table 5-3 gives the details of the section properties for the

tests. Using the computer program developed and using only eight

nodes, the resulting gap was predicted and is shown in Table 5-3.

Experimental results are shown in Table 5-3 for comparison. Consid-

ering the numerous assumptions in the model and the experimental error,

agreement is considered good. Of particular note is the fact that

theory and experiment agree that node 5 just barely lifts off at the 0

given load. Thus, this test result provides some direct confirmation

of the validity of the model.

The model is now applied to some important and practical problems.

The numerical model itself is described in detail in Appendix C.
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TABLE 5-3

Two Contacting Rings with Eccentric Load

Section Properties

(aluminum)

Ring M Ring P

R 48.0 mm 50.4 mm
C

2 2
a 58.1 mm 38.7 mm

03x13 4 2 4

8.03x10 mm 5.77 x 102mm
x 85x13 4 1 4

8.85x10 mm 5.66 x 101 mm

y 27 4112
J4.87x10 mm 7.18 x 101 mm

xy

1.25 x 102 mm4 .33x10 4

Results

Predicted Gap Measured Gap
Node (mm) (mm)

1 0.65 0.51

2 0.29 0.20

3 0.0 0.0
4 0.0 0.0
5 0.04 0.04
6 0.0 0.0
7 0.0 0.0
8 0.29 0.20
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Two Ring Contact Model Studies--Submarine Seal

A representative submarine seal is shown in Figure 5-12. The

primary ring floats but does not rotate. It contains a carbon insert

wearing element. Axial hydrostatic pressure and spring pressure load

the primary face onto the mating ring face. The radial hydrostatic

pressure causes a tilt which causes a divergence of the seal as well as

a compressive hoop stress and radial deformation. The primary ring

seals against the mating ring which also has a wear insert. The mating

ring rotates with the shaft sleeve. The radial pressure creates a

divergent rotation in the mating ring as well. The axial pressure load

is far greater than that applied by the primary ring so that the mating

ring is forced to contact the edge of the lock ring groove. This means

that the mating ring will, under large pressure, tend to take on the

shape of the locking groove.

Both the primary and secondary rings are made of monel (recent

designs use Inconel 625). Both rings are split as shown. The two

halves are bolted together using a taper pin and a bolt. Thus the

cross section is reduced on both rings in two regions.

Section properties for 688 class submarine seals are shown to give

some idea of the size of the seal rings and the cross section. The J0

values used are not exact but taken from an approximate formula. I

values have been used instead of J values. The figure shows how the

bolt or pin cutout reduces the section properties (at the point of

maximum cutout).

To illustrate the importance of seal gap and leakage in a sub-

marine seal, Figure 5-13 shows the profile of an unloaded primary ring
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Carbon

I Pressure I
Bolt Pin

Sleeve P, \ \,

Lock Ring Rs F

Groove

Pin Bolt

Section Properties

Mating Mating at Pin Mating at Bolt
Cutout Cutout Primary

R = 13.08 13.808 13.808 R = 13.844 in

Ix = 14.15 12.92 10.91 Ix = 38.18 in4

ly = 9.76 7.31 7.31 I = 6.70 in"

J= = 24.40 8.11 9.00 Je = 21.45 in4
I = 1.73 2.93 -0.33 I = 2.99 in4xy xy
a = 11.52 9.00 9.00 a = 13.30 in'

Figure 5-12. Submarine Shaft Seal. 0
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that develops after a period of operation. This seal was leaking badly

(10 GPM). Table 5-4 shows that high leakage would be expected from

this seal unless the gap shown in Figure 5-13 closes up on contact with

the opposing face.

The two ring contact model is ideally suited to study such prob-

lems in submarine seals. Several different kinds of studies have been

d4de using the program to try to assess submarine seal characteristics

in regard to waviness and conformability. Table 5-5 summarizes the

results of these studies which are now discussed in detail.

Seal Gap Caused by Bolted Joints •

The bolted joints in a seal causes a non-axisymmetric stiffness.

This variable stiffness coupled with the large moment associated with

the radial hydrostatic component of pressure load can cause the faces

to go out of flat. This condition was assessed using the two ring

program for the seal described in Figure 5-12. A number of assumptions

were made for this analysis.

1) Primary ring in perfectly flat and axisymmetric effects are

eliminated for this analysis.

2) Mating ring is perfectly flat before loading. Reduced sec-

tions due to bolt/pin cutouts are included.

3) Mating ring is modeled in two ways: with joint as stiff as

ring itself (assuming a large preload and a perfect joint) and

assuming that the bolts are just snugged tight and stretch

elastically as the joint comes open.

4) Lock ring groove is perfectly flat.
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TABLE 5-4

Significance of Seal Gap

hQ2

avg equivalent
(gpm) m1 /min (pin) (pin)

10.0 37850 882 650

1.0 3785 409 301

0.1 37B 190 140

0.01 38 88 65

0.001 4 41 30

*For 688 size and 100 percent pressures

at 60OF
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5) Face stiffness is based on face carbon. Support stiffness is

taken as lOX face stiffness to represent a very rigid (metal

on metal) support.

6) A variable node spacing is used to account for the joints and

the cutouts.

7) The mating ring does not separate from the lock ring groove

(later studies show it does and this causes even more gap than

predicted here at the faces).

Using the stiff joint assumption the seal does not open under load

although the face loading does become variable because of the non-

axisymmetry. If the bolts are just tightened, the faces do separate.

This occurs because the large moment opens the joint slightly and

distorts it out of flat. Because of the high rigidity of the rings,

this distortion cannot be flattened back out by the deflection of the

rings. Figure 5-14 shows the actual gap which results. The negative

deflection portion represents the axial deflection of the carbon

insert. Table 5-5 shows that the effective gap is 111 pin., enough to

cause a significant leak.

Now the actual joint does not correspond to either of these

extremes. The preload on the bolts is high but not high enough to

insure that the seal joint will behave the same way as the parent mate-

rial. Loose joints are also not realistic. In fact, it is thought

that the stiffness characteristics of a joint such as this are non-

linear because the fraction of the joint separated increases with
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increasing load. Thus a more accurate joint model is needed to accu-

rately predict sea] gap resulting from such non-axisymmetric effects.

This subject is discussed in detail in a later section of this report.

The results presented here must be taken as a first estimate of

the effects of non-axisymmetric stiffness on a seal. The important

thing that these preliminary results show is that the joints in concert

with the large moment tend to cause the seal to open, and this may in

fact, at the very least, aggravate seal leakage problems. The most

effective remedy is to eliminate the large moment on the ring. This

will eliminate a large fraction of the out of flatness caused by

joints.

Conformability of Primary Ring to a Wave

A second harmonic wave of 795 pin. amplitude was introduced on the

face of the prirn y ring (see Tpble 5-5). Both rings were modeled

axisymmetrically. The mating ring was made infinitely stiff. The

results from the contact model showed that the seal faces just touched

all around. The contact pressure dropped to zero at two pointr indi-

cating that the seal faces were just about to separate. This case was

run to verify the program result using a simple formula prediction :4s

described previously. Reference [42] details these formula predic-

tions, this one being for the 688 at 88 percent balance. (A simple

study showed that the maximum flattenable waviness for the mating ring

was 1270 pin., however the mating ring is stiffened by the lock ring

groove.)
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The significance of second harmonic waviness flattenability is

discussed in detail in Reference [22]. Maximum flattenable second

harmonic waviness serves as an indicator of the relative conformability

of seals. It is known that seals that leak a lot often have a worn in

waviness much greater than that which can be flattened out--thus the

high leakage. The relative conformability serves as a good guide for

designing seals with adequate conformability, but there are many other

complications to the conformability question as the next few studies

will show.

Lock Ring Groove Studies

The mating ring in current submarine seals is held in place on the

shaft sleeve by a lock ring which fits a groove in the sleeve as shown

in Figure 5-12. Pressure caused forces on the ring press the mating

ring onto the face of the groove. There are two consequences. First

the mating ring tends to take the shape of the groove, i.e., groove

waviness is reflected in the mating ring. Second, the groove acts to

stiffen the mating so that its conformability is not fully utilized.

These effects are studied here.

Table 5-5, study 3, shows the stiffening effect of the lock ring

groove. A 1590 pin. amplitudal wave is imposed on the seal faces.

According to the maximum flattenable wave for the primary plus the

mating ring, this amount of wave should be easily flattened out. The

first case of study 3 shows that with a rigid lock ring groove (the

actual case) a gap develops large enough to cause significant leakage

(Figure 5-15). Thus the groove acts to stiffen the mating ring so that
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it does not readily conform to the mating ring in the presence of a

wave on the faces. 0

If the groove itself is allowed to be compliant such as by allow-

ing the ring to press against a rubber cushion instead of metal, case 3

of study 3 shows that the face gap disappears (Figure 5-15). Thus this

study sljvws that the lock ring groove reduces the conformability of the

seal. Little is gained by having the mating ring be compliant.

The solution to the problem is to allow the mating ring to become

nearly free floating so that it is not forced to take a shape from some

other part. Such designs have to be tried and do show an improvement

[43J. •

Study 6 in Table 5-5 shows that effect of putting a second

harmonic "ave directly into a lock ring groove. This study assumes the

faces as originally flat and the rings are axisymmetric. As the ampli-

tude of the lock ring waviness gets to around 0.001 in., the seal opens

and cannot be closed any longer by the conformability of the faces.

Figure 5-16 shows the results.

The solution to this problem is the same as above. The pressure

load on the mating ring must be relieved so that the mating ring does

not take its shape from another part.

Study 5 shows the effect of placing a 2 in. long shim in an other-

wise flat lock ring groove. The model shows that the seal opens and

this indicates in another way the previous point that seal leakage may

be caused by lock ring out of flatness. Figure 5-17 shows these

results. Interestingly this case was also run as a physical experiment

0
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on a full scale seal. The measured leakage is shown. The model pre-

dicts similar results.

Face Offset

Study 4 shows the effect of an offset in the seal face as might

occur if one seal segment shifts relative to the adjacent segment as

has been known to occur in some tests. Clearly such a gap cannot be

completely closed. Figure 5-18 shows the model's prediction of how the

submarine seal will respond to a 0.001 in. face offset. The figure

shows that there will be a large deformation of the carbon segment

sticking up but about a 0.0005 in. gap will remain. The length of the

gap is about 15 degrees before it completely closes. The cube mean gap

value shows that a significant leakage will occur.

The solid curve in Figure 5-18 is for a seal design which is many

times more compliant than the original design. The cube mean gap

remains essentially the same and the length of the gap is reduced to 10

degrees.

The conclusion to be reached here are that submarine face seals

cannot readily comply to segment offsets by bending of the rings even

if the rings are quite flexible. Offsets such as these must either be

minimized by design in the first place or must be complied with by

mounting the segments themselves in a compliant manner such that these

ends can have a relative movement to eliminate the offset.

The two ring contact model has been shown to be very useful in

making such studies. The overall conclusions made from these studies

are summarized in Chapter 9.
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Two Ring Contact Model-Magnetic Seal

The two ring contact model was also used to help understand leak-

age problems in some small magnetic seals used in Naval devices. The

magnetic seal is shown in Figure 5-19. The magnet attracts the metal

holder and pulls the carbon toward it. Waviness measurements of these

seals were taken so that seal profiles were known. Leakage measure-

ments as a function of angular positions were also taken. The complete

details of this program are reported in Reference [41].

The two ring contact program was applied to the magnetic seal.

Details of this application are contained in Appendix C. Figure 5-20

shows a specific example. The original measured profiles are shown.

The net gap before deflection is shown. Then after the seal rings are

loaded and bend toward each other, the net gap shown by the dashed

curve results. Note that considerable flattening out occurs and that

there are three regions of contact.

Leakage for the net gap was computed and then the two profiles

were rotated relative to each other and the above solutions repeated. A

different net gap and profile resulted. This procedure was repeated to

establish a leakage versus relative position curve as shown in Figure

5-21. These results are compared to experimental results in the same

figure. Agreement is considered to be reasonable since the model

totally ignoies radial effects (assumes the gap is parallel across the

seal). These results show that the two ring contact model is a useful

tool for understanding conformability problems in seals. Further

details are given in Reference [411.
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Figure 5-19. Magnetic Seal.
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Figure 5-21. Comparison of Experimental to Theoretical Leakage.
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Nonlinear Joint Model

As discussed previously, there is some question as to the proper

way to model the bolted joints in the rings for the purpose of solving

deflection and contact problems. Clearly assuming the joint behaves

like the rest of the ring is incorrect. The loose bolt assumption is

also incorrect. However, these two approaches represent cases which

are readily modeled and have been used accordingly as a starting

point.

A more precise definition of joint deflections versus forces is

needed. If this relationship is known, it can readily be put into the

ring finite element program of interest so that proper joint deflection 6

is accounted for. As a part of this research program, it was decided

that some studies should be undertaken to define these relationships so

that proper seal ring deflection modeling could be performed.

A literature search revealed that the moment-rotation character-

istics of several different types of bolted joints have been inves-

tigated. Bose [441 and Krishnamurthy [45] investigated the moment-

rotation characteristics of bolted connections commonly used in steel

structures. Their work indicates that the response of top-angle, tee-

stub, and end-plate connections to moments is nonlinear. Bose [44]

reports the results of experiments performed on the three types of

connections and shows that the joint stiffnesses decrease with

increased loading. Krishnamurthy developed a two-dimensional finite

element code to analyze these joints.
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Tsutsumi, Ito, and Masuko [461 performed bending experiments on

two types of bolted joints used in machine tools. Again, their results

show that the joint stiffnesses decrease with increasing moment. Sawa,

Maruyama, and Edamoto [471 examined the distribution of contact pres-

sure in a joint with a tap bolt both analytically and experimentally.

They showed that the pressu!e distribution depends on the fastener

depth and is not constant across the interface.

These papers suggest that the moment-rotation characteristics of

tap bolted joints, as in the sea] rings, are nonlinear. They do noL,

however, provide such a solution to the actual problem of interest.

A preliminary finite element numerical model of bolted joint

similar to that in a seal ring has been developed. It consists of two

rectangular blocks bolted together. This model is broken into a coarse

finite element mesh of 32 elements and 88 nodes (Figure 5-22). The

joint itself is modeled using three-dimensional, 8-node )-rick elements

using the finite element code ADINA. The interfaces between :ne joint

halves and between the bolt head and the joint are modeled using truss

elements. These elements act as springs and allow contact between the

joint halves and the bolt and also simulate the bolt pretension.

Initially, their stiffnesses are large compared to the stiffnesses of

the brick elements.

A stepwise increasing moment is applied to the joint. As forces

in the springs become tensile, the stiffnesses of those particular

elements are lowered to simulate the joint opening. The results

(Figure 5-23) show that the joint's response is linear until it begins

to open. As the load increases past thAt point, the joint stiffness
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Figure 5-22. Finite Element Mesh.
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decreases giving a nonlinear response. The lack of smoothness in the

curve in Figure 5-23 is due to the coarseness of the mesh, the large

load increments and/or the placement of the applied loads.

It is proposed to further investigate the moment-rotation char-

acteristics of the joint by greatly refining the mesh. A mesh gener-

ating program will be written and used to produce the refined element

mesh. It will place the nodes and develop element connectivity. The

program will allow the mesh size to be changed easily and will format

the node and element data for input to the finite element code used.

Using the finite element code, loads will be applied to produce a pure

bending moment about the joint. The load will be incremented and

springs will be eliminated as they go into tension. Joint rotations

will be calculated and plotted against the applied moment to develop a

moment-rotation curve.

A joint physical model will be built and tested to provide exper-

imental results to compare with the numerical ones. The test setup

will be like that shown in Figure 5-24. The experimental results will

be used to verify the finite element model.

Once the technique of estimating joint stiffness using the finite

element model has been validated, then a finite element model of this

actual joint can be constructed to obtain the actual stiffness to be

used in the ring model.
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CHAPTER 6

MICROASPERITY LUBRICATION

Background

Previous work [5] shows that at very low speeds (5-50 mm/sec) seal

friction is very high. As the speed increases above this value, fric-

tion drops off very rapidly (specific results are shown later). This

result is the same for both wavy and flat faced seals. It applies to

the case of a carbon graphite sliding against a hard surface with

mechanical contact in water.

This behavior is important to seal performance in two ways. F.irst

the high friction at low speed must be allowed for in the mechanical

design of a seal because it represents the startup condition. Also

some seals, such as in submarines, operate at a very low speed for a

significant fraction of their life. Since this low speed friction can

be as much as ten times the friction at higher speeds, such tonsider-

ations must be made. The second reason for the importance of friction

reduction with speed is that this reduction may in fact make it pos-

sible to operate seals of moderate and higher speeds. If the friction

did not decrease, the friction power at higher speeds would become

prohibitively large, and seals would heat check, wear, and score much

quicker than is the actual case. Thus, this friction characteristic is

very beneficial.

It was thought in the early part of this investigation that the

friction reduction observed is due to hydrodynamic effects caused by
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waviness. The flat face variable speed tests reported in the 1981

report [5] refutes this idea. In fact it is to be noted from those

results that the experimental reduction in friction is much greater

than that predicted by hydrodynamic effects caused by waviness.

After these observations were made it was decided that an inves-

tigation of speed caused friction behavior in carbon-hardface-water

lubricated sliding systems should be pursued in some detail for the

following reasons:

1) Good quantitative speed versus friction and wear data was

needed for seal design purposes.

2) The cause of the friction reduction was not understood.

3) If the mechanics of the reduction could be understood, it

might be possible to enhance it and reduce seal friction (and

wear) even further.

4) If this behavior could be properly quantified, then it would

make the task of assessing hydrodynamic effects in water much

easier.

To fulfill these objectives, a study was undertaken to better

understand sliding friction in carbon-hardface-water systems.

Theory

Approaching the phenomenon from a lubrication standpoint, if one

considers theoretically flat parallel surfaces sliding parallel to each

other and separated by an isothermal, uniform, steady film of Newtonian

fluid, it can be shown using classical lubrication theory that no fluid

films pressure is generated which might cause a friction reduction. On
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the other hand, considering this phenomenon as being caused by a reduc-

tion of mechanical friction between the two materials as caused by the

generally accepted adhesion theory of friction, then one must ratio-

nalize that adhesive bond shear strength must somehow decrease with

increasing speed. No known theory suggests any strong relationship

between adhesion bond strength and speed. However, it is widely known

in dry sliding that starting friction is higher than moving friction.

In the case of lubricated sliding this difference as reported in

Reference (48] for many cases is not nearly as pronounced as has been

measured in this present work.

Thus while it is possible that some of the observed behavior is

caused by changes in the mechanical contact friction; the results show

that friction coefficient approaches 0.01 with increasing speed. No

known dry friction is this low, so that the reduction in friction can-

not simply be a reduction of adhesive bond strength. Thus some type of

hydrodynamic mechanism must account for all or a part of this reduc-

tion. This notion is supported by the fact that similar observations

to the present have been made for parallel surface oil lubricated

thrust bearings.

Many explanations have been advanced for the reduction in friction

with speed in lubricated parallel sliding systems. Nearly all of the

explanations hold that true parallel surfaces cannot be achieved in

reality or that nonparallel surface geometries are generated by the

process itself. Thus such load support can be explained by temperature

induced warpage, unplanned machined waviness, eccentric rotation, seal
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wobble and bounce, lubricant density changes, non-Newtonian lubricant

effects, and microasperity lubrication.

Microasperity lubrication occurs when surface asperities act as

small hydrodynamic thrust bearings. All real surfaces have asperities

which can act as microscopic hydrobearings and provide lift. Because

carbon has many natural asperities and because most of the other pcr-

sible causes were minimized in the experiments, it was hypothesized

that microasperity lubrication is the mechanism which causes the large

friction reduction in the tests cited previously. The remainder of

this chapter explains how this hypothesis was tested.

Microasperity Lubrication

The application of classical lubrication theory to a symmetric

asperity like the one shown in Figure 6-1 yields a pressure distribu-

tion similar to the one depicted. Since the pressure distribution is

an odd function, integration over the asperity to obtain load support

yields zero. In actuality, the film pressure cannot become negative

(fluids cannot support tensile stress) and the liquid cavitates when

the pressure drops below the cavitation pressure. This situation is

shown in Figure 6-2. Integration of the truncated pressure distribu-

tion yields a net positive load support.

Research reported by Hamilton et al. [491 clearly shows the rela-

tionship between microasperities and load support in parallel face

rotary seals. An experimental seal with an optically transparent rotor

was constructed so cavitation steamers could be observed in the oil

lubricating film. In Hamilton's first test the torque was initially
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high and no cavitation streamers were observed. About one minute after

start up the friction torque dropped sharply and cavitation streamers

appeared simultaneously. Later it was found that the bands of cavi-

tation occurred in areas where fine scratches or irregularities

existed.

Next, asperity patterns were photoetched into the stator and

tested using a hardened steel rotor. A known face load was applied and

the film thickness measured by passing a very small alternating current

of 7 kHz through the film. The face load was increased until a partial

or complete destruction of the ac-film voltage drop occurred. At this

point the film was considered to be nonexistent and load capacity

reached. The test results indicated that there is a relationship

between asperity distribution and geometry, speed, and load capacity.

These results are shown in Figure 6-3.

Hamilton et al. [49] also presented a theoretical analysis and

obtained an approximate solution for the load support generated by a

field of asperities. The analysis begins with the Reynolds equation in

polar form applied to the asperity shown in Figure 6-4. The result is

then applied to the asperity field also shown in Figure 6-4 and then

integrated to obtain load support. This model accounts for the exis-

tence of cavitation and shows load support to be a function of ambient

pressure. This mathematical model is used as a comparison to the

experimental results in this work.

The derivation of Hamilton's [49] model begins with the Reynolds

equation in polar form. The major assumptions made are:
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Speed, fpm

Expegimental load capacity. Lubricant: l3.5-centistok~
(100 F) mineral oil ; stator-surfaice temperature, 100 F;
inside sealed pressure, 5 psig.

Pattern Asperity Number of Friction of Average
diameter, Asperities Area Covered Asperity

mils per sq. in. by Asperities Height,
Microin.

1 4.6 12100 0.21 100

2 1.2 22500 0.026 83

3 1.7 22500 0.051 130

Figure 6-3. Experimental Results from Hamilton et al [9].
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1) The Reynolds equation and all the assumptions made in its

derivation apply.

2) Pressures calculated below the cavitation pressure of the

lubricant are replaced by the cavitation pressure.

3) Load support is obtained by integration of the resulting

truncated pressure distribution.

With reference to Figure 6-4

P - lubricant pressure

P = ambient pressure

P - cavitation pressurec

p - amplitude of P-P

qG M tangential volumetric flow rate

q r radial volumetric flow rate

-- absolute viscosity

62 - area fraction occupied by asperities

W - load support

h, a, b, Ro, uo, r, e as defined by Figure 5

From Figure 6-4

hr) b, r ( R , Region I0

h(r) -(6-2)

+ b, r > R , Region II

The final result of Hamilton's work is

8pV R a6
0 0 -- (P- P . (6-3)%(b3 + I(a + b) 3 ) (1 6) 2 c
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This equation shows that load support can be readily developed by micro-

asperities.

Other investigators have considered microasperity lubrication.

Kojabashian and Richardson [501 investigated the surface topography of

the mating surfaces in carbon face seals. The experimental results

reveal the existence of a micropad structure that develops with wear.

This structure consists of flat raised pads highly variable in size. It

is shown that these pads can be adequately described by an exponential

probability distribution. These micropads are modeled by an equivalent

step bearing and used to predict the performance of carbon seals. It

was found that using average pad sizes in the analytical model causes

hydrodynamic load support to be underestimated by an order of magni-

tude. It is concluded that more work is necessary before the micropad

model can be definitely established or refuted.

Kistler et al. [51] have concentrated on the cavitation phenomenon

in face seals. The objective of this work was to experimentally and

theoretically study the effects of cavitation in thin lubricating films

between rough surfaces. Presented in this work is the concept of a

pressure distribution being truncated by cavitation. A model presented

by Patir and Cheng [52) that considers the effects of surface roughness

is modified to include the effects of cavitation. This model used to

generate a pressure distribution between two rough surfaces sliding

parallel to each other. The resulting pressure distribution iz used to

generate a plot of load capacity versus ambient pressure and clearly

shows that load capacity is developed by an asperity field.
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Test of Hypothesis

Microasperity lubrication has never beer investigated in water

sliding systems. While in oil systems the work of Hamilton [491 pro-

vides a virtual certainty that microasperity effects do exist and pro-

vide load support, no such verification exists for water. Of course,

previous equations and work both indicate that microasperity lubrica-

tion should occur, although its effect will be smaller than for oil

because of the reduced viscosity.

To test the existence of microasperity lubrication in a real

system is difficult. (Note Hamilton contrived microasperities.) How-

ever an unusual approach was found. If the hypothesis that the fluid

pressure is an odd function and is truncated by cavitation is true in

microasperity lubrication, then ambient pressure should have an effect

on load support. For example, if the ambient pressure is raised, less

of the pressure distribution will fall below the cavitation pressure,

resulting in a lower load support. If the ambient pressure is raised

to a high enough level such that the asperity fluid pressure never

drops below the cavitation pressure, the load support will be zero (see

Figure 6-5). Thus, changing the ambient pressure and observing the

resulting load support can be used to experimentally investigate the

effects of microasperities on hydrodynamic lubrication. The load sup-

port need not be directly measured; instead, a constant load is applied

and friction torque is measured. An increase in friction is inter-

preted as a decrease in hydrodynamic load support.

This approach is supported by Hamilton's equation. Figure 6-6

shows predicted load support as a function of ambient pressure at
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constant minimum film thickness. As ambient pressure is increased the

decreased load support would require that more of the load be supported

by mechanical contact and friction would therefore increase. Kistler

(51] shows a similar result in Figure 6-7. Thus, experimentally oper-

ating a parallel sliding experiment in the presence of a variable

ambient pressure should provide an indication of whether or not micro-

asperity lubrication is functioning.

Experimental Apparatus

To test the stated hypothesis, an apparatus was designed to mea-

sure friction under the following conditions:

1) Parallel sliding in water.

2) Carbon versus hard face material.

3) Tilt of the face and wobble of the rotor to be minimized.

4) Water can be pressurized to 300 psi.

5) Variable speed from 0.5 to 500 in./s.

6) No hydrostatic load support component (unlike in face seals).

An experimental apparatus designed by Summers and Lebeck in 1981 [3]

for the purpose of measuring dynamic coefficients of friction of carbon

materials rubbing on hard faced materials in water under pressure was

used to meet the basic condition and criteria above. This apparatus

consists of a rotating support system, stationary support system,

pneumatic load unit, strain gage unit, and a pressure vessel (see

Figure 6-8).

The rotating support system is driven by a constant torque vari-

able speed DC motor and the rotor (rubbing surface) is a tungsten
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carbide seal ring. The axial runout of the rotor at the rubbing radius

was reduced to 0.0002 in. total indicated reading to minimize hydro-

dynamic load support generated by wobble and bounce. This was accom-

plished by grinding the rotor supporting mount in the bearings that are

used in the tester itself.

The stationary support system holds three carbon dowels on the

rotor face. The faces of the carbon dowels are always held parallel to

the face of the rotor even after wear occurs, thus eliminating hydro-

dynamic load support that would be generated if these surfaces were not

parallel. This geometry is maintained by supporting the stator (the

carbon dowels) with a flexible rod which can deflect to compensate for

uneven wear and misalignment. A combination of the three point contact

geometry of the carbon dowels and the flexible rod assures that the

plane formed by the carbon dowel rubbing surfaces will be parallel to

the plane of the rotor rubbing surface when a load is applied to the

flexible rod.

The torque measuring and load application parts of this original

apparatus were completely redesigned herein because it was discovered

early in this investigation that the O-ring over the flexible rod

caused indeterminate friction both for the torque measurement and for

load application.

Initially two designs were considered. The first reduces O-ring

size and separates the stator from the rod through which the load is

applied, the objective being to reduce friction at the O-ring seal and

make the measured friction torque independent of the vessel pressure

(see Figure 6-9). The contact radius between the load rod and the
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stator is minimized in order to reduce the friction torque generated

there. This contact radius is limited by the stress developed in the

small diameter rod used to make this contact. Since a small contact

radius is desired to minimize the unwanted friction, the stress devel-

oped in the small diameter used to make this contact is extremely high.

This design would not make the measured friction torque independent of

vessel pressure. The friction developed at the O-ring is reduced but

still a function of vessel pressure in an unknown way making the

applied load an unknown function of vessel pressure. This design would

make it necessary to measure friction torque inside the pressure vessel

as shown in Figure 6-9.

The second design considered incorporates a hydrostatic bearing in

place of the flexible rod and creates a zero friction liquid coupling

between the applied load and the stator (see Figure 6-10). The hydro-

static bearing assures that a fluid gap exists between the bearing

parts. Since there is zero speed between these parts, there is zero

friction. This design requires the torque transducer to be inside the

pressure vessel. This configuration makes measured friction torque

independent of vessel pressure but the applied load is still made

through an O-ring seal and therefore dependent on vessel pressure in an

unknown way. However this problem can be avoided by including a means

for measuring the applied load inside the pressure vessel. It was

decided to use the hydrostatic bearing design because this design

totally eliminates torque error caused by unwanted friction.
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Hydrostatic Bearing Design

The hydrostatic bearing designed must be capable of supporting

normal and radial loads. The normal load is the applied load. The

radial load comes from the torque reaction and unequal friction on the

three dowels. A piston shaped bearing with hydrostatic pads on the

sides and bottom (see Figure 6-11) is used. The piston fits into a

cylindrical bearing cup. This particular bearing design has two s ts

of four pads each spaced axially some distance apart. The purpose of

the four pads is to provide radial stiffness in all directions as

shown in Figure 6-12. The two sets are used to provide angular stiff-

ness (Figure 6-12). The axial load is carried by the one pad at the

bottom.

The details of the design procedure are contained in Reference

[29). Many factors were considered:

1) Radial stiffness, angular stiffness, axial stiffness

2) Total flow

3) Minimum clearance

4) Deformation of the bearing parts

5) Effects of misalignment

Capillary compensation was chosen. Each bearing on the side is stiff

by itself but always acts opposite to another so that it tends to

center the piston. The operating clearance was selected at 0.00075 in.

(0.02 mm) to minimize flow yet be large enough to get good separation.

The two essential parts of the design are shown in Figure 6-13 and

6-14. An assembly is shown in Figure 6-17. Capillary tubes are shown

in Figure 6-11. In order to assure that the stator dowels are held
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flat on the rotor, regardless of shaft misalignments through the pres-

sure vessel, it is necessary to couple the hydrostatic bearing with a

spring of much smaller stiffness. Figure 6-16 illustrates this con-

figuration schematically. The flexible coupling is accomplished using

an annular diaphragm shown in Figure 6-15. This diaphragm must be less

stiff than the hydrostatic bearing and resistant to a water environ-

ment.

The friction torque reaction generated at the rotor-stator inter-

face is transmitted directly from the stator to a cantilever beam

mounted on the pressure vessel bulkhead (see Figure 6-15). This can-

tilever beam has a strain gage bridge mounted on it to measure bending

strain. The cantilever beam is designed to have as much bending strain

as possible to maximize the torque transducer output and increase

torque resolution.

The piston must pass through the pressure vessel bulkhead where it

is externally loaded with a pneumatic load unit. Therefore the piston

must pass through an O-ring where vessel pressure dependent axial fric-

tion is generated. This is undesirable because it makes the load

applied to the stator dependent on vessel pressure in an unknown way.

This problem is minimized by reducing this O-ring friction to a minimum

without ruining the integrity of the seal. This problem was later

completely eliminated by measuring the load independently of the air

pressure by placing strain gages on the diaphragm.

To insure that the bearing was working properly, the bearing cup

was insulated electrically from the carbon holder ring and a wire was

connected to the cup through the vessel. Then, when the cup was not
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touching, electrical resistance between the cup and the machine was

large. When resistance became essentially zero, touching occurred.

Fabrication of the hydrostatic bearing was difficult because of

the heat treating and precision required. Details of this process are

contained in Reference [29).

Support System

A flow system was designed as shown in Figure 6-17. This arrange-

ment allows the pressure drop through the capillary tubes and the bear-

ing to be set at the desired level while permitting the vessel pressure

(ambient) to be controlled. The need for the filter arises because •

clearances in the bearing are small (less than 0.00075 in.) and parti-

culates can become jammed in the bearing causing mechanical contact to

occur. The pump is a positive displacement triplex pump and delivers 0

about 4 gpm at pressures up to 1200 psi. Pressure surges from the pump

are controlled by the accumulator. The pressure on the inlet side of

the bearing is controlled by back pressure regulator RI. Water is

filtered to 2 pim before entering the bearing. The vessel pressure is

controlled by back pressure regulator R2. The pressure drop across the

bearing and capillary tube is now the difference between the capillary

tubes inlet pressure and the vessel pressure (G1-G2). To minimize the

burden on the water filter, distilled water was used and recirculated

as shown. Figure 6-18 shows the test apparatus assembly. The support

equipment is behind the panel.

Data is collected with HP 9835B computer with internal printer and

real time clock, an HP 9872A plotter, and an HP 6940 multiprogrammer
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Figure 6-18. Friction Test Support System.
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with a low level A/D card. Rotor speed, vessel pressure, flow rate,

and applied load are all set manually.

Hydrostatic Bearing Tests and Calibration

The purpose of using a hydrostatic bearing in the friction and

wear test apparatus is to create a frictionless fluid coupling between

the applied load and the stator. Any friction generated in this inter-

face will influence the friction torque being measured and invalidate

the measurement, defeating the purpose of using a hydrostatic bearing.

It is therefore necessary to monitor the bearing to be sure touching

does not occur. As described, checking for bearing touching is accom-

plished by measuring the electrical resistance across the lubricating

film in the bearing. If touching occurs the resistance will drop to

zero. The results of the resistance measurement varied a lot over a

period of time. The cause for this fluctuation was determined to be

the result of a voltage generated across the film by ions in conjunc-

tion with using a DVM. Measurement showed this voltage to be about I

pV. Since the voltage generated by the digital meter to measure resis-

tance is also about 1 pV, the meter was being fooled by the voltage

generated by the migrating ions and the resistance measurement is not

correct.

It was discovered when operating the bearing that an analog resis-

tance meter did not have this resistance fluctuation problem because

this meter uses a much larger voltage in the measurement of resistance.

The analog meter was therefore used for monitoring touching and the

technique was considered reliable.
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The first performance test consisted of applying a known load to

the bearing with a 150 psi pressure differential across the capillary

tubes and the bearing. The load was increased until touching occurred.

These tests showed that bearing operation was highly dependent on the

cleanliness of the water and the bearing surfaces and that the load 0

support of the bearing, indicated by the load at which touching first

occurred, was less than predicted. This low load support prompted flow

rate experiments to see if the flow rates predicted by the hydrostatic 0

bearing model occurred in fact. It was determined that some redesign

of the capillaries was needed [29]. After modifications were made, the

bearing supported up to 170 lb normal load without touching. The model •

predicts that touching will occur with a 300 lb load. Recognizing that

the bearing geometry was not perfect, this was considered adequate to

start the test. 0

Calibration was accomplished by hanging weights with known values

on the torque transducer cantilever beam and sampling 50 points with

the data acquisition system described previously. An average of these

points is then taken and a calibration constant (in.-lb/V) calculated.

The calibration constant was 1.2 in.-lb/mV giving a least bit resolu-

tion of 0.006 in.-lb.

Testing of the force transducer on the diaphragm was performed by

assembling the friction and wear test apparatus and applying an incre-

mentally increasing load to the diaphragm. The resulting strain, read

from the strain indicator attached to the bridge, was recorded for each

load. Once the load reached 170 lb, the load was incrementally

decreased and strains recorded. These tests showed the force
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transducer's sensitivity to applied load is about 0.177 ib/microstrain.

The force transducers sensitivity to tangential strain was shown to be

insignificant. When the load was decreased from 170 ib, the strain

readings were different from when the load was being increased by as

much as 100 microstrain (18 ib). This was caused by the O-ring fric-

tion, and this demonstrates why the independent load measuring tech-

nique were necessary.

Experimental Procedure

The experimental procedure used to operate the modified friction

and wear test apparatus is:

1) The capillary inlet pressure is set 300 psi above the desired

vessel pressure (300 to 600 psi) using regulator R1 (see

Figure 30).

2) Vessel pressure is set (10 to 300 psi) using regulator R2.

3) The torque transducer zero is obtained by reading the output

of this transducer with no load applied.

4) The force transducer is zeroed by lifting the stator off the

rotor and zeroing the strain indicator. The stator is sepa-

rated from the rotor by pulling up on the piston.

5) If the test is the first in a series of tests with constant

carbon pressure, the load is applied and the resulting strain

on the diaphragm is recorded. For all other tests at this

carbon pressure the load is applied by increasing the air

pressure on the pneumatic load unit until the same strain
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reading as on the first test at this carbon pressure is

achieved.

6) When a test is finished the zero of the force transducer is

checked to assure that no significant zero shift has

occurred.

7) The desired rotor speed is set (50 to 2500 rpm) using a photo-

tachometer.

8) The load applied to the stator (0 to 1000 psi carbon pres-

sure) is adjusted using the air regulator on the pneumatic

load unit.

9) Rotor speed is rechecked and readjusted if necessary.

10) The bearing film is monitored for a nonzero film resistance to

assure that touching does not occur.

11) The computer program that runs the data acquisition system is

run sampling 150 points/minute. Five minute tests are run.

12) Temperature control was achieved by circulating tap water of a

constant temperature through a beat exchanger located in the

distilled water reservoir.

Test Results •

Using the tester as described before the hydrostatic bearing was

added, many tests were run. Figure 6-19 shows a typical curve gener-

ated for friction as a function of speed. This curve is of question-

able accuracy for the reasons mentioned but is included here to illus-

trate the trend of interest. When lower speeds were attempted friction
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was very large, but stable operation could not be achieved so these

data were not plotted.

Using the unmodified tester, it was also concluded that ambient

pressure had no measurable effect in friction. However it was clear in

these early tests that there was some uncertainty in the tests. Thus,

it was at that point decided to modify the test apparatus and incor-

porate the hydrostatic bearing to eliminate the uncertainty caused by

O-ring friction effects on the torque measurement.

After the modifications to the test apparatus, Figure 6-20 is

representative of a typical test. Each point plotted represents the

average of many samples. Typically 450 samples are taken during the

two minute period of one test. The tests are not exactly repeatable

but the trends established are.

Figure 6-21 shows friction as a function of ambient pressure at

100 and 200 rpm. First, it is to be noted that the friction is very

low to start with. Second, the downward trend with increasing ambient

pressure is opposite of that hypothesized. The character of the curve

shown cannot be explained in terms of known theory.

It was then decided that at the higher speed the hydrodynamic

effects (if they do exist) might be so strong that the modest levels of

ambient pressure applied may not cause a significant decrease in cavi-

tation. Thus tests at lower speeds were conducted by modifying the

test apparatus. Figure 6-22 shows tests at very low speed. Again

based on these results the hypothesis must be rejected. If anything

the results show decreasing friction with increasing ambient pressure.

Figure 6-23 shows the speed effect at these low speeds. It is apparent
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from this curve that the speed effect was active at the speeds of the

two ambient pressure tests of Figure 6-22.

The results contradicting the hypothesis were surprising. Appar-

ently cavitation around asperities is playing no significant role in

providing hydrodynamic load support in this carbon-hardface-water slid-

ing system. Further conclusions and comments are made in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 7

SEAL ANALYSIS

Throughout the seals research and development effort there has

been a continual need to perform numerical analysis of seals. Many

computer programs have already been described in the past (1-6] which

are used to analyze wavy performance and for seal design. Such pro-

grams are very specific to these unique applications and hard to gen-

eralize for others to use. There are other programs however that have

possible wider application and are easie to set up for general use.

These programs are described herein.

Role of Automated Analysis of Seals

Numerical tools are now available which can perform a very precise

analysis of mechanical parts under load. While considerable satisfac-

tion is gained from performing a finite element analysis of a seal ring

which has already been designed. Such techniques are hard to employ

during design because as soon as the smallest change is made, the mesh

geometry must be entirely redefined and this is often very time con-

suming even if a CAD system is used. Thus to be most useful, analysis

tools need to be automated as much as possible so that the designer's

problem may be redefined in the simplest terms (moving a line on a

screen) and the entire analysis is then made automatically.

Such a level of automation is difficult to achieve for general

problems even using large software codes. However, for more
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specialized problems like seals, automated analysis becomes much

easier, and several such automated analysis packages have been devel-

oped herein.

Geometrical Considerations

To make it possible to do completely automated analysis for seals,

advantage has been taken of certain common geometrical characteristics.

Thus for the programs that follow the following restrictions apply:

1) The seals are made of axisymmetric rings.

2) The ring cross section shape must be describable by lines

parallel and perpendicular to the axis.

The second condition is the most restrictive, but most seal rings

observed are either like this or can be approximated as such.

The geometry definition needed for a ring is shown in Figure 7-1. I

Only the corner point coordinates in clockwise order need be provided

to the programs. For the example shown in the figure, 14 pairs of

coordinates are needed. The starting point is arbitrary. 4

Once these points are input, the analysis becomes automatic.

Thus, it can be seen that it is a very simple matter to change geometry

and make another analysis.

Method

All of the analysis programs described require that a mesh be I

imposed on the cross sections for the purpose of making finite

difference and finite element calculations. The essentials of this
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process will be described here so that the user can troubleshoot the

program.

First a coarse mesh is generated based upon the sides of the sec-

tion given. The coarse mesh will appear as in 7-2. The mesh will be

of variable size but its boundaries will exactly coincide with the

original boundaries of the part. While redundancy is eliminated by the

program, having mesh points too close together is not, and the numer-

ical consequences of such an occurrence have not been considered as

yet.

After defining the coarse mesh, the program goes on to define the

material contained within each rectangle of the mesh as to whether it

is solid or a void. The solid-void definition is printed out as shown

in the figures and will illustrate the basic shape of the object.

Once this step is completed, some computation can be performed I

using the coarse mesh. However, finite element, heat transfer, nd

torsional stiffness calculations require a refined mesh. Thus, the

next step is to introduce additional mesh lines between the ones shown

according to a user specified maximum Dx and Dy. Once these lines are

put in, then each of the refined rectangles is defined as to solid or

void and the result looks the same as Figure 7-2 but the mesh will be I

more uniform and finer.

At that point computations can be made. Finite difference compu-

tations are made using proper derivative approximations for the vari-

able mesh. The finite element mesh setup simply creates rectangular

elements of the size discussed. The three programs available herein

are now discussed.
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Section Properties Program

Appendix D contains the section properties program. It creates a

refined mesh as described and calculates section properties.

First the centroid location is computed. Then straight beam

theory moments of inertia are calculated first using an exact rela-

tionship to give

a W J A

2 dA

. fA x 2 dA

1 JA xy dA

where x and y are in the directions as defined with the origin at the

centroid. Next moments of inertia for curved beams are computed by the

exact solution of the following integrals:

2

x 1 -A x
R

2
Jy f x dA

R

Jxy . fA 1 dA

R
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While many times the straight beam approximations are sufficiently

close in value to the curved beam properties to be used, it is useful

to be able to calculate both easily and compare the two. It is also

useful to have J available because J couples in-plane and out-of-xy xy

plane deflection and loads as discussed in Chapter 5.

The torsional constant is often very difficult to compute for

typical seal cross sections using handbook methods. For torsion of a

noncircular section, it can be shown that a Poisson's type equation

applies [32]

0 + 82 -2

ax2  ay 2

where 0 is a stress function. This equation was solved using a vari-

able spacing finite difference method. Then

Jo = 2 f o dA .

Using this program it is readily shown that the approximate formulas

often used for cross sections like these are quite inaccurate.

Mesh Generation

Appendix E contains a mesh generation program. The program takes

the data generated by the section program and automatically generates

finite element coordinates, node numbers, element numbers, and connec-

tivity data for rectangular axisymmetric elements to feed into a finite

element program. It then goes on to ask for constraint and load input
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which is properly formatted along with the above to create a data set

for reading by SAPIV. This program or its equivalent is very useful to

have if FEM are needed as a part of the design process.

Heat Transfer

Appendix F contains a heat transfer and thermal rotation analysis

program for seal type geometries. The program permits the use of two

materials with heat generation at a sliding interface between them. It

also permits arbitrary convection boundaries. It solves for the tem-

perature distributions in the two seal rings and the thermal rotation

of each ring based on this temperature distribution. It uses the

refined mesh generation program described in Appendix D to set up the

basic mesh. Several conditions and assumptions were made when devel-

oping the program:

1) The program calculates the mechanical pressure at the inter-

face assuming a linear fluid pressure drop. It then assumes

that the mechanical load is uniform, that friction created by

the mechanical load (per the friction coefficient) is all

turned into heat, and that this results in a uniform heat

generation at the seal interface.

2) It is assumed that both materials have the same temperature at

the interface, i.e., one node is common to both materials.

This is reasonable for a first approximation, but it must be

recognized that in high heat flux situations contact resis-

tance can cause the two materials to have different temper-

atures at their faces.
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3) Thermal rotation is computed using circular ring theory 191.

It is known that this is an approximation. For more accurate

results the temperature computed herein may be passed to a FEM

program.

The power of this program is that it solves the arbitrary heat

transfer region program by setting up finite difference equations which

accommodate the variable mesh size. Boundary conditions are very easy

to specify and the program sets up the appropriate heat balance equa-

tion on these boundaries as needed. Final solution is obtained very

quickly by relaxation methods.

Again while this problem can be elegantly solved using FEM, the

program described is completely automatic in providing a heat transfer

solution, and the program is relatively small and easy to implement.

Other Programs

A program which calculates moments due to pressure forces would

also be useful. The same basic program as above can be used. Pressure

boundary conditions can be input similar to convection boundaries

above. The program remains to be written.

All of the programs above would be easier to use if data input was

done by graphical display. Thus the logical next step would be to

write these programs for graphical interactive computers.
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CHAPTER 8

SQUEEZE SEALS AND BEARINGS

Introduction

Early in this research program there was motivation to find a

simple means of applying waviness to seals to more easily obtain the

advantages of waviness. As discussed earlier, while the advantages of

using waviness have been clear, a very simple means of applying the

wave is essential to make the idea practical.

The squeeze seal concept was born of this motivation. Figure 8-1

shows this concept. Here a wave moves along a stationary (nonsliding)

surface on one part at velocity U The second part slides along in a

conventional manner (velocity U1 ). Of interest is the case where U, a

U2 because it is easy to conceive how this might be simply implemented.

The next section shows how this problem is solved and how in fact

the squeeze seal/bearing is identical to the standard wavy seal/bearing

(Figure 8-2). Thus, while the squeeze bearing may provide an advantage

in implementation, it does not provide an advantage in performance. The

squeeze seal concept then led to the third wavy seal concept described

in Chapter 4 where the wave moves with the rotating part of the seal.

While it happens that the above three concepts are identical in

performance, there is yet another way of creating a wavy squeeze seal

of some interest. The concept is shown in Figure 8-3.

Surface A Is a conventional wavy surface if it is used as a seal

and may be a multilobed journal if used as a bearing. Surface B is a
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Figure 8-1. Squeeze Seal/Bearing
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Figure 8-2. Conventional Wavy Seal/Bearing.
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beam or plate on an elastic foundation which has a variable stiffness

support along its length. Thus, as surface A slides along, surface B

will react differently at different locations because of the vaiiable

stiffness. The analysis and performance of this concept is discussed

in a later section.

Rigid Body Squeeze Bearings/Seals

In this section, the governing finite difference equations for

both conventional and squeeze bearings/seals are first derived by using

Elrod's cavitation algorithm [53). The techniques for obtaining values

of pressure from the governing equation accompanied by the given boun-

dary conditions are presented and discussed. Although the governing

equations for both conventional and squeeze bearings are different, it

can be proven through analytical methods that performance for both

bearings/seals under complete film condition is exactly the same. For

conditions in which cavitation occurs, it can also be proven, by using

numerical methods, that performance for both bearings/seals is identi-

cal.

Governing Equations

Assumptions

The assumptions upon which the present solutions are based are as

follows:

1) Lubricant is Newtonian

2) Flow is laminar
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3) Fluid film is so thin that the pressure remains constant

across its depth.

4) No slip occurs between fluid and bearing/seal surfaces.

5) The viscosity is constant throughout the film.

6) The effects of thermal and elastic distortion are neglected.

7) Inertia and body forces are negligible.

8) The curvature of surfaces is large compared with film thick-

ness.

The justifications for these assumptions have been presented previously

and will not be repeated here.

According to Cameron [54], with these assumptions the flow rate in

the x direction per unit y width is

h3  k +h 'U
q x = -2 ax + 2 a + Ub

Similarly, in the y direction

y - 2-- y (V8 + V ) (8-2)
y l2)1 ay '2 'a b

where Ua, Ub are the surface velocities in x direction, Vas Vb are the

surface velocities in the y direction. The continuity equation can be
a

described as

8q x qY
ah (8-3)

ax ay at
I

Equations (8.1), (8.2), and (8.3) can only be used in a complete

film zone. The problem of cavitation must be dealt with. The cavita-

tion phenomenon is caused by negative pressure occurring in a fluid
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film lubrication region. It was found by Jacobson et al. [551 that in

a cavitation zone, only a certain fraction, 8, of the film gap is

occupied by the fluid and the remaining space, 1 - 0, is occupied by

the intervening gas. The pressure throughout the cavitation zone is

constant.

By using Jacobson's theory, Elrod [531 modified the Reynolds

equation and proposed a computational method which will be reviewed

here. Elrod defines the fractional film content, 0, as

0 - P/PC , (8-4)
c

where p c is the liquid density within the cavitated zone and p is the

average density. The film pressure is

p PC + 0( - 1) , 0 > I ,

P Pc ' 0 S 1 , (8-5)

where p is the cavity pressure and B is the compression factor (for an

essentially incompressible problem, a convenient arbitrary value can be

used).

A cavitation index g is also defined as

g - 0 for 8 ( 1

g a1 for 0 2 1 (8-6)

By using the defined variables and finite difference method

(nomenclature shown in Figure 8-4), Equation (8-1) was modified as

[53]
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PCU 0 h hi

2 1 i-l.j hl-j -l-j l-j i-l.J

gi.j gi-. 1 j(h-j - (8-7)+ 2 hi) (8-7)

where U is the surface velocity in the x direction. Equation (8-2) was

modified in a similar way.

Based on the cavitation concept, Equation (8-3) is also modified

to

+qx + a[h(e(l - g) + z)] (8-8)
x Ay at

Equations for Conventional and Squeeze Wavy Seals With No Cavitation

For the complete film condition, Equation (8-3) can be used. The

derivation of the governing equations is as follows (for the present

problems, only one of the surfaces of bearing/seal has a constant

moving velocity:

axp , U U -( 3 - (8-9)
ax 2 V ax 2 12, ax ax 2 9x

aqy a ha3 ~ 3

LL h2ia, lja y (8-10)ay6 a ay
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Substitute Equations (8-9) and (8-10) into Equation (8-3) and

rearrange its terms, Equation (8-3) becomes (for conventional wavy

seal)

a h3x)+L-( 61iU 8h (8-11)

For squeeze wavy seal:

a (h + L(h 3 6  U h - 2 i . (8-12)Tx ax ay a ax at

Equations for Conventional and Squeeze Wavy Seals with Cavitation

For conditions in which cavitation occurs, Equation (8-3) alone is

not enough to fully represent the fluid film performance and Equation

(8-8) is used. By using the Elrod's cavitation algorithm, the govern-

ing equations for a rigid squeeze wavy seal with cavitation are

obtained:

AX T I q i-I/2-j.t - qi+l2.J.t l-

OP b *jt 3  g 6g1))

12p 2 (Ax)2

-(hilt + hi+llit )3 (91.J.t(9i_.J.t - )- i+l-1-t (ei+.1jt-

2 (Ax)2

+ c f 0-l.J.thi-.J.t ( I - gil.j.t ) + gi_l.J.thll.J.t

+ 1 q q(h -h2 i.J.t i-I.J.t hi.J.t - ij.t)
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-Ax I&' OiJ.thi.jt(1 - gi.i.t ) + gi-j.thi-j-t

+ i .J .t(h+.. -hut)] (8-13)

Ay 3 Ay 1q, -l/2,t - q,.J+l/2,t 1

OpC[(hi.-l.t + hi.J.t) 3 (gi.j-t(ei.,-- 1)- gi.J.t(8i. .t - 1)

1211 2 (Ay) 2

-(3" ) (' ' - "- '" - 1- )1
(hiljt + h ii+l~t)3 (91.J.t(ei.A.t - *l .+1~t (0i-Jlt - 1

2 (Ay)2 9

(8-14)

(h(O(O - a) + g))
at

h i.l.t(0t.J.t(1 - gi.J.t ) + gi-j-t
At

h i-,1t-At ( i-,"t-At g. i-j-t-At ) + g l..t-At) (815)

At

By substituting Equation (8-13), (8-14), and (8-15) into Equation

(8-8), the governing equation for a two-dimensional squeeze wavy seal

can be obtained.

The governing equation for a one-dimensional squeeze wavy seal

is:

i+1,t2 P) +l,t
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+ Lp h j h t + hi 
3

+it 12p x 2 gilt h 0 g

Ur hi 1 + x (1*j - g
C2~ c\ 2 i/~ i -i-1

+ 0 . - gt + P hi0

B c 2 [(it + hi e At)3 '

O, C i

For 2 conve t (git - gws l,t )+ i )3 ]

Pc 2 [i-l'thi-l't - i'thi't

+ 0.5 Z(h - h

- 0.5 g i+l,tgl,t (bi+l,t - bhit)]

+ c At [it-lgi't-I - h i,tgl,t]

elt-1 Ic At hi,t-l(I gi't-1 ) "l-6

For a conventional wavy seal,

3WbO(U - R) + R))
2t (8-15)

is equal to zero (due to steady state condition). The governing equa-

tion can be obtained by combining Equation (8-13) and (8-14).

S
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Comparison Between Conventional and Rigid Squeeze Wavy Bearings/Seals

(a) Complete film condition occurs throughout the bearing.

Under complete film conditions the governing equation for a

squeeze wavy bearing/seal is

a = 6LU !- - 12p Lh (8-12)Tx ax ay ay ax at"

Due to the fact from Figure 8-1 with

UI  U 2 - U

b -- U al
at ax

the right-hand side terms of Equation (8-12) can be expressed as

6VU a - 12V2h-6p ab
ax at ax

and Equation (8-12) becomes

a (h3 1) + 2- (h' -) 61i(-U) ah (8-17)

ax ~axJ y(ay ax

Since the governing equation for a conventional wavy seal is

a 3(2k 3 a h ' )iU i-. 8b0
x ( x) a ( y ax (8-10)

It is obvious that a squeeze wavy seal can be treated as a conventional

wavy seal except that now the moving surface is moved in an opposite

direction. Actually, this does not effect the performance. Numerical

results for Equations (8-10) and (8-17) for a two-dimensional region
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with the film thickness shown by Table 8-1 are shown in Tables 8-2 and

8-3. They are identical except for the moving direction.

(b) Cavitation occurs somewhere in the fluid film

If cavitation occurs, the governing equations for both conven-

tional and squeeze wavy seals are tedious. The only way to solve these

equations is through iterative computational methods.

The following are two examples; one deals with the one-dimensional

case and the other two-dimensional case. The comparison between con-

ventional and squeeze wavy seals/bearings is considered:

(i) One-dimensional Case

In this one-dimensional problem, the governing equation for a

squeeze wavy seal is given as Equation (8-16) and the film thickness

is

h mh 0 + hI cos(n(x - Ut)) , (8-18)

where

h 0 nominal film thickness

h I  amplitude of wave

n * number of waves around seal/bearing face

t u time

The boundary conditions for use here are described as follows:

1) At the beginning of each wave (each wave begins with point

where film thickness is a maximum), the pressure is assumed

to be zero. This means these points are moved with the

wave.
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TABLE 8-1

Distribution of Film Thickness over One Wave of a Seal Face

r

1 1.23 1.74 2.35 2.97 3.58 4.20 4.82 5.43
2 1.23 1.73 2.33 2.94 3.54 4.15 4.75 5.36
3 1.24 1.70 2.28 2.85 3.43 4.00 4.58 5.15
4 1.25 1.66 2.19 2.71 3.24 3.76 4.29 4.82
5 1.26 1.61 2.07 2.53 3.00 3.46 3.92 4.38

6 1.27 1.55 1.94 2.32 2.71 3.10 3.49 3.87
7 1.29 1.48 1.79 2.10 2.41 2.71 3.02 3.33
8 1.30 1.42 1.65 1.87 2.10 2.33 2.56 2.79

9 1.31 1.36 1.51 1.66 1.82 1.97 2.13 2.28
10 1.32 1.30 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.66 1.76 1.85
11 1.33 1.26 1.31 1.35 1.39 1.43 1.47 1.51

12 1.34 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.29 1.30
e 13 1.34 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23 1.23

14 1.34 1.24 1.25 1.26 1.27 1.28 1.29 1.30
15 1.33 1.26 1.31 1.35 1.39 1.43 1.47 1.51
16 1.32 1.30 1.39 1.48 1.57 1.66 1.76 1.85
17 1.31 1.36 1.51 1.66 1.82 1.97 2.13 2.28
18 1.30 1.42 1.65 1.87 2.10 2.33 2.56 2.79
19 1.29 1.48 1.79 2.10 2.41 2.71 3.02 3.33

20 1.27 1.55 1.94 2.32 2.71 3.10 3.49 3.87
21 1.26 1.61 2.07 2.53 3.00 3.46 3.92 4.38
22 1.25 1.66 2.19 2.71 3.24 3.76 4.29 4.82
23 1.24 1.70 2.28 2.85 3.43 4.00 4.58 5.15
24 1.23 1.73 2.33 2.94 3.54 4.15 4.75 5.36

25 1.23 1.74 2.35 2.97 3.58 4.20 4.82 5.43
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TABLE 8-2

Pressure Distribution for a Conventional Wavy Seal
under Full Film Conditions

U = 0.1885E+03 UI - 0.1885E+03 VO - 0.7200E-05

P2 - 0.4000E+04 CO - 0.2000E-84

HO - 0.2460E-84 FO - 0.2299E-03

r

1 0 112 155 174 184 190 194 197
2 0 115 158 177 187 192 195 197
3 0 116 161 180 189 194 196 197
4 0 116 163 183 192 196 197 197
5 0 114 164 186 196 199 199 197
6 0 ill 166 190 200 203 201 197
7 0 108 167 195 207 209 205 197
8 0 102 167 200 215 216 210 197
9 0 94 163 204 223 226 216 197

10 0 83 153 200 226 233 223 197
11 0 68 133 182 214 228 222 197
12 0 49 100 144 177 198 206 197

8 13 0 30 62 93 121 148 173 197

14 0 14 30 49 73 103 143 197
15 0 6 16 31 54 88 134 197
16 0 8 20 39 65 99 143 197
17 0 19 38 62 89 120 156 197
18 0 34 62 88 114 141 168 197
19 0 50 85 112 135 157 177 197
20 0 66 105 131 151 168 183 197
21 0 81 121 145 163 176 187 197
22 0 92 134 156 171 181 190 197
23 0 101 143 164 176 185 192 197
24 0 108 150 169 181 188 193 197
25 0 112 155 174 184 190 194 197

The load support is 0.7355E+03.
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TABLE 8-3

Pressure Distribution for a Squeeze Wavy Seal Seal

under Full Film Conditions

r

1 0 112 155 174 184 190 194 197
2 0 108 150 169 181 188 193 197

3 0 101 143 164 176 185 192 197
4 0 92 134 156 171 181 190 197
5 0 81 121 145 163 176 187 197
6 0 66 105 131 151 168 183 197

7 0 50 85 112 135 157 177 197
8 0 34 62 88 114 141 168 197
9 0 19 38 62 89 120 156 197
10 0 8 20 39 65 99 143 197
11 0 6 16 31 54 88 134 197
12 0 14 30 49 73 103 143 197

e 13 0 30 62 93 121 148 173 197

14 0 49 100 144 177 198 206 197
15 0 68 133 182 214 228 222 197

16 0 83 153 200 226 233 223 197
17 0 94 163 204 223 226 216 197
18 0 102 167 200 215 216 210 197

19 0 108 167 195 207 209 205 197
20 0 Iil 166 190 200 203 201 197
21 0 114 164 186 196 199 199 197
22 0 116 163 183 192 196 197 197
23 0 116 161 180 189 194 196 197
24 0 115 158 177 187 192 195 197
25 0 112 155 174 184 190 194 197

The load support is 0.7355E+03.
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2) For each wave, at a location where cavitation first occurs,

the pressure and pressure gradient are equal to zero.

The reason why these two boundary conditions are chosen actually

comes from the idea that a lubricant film having converging-diverging

geometry (such as a journal bearing) usually increases its pressure

from the beginning of its convergent section. At the location where

cavitation first occurs, pressure and pressure gradient are equal to

zero.

Although these two boundary conditions are actually used to obtain

the solution, only the first boundary condition is included directly in

the solution procedure. The reason is that the governing equation used

here is derived from Elrod's cavitation algorithm and this algorithm

itself has the ability to automatically handle the cavitation boundary

condition.

To find the solution, the following procedures are used.

(1) All git (t = 0) were set equal to onL at the start.

(2) Value of e. t at the beginning of each wave was obtained by

Equation (8-5) using an assumed pressure distribution.

(3) By using the Gauss elimination method, the distribution of

0i-t(t - 0) was obtained.

(4) By using Equation (6), new gl t(t - 0) were found.

(5) Using new git(t - 0) and repeat procedure (2)-(4), until the

solutions of 9i.t(t - 0) are converged.

(6) Assume the values of all gi.t+t were equal to 1.

(7) Use Gauss elimination method to find 0it+At.

(8) By using Equation (8-6), new g ,t+At were found.
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(9) The new git+At were used and repeat procedure (7)-(9) until

the solution of 6,,t ,t were converged.

(10) By using Equation (5) and assuming all negative pressures are

equal to zero, the pressure distribution was found.

In all the iteration processes, the criterion to decide whether

the solution converges is that three successively determined load sup-

ports should not differ by more than 0.1 percent.

The method used to solve the governing equation for a conventional

wavy seal/bearing is similar to that of a squeeze wavy seal/bearing

except that now the film thickness is

h - h0 + hI cos nx . (8-19)

The numerical data used here are

h0 M 0.383 x 10-3 in.

h I W 0.3 x 10- 4 in.

nf 3

0 5000

U U 377 in./sec

V 0.99 x 10- 7 Reyn.

The numerical results obtained for the conventional and squeeze

wavy seals are not exactly the same (see Figure 8-5). However, it was

found that by reducing the size of the mesh, the value of the load

support for a squeeze wavy seal converges to that of a conventional

wavy seal (see Figure 8-6). This proves that if the mesh size is small

enough, the results for both conventional and squeeze wavy seals are

identical.
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(ii) Two-dimensional Case

Consider a two-dimensional squeeze film flow occurring between two

circular rings (seal). The coordinates here are cylindrical. The

nomenclature is shown in Figure 8-7.

The derivation procedure of the governing equation for the present S

problem is similar to that for rectangular coordinates obtained in the

previous section. This governing equation is given as

pAr hi 'j t + h  3 
9 i+P.j.t V 12iir1~ 2 ) i -j~

O pAr h,-l.I.t + h Ijit 3
+ OlI-~ 2ra2 g--

rwAr

Op 8(r +-A) AU h +h )31
+e c 2 ( i.j.t 2 i.i+l.t+ i'J+l-t - 12pAr 2 g5i-J+l-t

OPc(r - Ar) AU hi ~ -h-l 3

+ 0.j-l.t - 12-pAr 2 gl.J-l-t

+ i.j.t [ 1 r r 2 (h t l2 tii

+ 12prAa r 2 g.j.t

Op (r h + h 33

+ 12ci (2-*~ i..t) g~~

+c (r + i-) A (hljt +hi+lt)3 S

12pAr 2 5i.j.t
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Figure 8-7. Control Volume in Cylindrical Coordinates.
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Op ( n h +h3+2ir1 2 J i.J.t

+rwAr r iJtI- ii

+ ~ ~ (- )A~( gh~
2 i .t A~jt

+ prAO( 2) (g1~ - gi .- t

+ pcAr h.. + h ij.it3 g.t- iIi )
12rA u 2J

Op8 r Ar ) h + h 3

+ c (r 2 ) (iljt +h2 i.i+1.t) (g -~12iiAr 2-+~

O (r-Ar ) An bh )3

rw ~ r2i.iJr-

2 rwr(i-1*j~t i-1.j.t - i.J.thi.J~t)

rAOAr e (I - g )i~j~t-Ati-t.At At

19(h -h (8-20)
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The film thickness for the squeeze wavy seal is described in

detail in Reference [6], and is given as

h - h + w(r) + tv + (r - r C ) o I cos(- n(O - Wt)) , (8-21)

where

w(r) - -minj[v + (r - r ) J cos(-n( -t

h - minimum film thickness0

v - amplitude

0o a the maximum tilt of the seal

w - angular speed

r W radius to centroid of seal ring

r - radial coordinate

- angular coordinate

The boundary conditions are at

r ri , p =Pi,

r-r , P Po (8-22)

where

ri  inside radius of circular ring

r - outside radius of circular ring

P, "seal inside pressure

Po seal outside pressure

The numerical data used here are

h - 0.246 x 10- 4 in.
0

V - 0.72 x 10- 5 in.
0
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u 0.23 x 10.

w - 1800 rpm

r - 1.9361 in.c

r i = 1.90 in.

r - 2.0875 in.
0

Pi, 0

PC 500 psi

0.99 x 10
7 lb s/in.

2

B -5000

The solution procedures for both conventional and squeeze wavy

seals of 2-D case are similar to that of I-D case. Again, it is shown

that by reducing the size of the mesh, the value of the load support

for a squeeze wavy seal approaches that of a standard wavy seal (Figure

8-8).

Deformable Body Squeeze Sliding Bearings/Seals

In the previous section, distortion caused by the pressure forces

induced in a fluid film flow was not considered. In actual situations,

the distortion does affect the lubrication performance. For example,

according to Brighton, Hooke, and O'Donoghue [561, in a journal bear-

ing, the effects of distortion include

(1) reducing the peak pressure for a given load

(2) increasing the eccentricity ratio for a given load

(3) moving the location of minimum film thickness towards the

cavitation zone

(4) increasing the cavitation angle
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While it has been shown that the performance of rigid body squeeze

wavy seals are identical to that of rigid body standard wavy seals, it

would be interesting to find out about the performance of a deformable

squeeze wavy seal/bearing which could be obtained by having a housing

with variable stiffness along its length (as described earlier in this

chapter, see Figure 8-3. In fact a new type of journal bearing (Figure

8-9) can be designed according to this concept.

In (Figure 8-9), it is shown that instead of having a circular

shaft as that of classical journal bearings, a shaft constructed by n

wavy surfaces (only three are shown in Figure 8-9) is placed and

eccentrically rotated inside the bearing. The bearing is surrounded by

an elastic housing having variable stiffness.

The bearing may be thought of as an infinite plate resting on a

so-called Winkler foundation [57]. The foundation can be modeled as a

series of closely spaced springs, each of which can deflect indepen-

dently of its neighbors.

For simplicity, it is assumed that the length of the bearing is

long as compared to its diameter and thus enabling us to first consider

this problem as a one-dimensional case.

In Figure 8-10 it is shown that the bearing is represented by an

infinite plate resting on an elastic foundation having variable stiff-

ness, while the shaft with wavy surfaces is made to move at a velocity

U2 ' 4

To find the solution of this problem, the deflection caused by

pressure force must be first found.
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Journal

Elastic Foundation
with Variable
Stiffness

Figure 8-9. Wavy-Squeeze-Deformable Journal Bearing.
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z These reference coordinates
are fixed on the moving

y surface.
Infinite Plate

Elastic

Foundation •

h
o0

Figure 8-10. Wavy-Squeeze-Deformable Problem.
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Deflection of An Infinite Plate Resting on an Elastic Foundation

Consider an infinitely long rectangular plate with uniform thick-

ness t subjected to a uniformly distributed pressure force along its

center line (Figure 8-11). The governing deflection equation for this

plate can be represented by

D a 4 W + 4 a D - kW (8-23)
%ax4  ax 2ay 

2  ay 4

where

Et
3

D 12(1 - 2

W - deflection

k - foundation modulus

p - given pressure force

L - axial length of the bearing

If the axial length of the bearing is long enough, the variation

of deflection along the y direction can be ignored, i.e., W * W(y). In

such a case, Equation (8-23) becomes

D d 4W = P - kW . (8-24)
dx

4

The value of k is assumed as

k(x) - C 1 + C2 sin(nx) , (8-25)

where

C11 C2 u constant

n - number of wave
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Figure 8-11. Plastic Foundation.
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The reason why k is chosen as a sine wave is based on the fact that the

original undeformed film thickness is chosen as a cosine wave. Under

this condition, the effects of this variable stiffness can be clearly

expressed.

The boundary conditions to be used here with Equation (8-24) are

X - C W = 0 , (8-26)

M = D d 2 w= 0 (8-27)
dx

2

X + -D W = 0 , (8-28)

M - D d 2W- 0 (8-29)
dx

2

where M is moment.

An approximate solution can be obtained by changing Equation

(8-20) into a finite difference equation, using the above boundary

conditions, and solving with Gauss elimination method.

Since the value of k is changed from point to point along this

infinite plate, it is necessary to find the deflection curves caused by

a unit pressure force acting on each location.

By using the data for these deflection curves and the superposi-

tion method, one can easily obtain a deflection curve caused by any

kind of pressure distribution.

Governing Equation of the Squeeze Wavy Bearing with Variable Stiffness

The assumptions upon which the present solution is based are

similar to those discussed earlier except that elastic distortion is
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The film thickness is now given as

h = h. + 6 , (8-30)1

where

h. original film thickness under no deformation condition1

6 - deformation caused by pressure force

Here hi is expressed as (see Figure 8-10)

h. - h + E cos(-n(Ut - x)) . (8-31)

To solve Equation (8-16), the boundary conditions are the same as that

described previously, that is, pressure is zero at the point of maximum

film thickness and cavitation occurs where it needs to. To solve for a

one-dimensional undeformed squeeze wavy seal, the solution procedure is

described as follows:

(1) At each time instant the pressure distribution under which no

deformation is considered is first obtained by using over-

relaxation method (relaxation factor - 1.7).

(2) This pressure distribution is then used to determine the

distortion. The distortion alters the film shape and con-

sequently a new pressure distribution is developed. This

iteration process is continued until a final solution which

satisfies both the hydrodynamic and elastic deformation

requirements of the system is reached.

(3) The pressure distribution and film thickness obtained from

the present time instant are substituted into Equation
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(8-16). A new pressure distribution for the next time

instant is generated.

For all the iteration processes, an effective way to speed up the

convergence is by adjusting the pressure distribution at each itera-

tion. In other words, instead of only using the pressure distribution

obtained by the previous iteration, a weighted mean of those pressures

obtained from the previous iteration is also applied to the next iter-

ation, i.e.,

p(j) - p(j - 1) * CONV + (I - CONV) * pm (8-32)

where

j a iteration number

CONV - convergent factor (0.58 is used)

Pm a weighted mean of pressure

Numerical Results

The numerical data used here are

h - 4.5 x 10- 4 in.
0

E I a5.0 x 0 5 in.

n 3

E a 3 x 106 lb/in.
2

11 0.99 x 10- 7 Reyn.

v a 0.3

t 1800 rpm

k a 3 x 106 + 1 x 106 sin nx lb/in.

8 a 500
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At - 0.3175 x 10- 3 sec

The numerical result for the present problem is shown in Figure 0

8-12. Since the reference coordinates are fixed on the shaft (or mov-

ing surface), the stiffness curves of the elastic foundation are dif-

ferent for each time instant. In order to compare the load support to

a conventional bearing, a minimum film thickness is held as constant

all the time (h. - 4.3 x 10- 4 in.). It is shown that the values ofmin

the load support vary within the range of 82.7 - 120 lb. Maximum load •

support occurs at time t - (28 - 1) * At and minimum load support

occurs at time t - (11 - 1) * At. The stiffness curves for both maxi-

mum and minimum load support are shown in Figure 8-13. It is found 0

that minimum load support occurs at location where the stiffness

curves has the same shape as that of the film thickness. The maximum

load occurs at a location where the stiffness curve is just opposite 0

to the shape of the film thickness. Since the deformation is small as

compared to the original undeformed film thickness, the shape of the

film thickness can be roughly described as Figure 8-13(c). 0

Conclusion

Due to the convergence difficulty encountered in the iteration •

process, only small elastic deformation (at the order of 10-6 in.) is

considered here. The difference in load support found so far is small.

Further investigation is still necessary to fully understand the per- 0

formance of the squeeze wavy seal/bearlng.

0
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Average Load Support = 104.76

K = 3 E6 + 1 E6 x sin(nx)
Load Support for Riqid Case = 100.8
Period/Cycle = 35*At

120 ,Ae

S110 -. Average

100 " * 4*
* O* * 9

90 """* * 99*

0

80

/ U

o60-

50 i IC I, i I a_ i a * =

1 5 9 13 17 21 25 29 33 37 41 45 49 53 57 61 65 69 73

Time = (L - 1)*Lt (At = 0.3175 x 10-  sec)

Figure 8-12. Wavy-Squeeze-Deformable Seal Load Support.
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At Time L = 11

Minimum
Load
Support

k (a)

At Time L = 28

Maximum
Load
Support

k (b)

Film Thickness

h (c)

Figure 8-13. Condition of Maximum and Minimum Load Support.
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CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Nine Wave Seal--Design 1

After initial design problems were overcome, this seal ran for the

2000 hour test successfully. Face wear was very low (530 pin.) and

would be expected to provide more than adequate wear life for 150000

hours of operation. Torque was somewhat higher and leakage somewhat

lower than predicted indicating that not as much wave as desired was

actually present on the seal faces.

It was concluded that even though this seal design operated

successfully, it is too complex to manufacture for practical applica-

tions because of the many small flow passages and machined pads. A

simpler type of design was sought.

Nine Wave Seal--Design 2

A much simpler and easier to fabricate design was created. This

design uses an all carbon seal ring with no cut pads. Fifty-four

O-ring seal pistons are used on the inside of the seal. This part is

manifolded using soldered tubing. These parts were machined from brass

and protected by being incapsulated in epoxy.

This seal design was fabricated and ran for 2000 hours with no

significant problems. Wear was 355 pin. average, lower than for design

one (0.026 in. wear in 150000 hours). Torque was slightly higher and

leakage lower than predicted.
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Even though this design was successful and relatively simple to

fabricate, it was decided that the uncertainty in reliability brought

about by the pressure pads and O-ring system plus the complexity of the

essential auxiliary pressure system were still significant disadvan-

tages to the practical application of the wavy seal. Thus, an even

simpler design and waviness drive system were sought.

Nine Wave Seal--Design 3

After many different approaches were considered and discarded, it

was decided that placing the unique wave shape permanently on the hard

face produced, a wavy seal with the greatest possible advantage in that

no auxiliary support or pressure system is needed at all. The design

has the same low leakage--low torque characteristics as the previous

design. There is only one potential limitation and that is that the

high spots may wear off of the hard face. Unlike the previous designs,

both faces are not wiped everywhere. There are many reasons to believe

that the wave will not wear off during the practical lifetime of the

seal, but only testing will tell for sure. Short term tests run to

date look very promising.

This idea represents a compromise between having the ultimate in

wearing faces with the uncertainty of auxiliary systems and having

possibly a somewhat shorter lifetime with near absolute reliability.

Given the excellent wear resistance of SiC, there is a high probability

that the hard face will perform adequately.
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A new type of grinding fixture was designed to grind the nine wave

tilted face. The fixture is based on a flexure mount so that it can be

made of only moderately precision parts.

500 Hour Parallel Face Test

A 500 hour variable condition test was run using the flat faced

version of the first nine wave seal. The wear on the seal was sur-

prisingly low and torque was very high (many times exceeding the

capacity of the test machine). It was concluded that while the wear is

low the high friction of this type of seal will make long term oper-

ation somewhat uncertain because of possible material damage due to

high interface temperature.

Force Transducer Design

A new type of integral force transducer was designed in an attempt

to find a better force applyer than the O-ring systems. This system

was based on using a porous medium and an epoxy diaphragm. Several

experimen s were run. The device worked but was judged too unreliable

for the intended purpose.

Torsion of Composite Section

Some unique work was performed to de-vlop a method to evaluate the

torsional stiffness of cross sections made up of two materials.
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Warping Evaluation

For nine wave seal design 2, warp again (as in design 1) turned

out to add significantly to the stiffness in the torsional deformation

required to produce the wave. Three-dimensional finite element model-

ing was performed to evaluate the warping function. In this design,

measured waviness is reasonably close to predicted waviness in a large

part because warping was properly accounted for.

Two Ring Contact Model

The two ring contact model was analyzed, checked experimentally,

and proved to be very useful in evaluating stiffness effects in actual

submarine seals. In particular, studies show

1) Submarine seal leakage is readily caused by lock ring groove

out of flatness.

2) Submarine seals cannot close up gaps of the size found in

typical leakers--they are very stiff.

3) The model successfully predicted the effects placing a shim

in the lock ring groove.

4) The variation of stiffness at the seal joint in conjunction

with the large moment in the ring causes the seal to just

separate.

5) Even a highly compliant seal will not close off an opening

caused by a 0.001 in. segment shift.
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Magnetic Seals

The two ring contact model was used to predict leakage caused by

waviness in small magnetic seals caused by waviness.

Nonlinear Joint Model

It became clear in using the two ring contact model that a better

model of the seal bolted joint is needed. Some preliminary FEM model-

ing of the joint has been made. More exttensive modeling and experi-

ments are planned.

Seal Conformability

Various stiffness studies and the design of the wavy seal show how

tangential stiffness must be carefully considered in seal design. In

the case of the wavy seal, nine waves are needed so that they do not

flatten out and cause the wavy effect to be diminished. In the case of

submarine seals and the magnetic seals evaluated herein, they are too

stiff to properly close to minimize leakage. With the various stiff-

ness models tools are now in hand to carefully make these evaluations.

Friction and Wear Tester

A new hydrostatic bearing support was designed and fabricated for

the friction and wear test machine. The design reduced the influence

of friction on measurements to zero and allows accurate application of

the load. The bearing is designed to operate on a 0.00075 in. film of

water.
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Microasperity Lubrication

Using the above apparatus extensive measurements were made of

carbon-WC friction in water independent of hydrostatic and conven-

tional hydrodynamic effects. It was found that friction is greatly

reduced with increasing speed suggesting hydrodynamic effects. By

varying ambient water pressure, experiments were run to reduce the

effectiveness of microasperity ca-:itation--the hypothesized mechanism.

There was no effect. Thus it appears that microasperity lubrication is

not causing this beneficial lubrication. Given the importance of this

unknown mechanism (in that it might be even more effectively and widely

applied if understood), more work is being conducted to begin to under-

stand this strong speed effect.

Seal Analysis

Several automated computer programs have been developed for the

purpose of expediting design and analysis of seals. The first program

creates a refined finite difference mesh for a completely arbitrary

cross section and calculates the circular ring section properties and

the torsional stiffness by solving the Poisson equation. Input is very

simple and the program does all of the work automatically.

A second program creates a mesh for FEM input automatically. A

third program solves the heat transfer equations to find the temper-

ature distributions in a two ring seal (with interface) and the thermal

rotation. Arbitrary convective boundaries can be easily input. The

analysis is completely automatic and serves as a very powerful design

tool to look at the effect of thermal rotation on design.
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Squeeze Seal/Bearings

It has been shown that certain squeeze seal concepts are hydro-

dynamically identical to the present wavy seal but may be simpler to

implement.

A new type of wavy squeeze/seal bearing which uses an elastic

foundation of variable stiffness is being evaluated.

General

A great deal has been learned and written about in terms of the

proper design considerations for wavy seals as well as conventional

seals. The role of stiffness, deflection, hydrodynamic and hydrostatic

lubrication and thermal rotation have been much better understood.

Many mechanic's problems have been solved to obtain this understanding.

Yet there remain uncertainties in seal design and related lubri-

cation problems where more attention would be most worthwhile. In

particular a better understanding of the fundamental lubrication

mechanisms in carbon-hard face sliding system is sorely needed. Iden-

tification of the existence and content of cavitation in water hydro-

dynamics has never been done. Work on the role of microasperities in

lubrication remains unfinished. Finally obtaining an understanding of

a whole new type of bearing/seal--the squeeze seal/bearing has just

begun. There remain many challenges in these areas of tribology.

I
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APPENDIX A

FINITE DIFFERENCE SOLUTION

TO THE TORSION PROBLEM OF A

COMPOSITE CROSS SECTION
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Considering the rectangular cross section as shown in Figure Al

where the boundaries align with the x and y axis, the free boundary

condition from Chapter 3 is

ii- k - 2p + x d 0  (1)
ax )ds a~y ) ds

For corner #1l, ds - I and !L .. So the finite difference formulation

gives

- (x(I+l) - X(I)) (y(J+1) - y(J))1

[(x(I+l) - x(I) + (Y(J+1) - y(J)

*'(I+1,J) * ~(I,J+l) -yJ (~Sx(I+1) - X(I y(J+1) - Y(JM (2)

ds

ddo

dx- 0, so this gives

* (IJ) 0+(I11 ) - (x(I+1) - x(J) ) y(J) (3)

Corner #12 has k l 1and dx - 1so
ds ds

[(x(I+1) - X(I) (Y(J) - y(J-M) 1
(1,3) (x(I+l) - x(I)) (y(J) - y(J-1))

(I+IJ) y(J + (J-)- - y(J) xI 4

______________ '(IJ-1) () ()
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XI

Figure Al. Simple Cross Section for
Boundary Derivations.
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For the boundary between corners 2 and #3 we have 0 and s . so
ds ds

*(IJ) fi *(IJ-1 -(Y(J) - y(J-1) x(I) 5

Corner #3 has y -1 and x- 1 which gives
ds ds

(x ( -- ((y(J) - y(J-1

',J [(x(I) - x(I-1)) + ((y(J) - y(J-1))

x(I- xJ) + (J-I) + Y(J) - X(I) (6)
X(I - X(I-1) y(J - Y(J-1)

The boundary 3 - 4 has ! -1 and !L - 0; so
ds ds

) (I-IJ) + WxI)) - x(I-)y) (7)

For corner #4 d -1 and dx 1 which gives
'ds ds

(x(I) - x(I-1)) (y(J+l) - y(J))

( ) [(x(I) - x(I-1)) + (y(J+1) - y(J))

rx

(I-1,J) + (IJ+ +y(J) + x(I) (8) •XI y(J+1) - y(J)

And finally for the boundary 4 - 1 , we have 0 and -x 1

dsds

which gives
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(I,J) " (I,J+l) + (y(J+1) - y(J)) x(I) (9)

For all internal nodes we have

*(I,J) - AIMI(I,J)*(I-1,J) +AIPI(I,J)*(I+I,J) + AJM1(I,J)*(I,J-1)

+ AJP1(I,J) (I,J+I) (10)

where

AIJ 
-2

(xI-1) -x(I))(x(I~l) -X(I)

2
(y(J-I) - y(J))(y(J+1) - y(J))

2AIM(I,) -(AIJ)(x(I-1) - x(I))(x(I-1) - x(1+1))

-2
AIP1(IJ) - (AIJ)(x(I+l) - x(I))(x(I-1) - x(I+l)) (11)

AJMI(I,J) -
2

(AIJ)(y(J-1) - y(J))(y(J-l) - y(J+1))

AJP1(IJ) - -2
(AIJ)(y(J+l) - y(J))(y(J-1) - y(J+l))

Now, taking the analysis one step further and considering a cross

section of two different materials as shown in Figure A2, all boundary

conditions are the same as previously derived. The only additional

boundary condition is that across 2 - 5 . For this boundary

s- 0 and dx and *1 2 at the boundary. This gives
ds ds ~ 1 2

G, + x)G- G (12)

Finite differencing gives
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G,: G2

X,

Figure A2. Composite Cross Section.
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iA(J) ( (I[j+1 + (y(J+1) - y(J))x(I)
(I,J) 1 + A(J) II,

+ *(I,J-l) - (Y(J) y(J-1))x(I)] (13)

where

G 2 y(J) - y(J-1)
J 1 y(J+1) - y(J) (14)

A computer program was written using the derived boundary conditions.

Results for the cross section of Figure A2 are given in Table Al. The

results for G*J 0 are those for the composite cross section method of

solution and for the method not considering a composite section, i.e.,

the section has only one G value. These runs were made to check the

consistency of G*J0 when the type of mesh and size were changed. The

results show that for a non-uniform mesh in both x and y, the mesh must

be refined. For the 29 x 29 matrix, there is only an 8% difference

between a uniform and non-uniform mesh. However, for a 9 x 9 mesh,

the error using a non-uniform-mesh is large.
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TABLE A-1

Modulus of Type Mesh Size of Mesh G* J

Run # Rigidity w/ Composite w/o Composite
Crossection Crossection

G1 - 11.5 xlO 6  Uniform in both
9 x 9 2427 2460

G2 = 11.5 x 106 
x and y

G 1 = 11.5 x 10
6 Uniform in both

2 G 2 - 1.25 x 106 x and y 9 x 9 811 2460

G1 - 11.5 x 106 Non-uniform in

G 2 - 1.25 x 106 y only 9 x 9 588 2416

G 1 = 11.5 x 106 Non-uniform in

G 2 ' 11.5 x 106  y only 9 x 9 2145 2416

G 1 W 11.5 x 106 Uniform in both

G 2 = 11.5 x 106 x and y 29 x 29 2567 2566

G 1 W 11.5 x 106 UniZ:m in both

6 G 2 = 1.25 x 10
6  x and y 29 x 29 866 2566

G 1 = 11.5 x 106 Non-uniform in

C 2 = 1.25 x 106 y only 29 x 29 820 2560

G, a 11.5 x 106 Non-uniform in

8 G 2 = 1.25 x 10
6  both x and y 29 x 29 800 2553

*Reference Solution.
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APPENDIX B

SINGLE RING DEFLECTION PROGRAM
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APPENDIX B

Single Ring Deflection Program

Program Description

The ring deflection program calculates the response of a single

ring to given arbitrary loads and boundary conditions using the ring

finite element discussed in Chapter 5. It models the ring with an even

number of nodes and beam elements. Six degrees of freedom are allowed

at each node. Concentrated and distributed loads can be applied in all

six degrees. The program computes the deflection at each node in all

six degreer of freedom, the Fourier coefficients of the deflections in

the x- and y-directions and the twist about the e-axis, the forces at

the ends of each element, and the reaction forces at the supports.

Program Input

There must be an even number of nodes. The program is set for

thirty nodes. They are numbered clockwise looking in the positive

y-direction (Fig. BI).

2I

I<J

3 xK Y

Figure Bi. Node Numbering.
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The program reads the input data from a data file which must have the

following format:

I CONTROL CARD (215)
columns entry

1-5 Number of Nodes (setup is for 30)
Must be even number of nodes
evenly spaced.

6-10 Number of Fourier coefficients
to be calculated (LE.8)

II ELEMENT PROPERTIES (6F 10.0)
columns entry

1-10 Radius at cross section
centroid

11-20 a-cross sectional area

21-30 J --Moment of inertia for a circular
x beam about x-axis

31-40 J --Moment of inertia for a
Y circular beam about y-axis

41-50 J --Product of inertia for a
xy circular beam

51-60 J --Section torsional constant

III MATERIAL PROPERTIES (2FI0.O)
columns entry

1-10 Young's modulus

11-20 Poisson's ratio
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IV LOAD AND CONSTRAINT INFORMATION (215)
columns entry

1-5 Number of nodes where concentrated
loads are applied

6-10 Number of constrained nodes

V CONCENTRATED LOADS (15, 6F10.O)

Input one card for each node where

concentrated loads are applied.

columns entry

1-5 Node number

6-15 Applied load in x-direction

16-25 Applied load in y-direction

26-35 Applied load in 6-direction

36-45 Applied moment about x-axis

46-45 Applied moment about y-axis

56-65 Applied moment about 0-axis

VI DISTRIBUTED LOADS (6F10.0)

This card must be input. If there are
no distributed loads, enter all 0.0's.

columns entry

1-10 Load in x-direction (total load)

11-20 Load in y-direction (total load)

21-30 Load in 6-direction (total load)

31-40 Moment about x-axis (total load) 0

41-50 Moment about y-axis (total load)

51-60 Moment about 0-axis (total load)
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VII BOUNDARY CONDITIONS (CONSTRAINTS) (15, 6F10.0)

Input one card for each node where
buundary conditions are specified.

columns entry

1-5 Node number

6-15 Constraint in x-direction
Eq. 0.0 no constraint
Eq. 1.0 no displacement allowed

16-25 Constraint in y-direction

26-35 Constraint in e-direction

36-45 Constraint about x-axis

46-55 Constraint about y-axis

56-65 Constraint about e-axis

Sample Problem

The program is used to model a ring with a one square inch cross

section and a 10-inch radius. The section properties are:

J - 0.0833 in
4

x

J - 0.0833 in
4

y

J - 0.050 in4
xy

Je M 0.0982 in
4
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The ring is broken into a mesh of 30 nodes and elements. Concentrated

loads of 50 lbs each were applied in the x-direction at nodes 8 and 23.

A distributed load of 100 lbs total was applied in the y-direction

(Fig. B2). Node I was constrained in the x-, y-, and 0-directions and

node 16 was constrained in the y-direction. The data file, output, and

program follow.

Fixed in y only 100 lb

I
50 b 50 lb

Figure B2. Applied Loads.
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10 C SINGLE RING DEFLECTIONJ F-.FGFA
2C THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES THE RE"I>TIONS 6CF P SINGLE PING

:.0 c SUBJECTEED TO GIVEN LOAD>S AND 6OUNDAF'V CC'NE'ITiONSF. THE
40 C LCADS CAN BE NC'NAXIS'T'MMETRIC. THERE MUST PE AN EvENJ
50 C NUMBER CF NODES AND THEY MUST jE SP7FACE-: EVENLY. TlHEY
dO C ARE NUMBERED CLOCKWISE LO;OKING IN THE POCSITIVE Y--IPEC-
"I ia c TON. THIS PROGRAM COrirFuTES THE DEFLECTIONS, THE
so C FOURIER COEFFICIENTE OF THE DEFLECTIONS, THE FOC-ES IN
90 C THE RING. AND THE PRCTION FORCES AT THE !P'RS

il 3 DOUBLE PRECI SI7ON KP, AMAT, IN AT, I IMAT, I I IMAT, I YmpT, EV'lIT
±20 D OUB LE PRE C I SION PIE.. SL: M( 1,ef).. E LA P (U;-,*, FOF:*E _71

,:a ~REAL*:4 JM, JY, JXV, JT, NT, MX, MY, MT, MXL, MV.L. MT:L
:4 DMNSO"%'9(0) Y-O ONT :(O>,OM(:>CMw.,*

DI MENSI1ONKPtZIMT .) A±*
±70 D~:IMENSION vMA; lo:. V.'t)NT:. CO MY::MT:

1!0 DIES1 IIIO;' iC;P:c ::qc IZLX
lia DI:MENSION DDX(:0;' I YMi1) IDTC .:c: 6 l2A10).

20 DIMENSiONj UG'$ :o.(- t47, 0.., LhS>J V( S:e. "zc, 0)
S20 DI1MENS ION 11 V 0:. 1 PCOMP( I- @!: CC,, -7 L0 IU:~ k:

220 DI MENS ION VEC0 P ;. 0F:- t FCP-:(S) IFA2) JLG

C READ PARAMETERS .NC, I'J::iSLIZ'E 'VAr-IAELES
o7 READ (.Q, 2C00) N, NOCEF

R, E AD (9, 2,,'±0 PC, sA, Jt.-*. JY ST

1i.1'* .L I 1=6. N

::o NT'I1)OC 0
42. MX(I)s0.

--!o MY(I)NO.C0
-60 MT(I)m0 0
;70 DDX4:)s0 0
s ~DDY (1) 0.01
o DDT(I)=0 0

400 DDDX( I) ZA. 0l
., DDDYC I u,.VY

4LO. COODT. I) =0. ii
.1 jLf, rr0

.s 10 CZNT0I0RC

z. Er :05 : ., ) fL ,MdL ' T L

v~~~'.r I 1)rL. 'N

1! 7 i~tMl?*( I a M,' I >Mv'C-L, Nd

W~, :"'iIT'EST.)M2.

!0 :1. LZ140L'
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620I !FLRG(bsI\x
6 4 CJ FLA0(,s!)I
653 2.0? CONTINUE
660 108 CONTINUE
678 2008 FORMAT (2:5)
689 Z2010 FORMAT (6F±10.0)
698 2020 FORMAT (2F±3 3i
700 Z040 FORMAT (I5, EF±O.0E)
710 C
7 20 PIES4. "DATAN' 1.. O+0)
72.0O PIESSPIE
740 DTZ&. -P!E.-N
750 GwE/2. O/±-. O0F'R)
.60 2
778 " CALCJLPTE INJDEX RELATIONSHIPS -RENUMBERS NCL'ES FOR Z.OMPFUTAT1Of*L
780o C EFFICIENCY

32.0 CO 0 4 10 :C NL ,
a20 AlI
S:a 31=1/2

650 IF A1 . T7. 0 L., GO0 T 0 2.2 D
sic3 ; I z ( 1 +-
870 GO TO 213

S.? ±2. !0 CONTINUE

9:3 ac

44CUT,, UNTk1I)I

±0241 M0.IxT1;
±0:3 CVCc! , l)=ODXcID
1040 CDC' I, Z.; -cDV'y I I

1 !0 '2:' 1, ,9:)-L0T I I
C6 C-D 7, 4,'CC[ CX'!I)

C Z, ~ C 7.-E 377;EF
C;r.. rL.. -J h - ,7AV . Z .z --

4-.. .

-M~r J..'.

I L 7 vI -AL :S IC'P

±2202



*-SC, P.LL P C , -1P 1 ,

:ILL 1.E -. P, I1T
:CIO CeLL ZMLE, ,iSF,ZIn!AT),

1240 ~ ' J2J~

z~ 0 O00 oo I j± 2;

±230 A,1187( 1, J=USUM' 1, JJ)
Il!zn3C AM iiT (I, J -E.)fII MR T (IJ
1400 IF'(J+12xr. :sT. GO TO -':a!
±410 a -1AT , J + )IZ 1 lA T i, jj
±42 GO TO 300'

±4:0 :e± WR17E(6,:Z-
±440 0E0iON !OJrz'LIE
±145e :02 F0F"AT Lt 'LNE 7202 -CHE i,'P CIL!JTE6 SJ- J2'

;.470 cc! 4,C C a-., I
148a I=-

A5±T 1,J=OJ.

;et A 400 J.MATJ,±. I R7 1J

1570 ?fisN-Z

±5lto £000 NC, NM'7

~ 1V

l!0 C :~.. ..'J;

1670c to0 zO7 z-Sr, I!TCF
1; S0 1 !II4+1

!710 32'=0
,720 DO t0o41 ju-ji. 2

* 7-13 7:, J)=u?1(I:, JJ

* , GO TO'LS.:9.NtA
AMA7 J2-Z.x IrWIT(I .;2

IF'J: T.5 C 70

Fl0 !CJILIT - z
±zro ~ ~ !F :r WFEK , J*-

- as. , C.E T07 - 'CHEZY 'CLTE,- s:'
±E0 J-7 -1, TNATUE J

120* 7c: *1 WPrcj Z7:
.3: :0957 ?J4±2p :',,L * E11:-CmE1Y i!NE - Z
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±.40 Z.0VO C.CT I!NL

1960 ISTmNMZ!*E-!
19-3 ITOCPw lT-S,

1990 1 ac

208,0D 500 I&IST, IFTCP
2elo IIN11+1
20 IJ-

20;cl J2zJi.5
2043 JJ uEl1
2050 Do 580d J=jl JZ
zoi~ jJaJJo~j
-C l~r PfrA;., J) Su'LIM1,JJ)

2080 Fr((J-1 ). LT. I- GO TO 'Cii

.%U0 0 500 PMFT'Ji-.)mILIMiT(II.jJ)
ziia !ST=NMlw6-1.
^=O8 ISTOF-IST+5

2±40 11-3
2±V O 60A lz=U-TISTOP

-18 Ll 14±i~

!.. 0 JJ J40

2220-j~

IF((J-±2'). L'. 1> GCO71 N

2,13 ic00 AMAT~lJ-6liIAiT~lI,JJ)

.Z ~ v- a.rLC7 wEFO'

2:S MAT (NC+..'=MAT' (NC-1) +C:~,,,V !JNJ
S2 MAT GC+2) 8T C+) +.NT 044

23:0 8MAT(N3).E6MAT(NC* w.-,MXcNN)
2340 8MAT4NCi4)81AT(NC4)+C:M(NN)
2250 SMATNC.5)uBMRT(NC4S)l.CT(NN)
2368, 700 CONTINUE
:-e'o c
2 ZO C !NCLUDE ESOLUNAPY CONDIT!CNS :N STIFF'JEIS MrtT;:!x P1

1:so C CH-ECK FOR NJOES WITH e:CTH L-;AD ANL ECiuINCARY CC?JITIO?4 SPEC IF:EV
'400 CO I50 .N

2.110 NA I I I(

;.~z 41-7 a;± :::7

24:21 5 z1I 1, J
Z 4 _TZrzPlA73JJ, J.)= ..

2LO~AJT) o 2 -. C3C 0O
Z .I1p NR=JFLAG' NA )

25±8 EFTJ3J=0.
zt:2) WPITS(6, 754;- NA

258 ~FORMFIT (1.-WAF.NIP11- AlT NODE :4, EC'T-4 LOAD At1L SCA
;.!40 fI PECIFTE:'
2!1!0 7' - C ONT INUE
2 f .- 7!3 CZ-N71NUE
'!70 C

Z58C .. CI.YE FO; ~SL'E!'T
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Z C0 PC J, IPL$.R--LC:ENTZ

..6FmL . N6:..' u £ I.,''
640 " DVDT , SX, 'S , 'PH V,

-650 DO 800 NN=±, N
2663O I CS;COM. ' NN.
2670 C(C-;*

2680 ;NINTE ,) Pt (E:!IFCK IC-J.', Jinj, t%
5 Fr RMP., ,: , ,E -Z. 4

Z70 EC10 C.OC O NUE
Zl710 c
. 7- C CMFL'TE AND WRITE FOURIER C:E':£FI2IENT; QF [,EFLE:T:C -

'7:0 THETA-0. a
.740 CO 8 NNZI, N
275 3 IC=ICOMF(NN:

7.770 C. SO. ::J-,NC'.EF
.. 0 UGCS INT, NN, oSMATU C A-S .NTETR,
2 79.0 1.;G ,S .1 NT, N N =E.FF M A T E &L) . N N T # H _T ,q

,o :10 '; (IT, NN\ wEM.RT C: *. I k NT -,THETi.,
L-13*-0 54P C(INT, NNm =E;M A T C 1Ni NT -mTHET

PGS( INT,N14.=E.MAT IC: E).S1Nl.IJT.THET-l'
z s -: : NUE

.st 7-.cTRTHE TA+D.T

-' 7-3 [ LL FO',F'( UGC, U;5 , U, N, NC EF:,
--- a CALL. FOUF:'.-.,GC, './G$, V, ', NCCrEF, ,

C R.L FQ UFFGC, P'GS, P, N, NC:E
iJP! RFTE (6, 2CT 2;1

20.) " - QR O PFMP.., ' F0'UPIE? COE.FEIC i : " N.. X, 'Ut± V"
<0 4 1 X, 'PHI"

--r. .r-cc

7-'3 1 L-04 COtuT :NUE
4_C7a0r i

Z?%.O C WPITE FZ1P.CES AND MOMENTS
2993 WFI TE..t,
:OO 11 FQ,3RMAT(,':, "FCRCES AIND MOMENTS')

01d WRITE(,, I:2.,
:.A I Z FOR T,";, / N", X, " , " V,Y' OX, "NT' "0:-:, M'" ,

* : I MT" ):-3:e mr ..O ¢ I, N
so40 C' Li b0 1 z=1, N

:cla'_,a I -I .

r' 12. ST. N) 1>1=
--::a =, :: -,11 IF.

:08,2 "':*..=' I&*M;'F ' :2;- -. "

* .I" 7' . =:..-

.).2 F C.RC'24 1 0i
5 a 0i.,, 0 02 -t= , 12
C.±,6 'iC'2 F0R CEk I )F0C--'E F'( I. $ E 71;.. F j, ,
:10IJP TE(E 6 ) 11. FC'Cr

.2.83 4 ;TE'6.,U' I:, (F',FCE'J). J7,.LQ.

:.ISO .. J Z TE 6! 1.t;,;10 a " I : F' M F T 11 ..', L

'Za ",'- 1-. 'NE. 1' 3C; T. -. 0I
::3 U.- JF L,- .1 . E , .; SC.' 7Z,

;. i:.. zr":.. -. :7
I:;F.-. ' F "1 7 .', BC , 6



.. ,2r030 TO 60201
.230 6 '0Q6 IF,.JFLAG"'±). EQ 0) 3C TO l-i

1 413 NAJFL.G(- :I)
;faeb DO 6310 17=1. 6

3:110 R~ERC kNP:, IT) uREACU4FNPIT)t+CFQ RI T)# F0PFCE(7T)
=^,o soie :CONT IFUE
:310 6020 Ir'JFLAGUIZ). EQ.0) $0O TO 60Z40
3.2 4 0 DO 60U0 1TIT, E.

' :50 OFOF:t!'T)uFOFCE2IT'6-
.:io eo0 4o CCNTINUE
:ra7 o04; IF' 1 E0. 1. AND, JFLRG'±) NE. 3) GO TO 605(l

,:;so G0 C c00

2306050 NP=JVLSQ&1)
:0 --.06tF0 1T±= 1 6

:410 REPC(? JRJ I T) sF:EP.C'. NR1 17) *CIORI (IT) +FOFPC:E I -i.-
.. 4210 6.1-60 CONTZINLE
:4:0 60N!2C C. N7 fNLZ
240 : 7E ( t , C

:450 0-T 0 :ro NEC
:4t:.j WRITE (.S,690) IFLiCU).IREC 1, ", J±,6'

:470 6070' CVFNINL'E
. 430 6060 F0'AT'/,I. ' PS ... -.N R7T C '?J£7TFi NEV- NODES ':X W,

f-4 I * ill:: ' OX -X I Y p , PO,-FT' ;.< 9X
Q0 4 F:- RP1IM7

:540 I TZc

7 550 "

2560 S'uEFOLITINE IF!UE:kKP, IMAT)
:;57 DOUlELE FFCOISI CN KgP(Z6, ±2>, I MAT(C6 6)

:64 0 c
:650o SUE:ROLITIPJE IVSLEtKF, IYMAT)
2660 DOL'ELE FfCSION KF"±21 2), IVMATk.6, C.)
: r;110 CO 10 1=1, 6
:630 oo in-, Ji6

2690o II zI +6
:100 '

:7:3 ie N DTz,~k'1,J
: 7 -1---f.C

-7 -'- C :En~' 4Z:r

7~ 0 ~ :0 S=L
:aco' z-

.~ a::* isrT J.F' ,
IS z0 F E 7 U R?
:E.-a EI.D

.:St6q SuE:;PC:LITIPJNE IIIZLIUE:, VP, I I MRT)
:37"a CrC0uE:LE PRECI EI0ON 0K.F'(LL 12; , IIIMAT tF

SE10 :o zo 1 s, j , 6

:0 :0 1z'tr MAT J:-anor'PI J,
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END'
:940 c
.?50 C

:?0SUB~ROUTINE ADD(MArF,MtTFiTTSM)

T980 DO lei I=I, 6
3.990 rcO le J-1., IE

4010O RETURN
40*0 END
4030 C

4040 C :pE;POUTINE F OL' CRF'N OC , GANFrDS , Y .N , NCr-

443i0 L. I M1EN$ I ON GRANLC (.NC, E' N).~ GRNDS NCOEF, ?4, v

40'70 D!IMENSION Al(), S(S-
j so F '1=4. D*F-TFIN(4.. (1)

4O0 :TsZ*FI -N

4100 DO LO 12.1,NCOEF

4.120 (, 0

4 1Z-O D 0 ~

4±60 C O CONTINUE
41-0 Y I> =( fI > *LE,('' )-0.5

413 ZO CONT:TJUE

4200 END

421;3 C

a u"e'F OT 1. NE ;iOL CP PC', PFEFi Yi!"' J T, E, T,~ v

4 -j, QULEL PRE,;Z:Otj t'.Z), FIE RZ. ;j C I Tx S.

4L70 DOUB'ELE PRECISION U, v, S. C, T H,

4&^80 CDIMEUSION IPVT.12)
.40 PIEN4. 4'DATAIN(±. 04'00)

4:-13 Tk2)=T±)1DT

4:-':0 R=PEJX'G'J

4:40 J.YORJYXVE4/'JX
4: 50 .;:w:Yo Y3jy

42 CuO C.', ± /

4'7- p z 1. JXYc.J!

4 :Z,0a 1 -'.- / A O

A~ : ?

-4-4.j0

44,70 Fol.
44Sr0 CO C, Z; mi.BL
44:?0 THT(!')
4!500. CUDCO!..TH)

4!.4 mS!TO

41.:A P~. a2 jT C
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45ci A(II, ,}-IA TM*#C:
457? -(,7)F
46,30a Ac!1, HC
4 5 ±10 A I , i)±=Fj*c.*

46E.20+I
4 i -,0 A I,)=-1.
4 64 0 AUk1 2)CH
4651)0l :I

4670 A;!,5)TH:;
'468. AC!. 6.=TH*:C
-46QC 1=14±
470!'Cl0 A (XI, 1 2)=-Q-sCTH*'Sy.
47±0A 1 )OW . H :
4720 A ( I, f) =-F4( S- TH C)
4 7 38 A( I, 6)PtF'(CT*S)
4743 AC 1 ,?' *-, 7SS*:T H
4750 A(I,8)-Q*.C4TH*;S)
4"7E0 , , )Q ( -H-
4770 AC!1 .t1Fl 'S
4780 AkI,1
47:?0 Aik,±12)=I.
4800 1zI+J

4 :_: lA I,2Z)=: tF
48211 a'i , 1-) =C' k,
A*-:ct , 5"
4.40I T .*C+ F

.4870 AU. 1 -2 sQ.C:/R

4G'?0 A,' 5)=2. t* wS.yp

49-C Fl, =-'i 'F1 1

49tTO At!1, 5)&-TH*:S,*R
4!?70 RC, 1, TH :C,'.
4?$S:0 A .)! I IP
49?0 Ac!89S/F:

500,0c
5 CI 0
5020 D,. 1, 2-)V*Ct*F/'P

A 4 0 1, t5=Z. -**F.F:

5060 U' . ,y *C: *F.'F:
cl ~~~ D, 'I I ? \V*S *F4F

;140) D' 1, CZ:-± * *.F/'R

;5±60 Ct!, 1,Y*F/

I5170 1 1 +1
5180 E.)s-* F A H

!52?') F'I.)w-C.*'/AA

?± C.) --C *;F/AA 4

B1 9



52 20 D(I,3)=UYP5*F

52~0 C(I,5)a-.*UCF
S.50 tD(I..5Na2. "U*&F

!Z?8D 1~~, 7)--LI*F
5260 (L)-s'
5290 t ,PuVC'
5200 II~
!5310 DI22F'~
5220 D(1, 3).-C*Ft'A~

!21 ; 0 (1,4)aS,*F/'A
5340 DtlS )a-C*F/RA~
5 - 5 D( 1, 9) **F/AFi
5,60 a1

5 1 - CONTINUE
!:80CFRLL DGEFA(A, .21Z2,IPYT. INFO)

*5:?o wPRTE-.6,) INFO
5400 1 FORMPATh±H 15
5413 JOBi.
5420 CAiLL DGEC ' (A, 12'12. IPYT, DETh WORKS JCE'
5438 D 0 IM1,12

5440 D'O 30 J~1l 12
5450 DO 40 JJa-l12.
!468 40 KIJu(,)~ZJ)MJ~

* 54713
5480 :0 CONTZNL'E
54-:0 2 FC;FPRT(IM 6EUZ. 4)
550EI RETURN
5!!.o END'
5520 C

f54S £U S-20U T 1 NE D A' *PYt2N, D F, ~X, I N CX-, D V, 14C:,"-

V70 IF. o . LE.0)FE .g1
5 0 IF -D .EV. 0e 0ID) RETURN

5;?0 !F'JNCX. EQ. 1. ANC'. lNCI'. EQ. I.)GO TO0
5i00 IX a ±

56:0 IF ( INCX.LT. O)IX -N,) C + I

5630 IF( IJC. LT 81V = (-N+1)*INCY + £
5640 DO0101 a1,N
5i50 DY(IV) a Dr'rZY) 4.D*Y*''
56i.3 IX * Ix l NCX
!6731 It Y IN C'

!iao 1 COH-JTIJLE
! -. C, F UR

1! 7-, 0 IF Mi .E~. 0 30 TO 40

'f-- :~ il ONT: ?JLE
'! tO F,,N .L7, 4 PETLIFN

576-3 40 .1P aM + i
!770 DO !C' I a 'IP!., N, 4

'!780 ~a -Y'I) + D*Xr
37 liD't(I + 1) a C'Y' I 1) + CAADY' I + 2

5100 DY( I + a) DI. + 2) + \:*2

!S13 * a' I''~ + a) + Di.C'X( I

1!6:a PET UPPN

7 IN T E E F V.,I C TC 0 N cC'X( , C-,
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SM 0O'E:LE PK'EC UIO!i c4:- , r;X
5aso INTEGEP 1, INiC.,.. s":. N

5910 IF-, N .LT. i ) ETUFN
5920 ZDPMX a i
5930 IF(J. EQ. ±.)FETLIRN
5940 IF(INJCX. EQ. ±)GO 70O fy
!350 IX a1
5960 DMP>X - DAE:S<DX(:I)
5970 I. IX + 1Nlc:"
5980 DO 1.0 1 v -

5990 1 F kDAB.S(DX <IX) ). LE. r-Ms Y SO TO S
60010 :D -A a I
gol0 DMAX =oB(XI-)

6021a 5 IX INCX
60:0a 10 COlITINL'E
63403 RETURNJ

i ri i ; DtA 0 D zt 4

46070 IF (AS, X( .1 L.FI' CO TO 7:
E00IDA4MRX aI

6-00 0 NT I
6110I :oE&TLIE

6-140
611!3 S Z:B ROU T INE 1S C R L ( t4 D i D X, .14CX<

61 co :10UELE P;E C 1S IC ONDR DX (i)

il8o IF(N. LE. O0RETUF.14
6190 IF(IMCX. EQ. 1)G0 TO 20
62,0 N1 j::=P*~ INCX

C 7',* E)

Zi0 ti M 0C, < N, 5;
6260 IF, M1 EO. 0 )GO TO 40
6 Z7 0 DO 20 I n -11
6Zae -YI D= -Xl
6:9e :0 CONTINUE
6:00 IF(. N LT. 5 )RETURN
6Z±0c 40 MPI a M+±I
6:20 DO 50 I x MF±-,N.

62:0 r."( + -v'x=i

'so 0 CONT:+VE

0 0 EQNE '

644 j .,LJEL E PP E C S 10 N f':. -I., , C ': D T E.'l
i4z0 INTEGER 1, !NC:., A ?CY, "-, X. , 1' , Pi ± N
C460 IF(M. LE. 0 ', E 'U-'t

tE470 ~ !F:NC: E:!. -. iDC INCT. E::O I)G0 TO ZZI

e~~sl) 1' e a I

We l 1 . I NC L' O)IN + 1-J.~N
IF'2NCYv LT 0!'~NLIJ.
C-' 0 1 a -

!:z' C ~TEMF a L-:
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DY<IY,- DTEMP
6 60 IX a IX + INC:X

iy = IY + INCY
6!E'0 10 CONTINUE
i590 RETURN
6600 20 M, - MOD(NoZ)
6610 IF( M .E0. 0 ) GO TO 40
6620 DO 8@ I i,M
,6.0r-,TEMF' D 'X(I)
6640 DX(I.' = DY(1)
9650 DY(I) D CTEM'
6-63 :0 CONTINUE
6670 IF( N LT. Z . RETURN
6680 40 MPI a M * I
669a DO 50 I = MFi, N,
6730 DTEMP = DXtI)
6710 DX(I) a DY<I)

DY(I', = DTEMP
',TEMP a DX(I + I)

6740 DX(I + I) a DY(I + 1)
;750 DY 'I + ±) m DTEMF'
6760 CTEMP x DX*I + 2)

i6.70 O'(I + 2) DY(I - Z)
6750 DY(I + 2) DTEMF
6790 50 CONTINUE

RETURN
6alo END
: a Z 0 C
:O C

6840 SUBROUTINE DEFA(A, LDF, N, IPVT, INFO)
6a50 INTEGER LD ,N, IPVT(), INFO
6860 DCUSLE PF:EC.SION R(LD, .i)
- e70 1. S' r PE -" "C": I'.I N T

r; 3 , NMI N - I

i.Z 0 '.F (NMI LT. 1) GO TO 70
6920 DO 60 K i NMI
6930 KPI K +.
16540 L a I DAMAXN-K+-4 A (K, K), J-) + K-
69zo IPVT(K) z L
6960 IF (R(LK) EQ. 0.CDO) GO TO 40
6970 :F (L EQ. K) GO TO 10
Cc80 T a A(LK)

.9- R i~LK) N = KK
700a R(K, K) a T
701 C:ONT:NVE
"0;0 T a - 1. 0 0 ,'A ( K, K7":O CALL DECAL - N-,, ,. K - I)

:' -.0 j = p', N
T F R"L, J:,
1= *,L EQ K ,,C TO 0L

7 'L, ,) a ui'. J ,
C.S O 3 A K, J) = .

79O0 21 CONTINUE
":00 CA LL CAX,'"Y(U -K, 7, At K- ,".• , ,K .,,., ,

7110 :0 C ON T I NUE
7120 GO TO 50
71-O 40 CONTINUE
7143 INFO w K
7.100 0 CONTINUE
71.3 60 CONTINUE
7170 70 CO;TJTINUE

I -T(N;. N
71:-0 IF N.,N E , 0. O0C,0., IhFO N !
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.200 RETURN
"1210 END

72&10 C

7,240 SUBROUTINE DGEr,! (PLrCiA NIPYT. DET. WOFPK.JOE~)
7250 INTEGER LDA. N, iFV7(i, jOB8
7260 DOUBLE PRECISION FlLDq..rCET(Z)WOkK(-)

7-270 DOUBELE PRECISION T
7280 DOUBLE PR:ECISION TEN
7290 INTEGER I. J, K, KB.KP± L. NMI

72 a 0 IF (JOE/±0 ED. 0. GO TO 70
7210 tDET(I) a 1. ODO
7220 C'ETI 2) a0. 000

'"'D TEN 10.ODC
740 D'CIi 1

".-;50IF (IPVT(I) NE. I) DET'.±) =-DET(I±)

1160DET(1.' - A(I. I)*DET(i)
7:0IF (DET(±; EQ. 0. C000) GO TO 60

7-so 10 IF .t'AS.tET(I)) .GE. 1. 00-0) G30 TO Zc1
..;?0 DE7±:* a TEN*DET±l
7400 DET(2) a DETV.Z) - ±..0DO

74;.0GO TO !.0
7420 2ct CONTINUE

, O . IF (DASS.ET(i), .LT. TEN) GO TO 4Zi
7440 DET± ) a ',ET,.I,),,TEN

74:0 ETk2) - ETtZ) +1. Z'C-0
-4-saGO TO -Z

7470 40 CONTINUE
1-460 50 CC'NTNT!UE
7430 iO CONTINUE
"500 70 CONT:NL'E
7510 IF (MODVJOE:, 10) E0. 0) GO TO ±50

T=

7!rzoKFi K +' I

-,!,0 IF (N .LT KF±) GO 70 90
7590 DO 80 J a KPI', N

759-3 T ri(K.J)
7600 A ' K J) z 0. 000,
"6110 CIFILL DAFYK, T,H(I, K),±1,ACLj), ±)
7620 SO CONTINUE
7 0 90 CON T INUE
't540 ±0 0 ZON 71NUIE

lira NM a -N
7 oi6 0F (NMI LT. 1.) GO TO 140

e. 7 - C, 1:0 KE. 1 -l JMi

= I' . s

77.40 C. l: 0i j K P 1. N
77SO T -a ,P J)

PS CL L CA X PS'(.N, Til J H AI K.I
11:0 CONTINU!E

77EC0 L *IPVT.K)
7790 I F L N E. K: CAlL L Di i P N K AL..
7'30 1:0 CC!JT!.L'E
7.a.3 -4 C.CNTPWLE

7':0 EUIF'N

7,'

B23



7 -. 0 SUePOUTINE GRUSZ, iA. E:, ME-A'J.' NEO''
7M8 C THIS SUSFRO5AMi FEF.FORMS GAUSSIANP ELI!NAiTi0.J
7'SSO C ON A NONi SYMMETRICAL E:ANCED MATR1:':
7P9OO ED0UFLE PRECIiICOl A(P:0). CS
7910 NQImNEQ-i
7920 DO 0 lul13, N "I

7970 Ku(J-I I*1:P.Nt-)NE3OI I
7983 IF(A('. E3 . 0. )GO TO ZE0
70S KKw(J-I+MSN.>*NE~f+1

SO@800),'ll0K
$010 Jimi
SOLD J2J+MPAN'
s 31,0 IF(J2. OT NED) JZ=NEQ
8040 DOi 40 JJ=JL :2'
8050 KKJ:=r 33-I I+MSFtIL)*NEO4+I

S060 !KKK=(JJ-Il~iF-,JV)*NE0-I
8c0 40

a090 20j CONTINUE
al.Co 11 COiNTINJUE

al-10 KzME'AN0*NEOQd4EQ

Do ! C I I= 1,?J':
P-440 I=NE'-II
3-50 JIMI~i
SiE0 J21I+MSAHD
8170 sa=O.

el S 0 F(~J2. GT. NEQ,' JZ=PEQ
$-,PC :0 C-0 J=Ji. J"

zi 60 F=ES-A( K.-*E, (j'
- -KKzME;t4C*-NEC- 1

aZ40 !UTURN
SZ50 END
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APPENDIX C

Two Ring Deflection Program

Program Description

The two ring deflection program calculates the face deflections

and forces developed in a two ring face seal subjected to operating

loads. It uses the finite element method to model the seal with beam

and spring elements.

The program models the rings with an even number of nodes and beam

elements. As presented here, it assumes even spacing of the nodes so

each element is 2wR/(# of nodes) long. Variable element size can also

be used.

Spring elements connect the nodes on the primary ring to corre-

sponding nodes on the mating ring. These model the face contact.

Where the ring faces touch, the springs' stiffness is set equal to the

stiffness of the carbon insert. The springs have zero stiffness where

there is no contact. As the load is applied and the rings deform,

springs are given the face stiffness or zero stiffness as they come

into or go out of contact.

Both rings may have an initial face profile. The datum from which

the profiles are measured is arbitrary since the program subtracts out

the first harmonic tilt between the two rings. The program calculates

a likely initial-face contact pattern after tilting the seal faces.

To avoid instability in the solution, the program applies the

loads incrementally. After the total loads are applied, the program

C2



iterates up to two more times to see that the contact pattern is

constant. It prints a message confirming convergence if the solution

is consistent. When the total loads have been applied, the deflections

and forces are calculated and printed. The average gap and the cube

mean gap are computed at the end.

Program Input

The two ring deflection program requires information about the

ring geometries, ring materials, and applied forces. Some data is read

from a file and some is input by changing program lines.

The program lines that contain input information are:

Line 310: N--Number of nodes (set up for 30)

Line 320: RCP--Radius to the centroid of the primary ring

Line 360: AP--Cross section area of the primary ring

Line 370: JXP--Moment of inertia about the x-axis of primary

ring

JXP - 1 - x/R

Line 380: JYP--Moment of inertia about the y-axis of primary ring

Line 390: JXYP--Product of inertia of primary ring

Line 400: JTP--Torsional constant of primary ring cross section

Line 410: EP--Young's modulus of primary ring material

Line 420: GP--Shear modulus of primary ring material

Lines 430-500: RCM, AM, JXM, JYM, JXYN, JTM, EM, GM--Same as above for

mating ring
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Line 510: RF--Radius to seal face

Line 520: RS--Radius to support of mating ring

Line 580: VXP(I)--Applied force in x-direction at node I on

primary ring

Line 590: VYP(I)--Applied force in y-direction at node I on

primary ring

Line 600: MTP(I)--Applied moment about 0-axis at node I on

primary ring

Lines 610-630: VXM(I), VYM(I), MTM(I)--Same as above for mating

ring

Line 640: KS(I)--Support stiffness at node I

Line 650: KF(I)--Face stiffness at node I

Line 660: DELSI(I)--Initial support profile at node I

The initial ring face profiles are read from a data file in 6F]0.0

format.

Sample Problem

The modified (reduced section) magnetic face seal shown in Figure

C-I is considered as a sample problem. (See Chapter 5 and Ref. [411).

The primary ring cross section properties are:

RCP - 0.6414 in

AP - 0.01603 in
2

JXP - 4.44 x 10- 5 in 4

-5 4JYP - 3.5366 x 10- 5 in

JXYP - 2.019 x 10
- 5 in4

JTP - 2.074 x 10
- 5 in4

C4
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The mating ring cross section properties ire:

RCM - 0.613 in

AM - U.06314 in
2

JXM - 5.752 x 10 - 4 in 4

JYM - 2.650 x 10
- 4 in 4

JXYM - 0.0

JTM - 4.73 x 10
- 4 in4

The support and face radii are:

RS - 0.675 (the radius at which the magnet acts)

RF - 0.553

The ring material properties are:

EP - 27 x 106 psi

GP - 10.6 x 106 psi

EM - 20 x 106 psi

GP - 8.33 x 106 psi

The applied loads come from magnetic force of the mating ring acting on

the primary ring. The total magnetic force is 1.92 lbs acting in the

negative y-direction. It is assumed to act at a .675 radius so it also

creates a moment about the 0-axis. The applied forces are:

VXP(I) - 0.0

VYP(I) - -1.92/30
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1

MTP(I) - -1.92 (0.675 - 0.632 )/30

VXM(I) - 0.0

VYM(I) - 0.0

MTM(I) - 0.0

The stiffness of the carbon insert is the face stiffness:

AE
KF(I) -

L

2w(.553)(0.06)(3 x 106)

0.1156/30

5.4 x 106/30

The total support stiffness is chosen to be 5.4 x 104 lb/in, 100 times

lower to simulate the high conformability of the magnet. Thus

KS(I) - 5.4 x 10 4/30

The datH file of the initial face profiles is shown in the example.

The program input and output are shown. A plot of the output shows

that the gap in the face lessens when the force is applied as expected

but does not completely close.

Should have been 0.6441.
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AV SAY CAY
0.1576E-03 -0.4757E-05 -0.2041E-04

CONTACTING NODES .
10 11 25

PLANE EQUATION COEFFICIENTS.
S. 4S9E-04 S. 234eE-84 8. 4685E-04

INITIAL FACE DEFLECTIONS

5. 995SE-04 0.1±02E-0Z 0. 1282E-03 0.14iSE-03 e. i290E-az 0. 0e65E-03
U. 717SE-04 0. 3325E-04 0. 1692E-84 -0. 109E-1e 0.0 0. 8534E-85
0. 2493E-04 0. 1897E-04 e. 440?E-04 a.1273E-04 6. 5426E-5 -5. 4913E-05

-0.2116E-04 0. 6266E-e5 e. 931LE-05 0. 2495E-e4 . 1964E-04 0. 7992E-05
A. 2638E-e . 1?ISE-84 0.3873E-e4 8.4515E-04 0. 5632E-04 a. 7762E-84

INITIAL FACE CONTACT PATTERN

oeessoe ii±eeeeoi±aeee±±±±± ±

FACE CONTACT PATTERN AFTER FORCES ARE APPLIED

as so o i see e 0aa00aa osi e a 1 a .0 S

FACE DEFLECTIONS AFTER FORCES ARE APPLIED

-6. 2092E-04 -6.3338E-04 -S.4259E-04 -e. 5976E-04 -0.5526E-04 -. 443L1E-04
-0. 235ZE-S4 -0.2131E-06 0. 7996E-0S 6. 4152E-05 -0. 4653E-0S -O.1±73E-04
-0.3927E-04 -0.3582E-04 -8.6229E-04 -0. 3168E-04 -0. 2484E-04 -6. 1487E-04
a. £573E-e5 -e. 2541E-04 -0.2684E-04 -0.3974E-04 -e. 38e5E-e4 -a. 144E-04
0.3694E-e5 -0. 5580E-06 -S. 8344E-e? -a.321LE-06 0. 1566E-95 -S. 7368E-05

FACE FORCES

e.e .s .e 0.0 0.0 0.0
e.0 -0. 3836E-eL 5. L437E 00 0.7472E a. 8.8 .a
8.6 8.8 8.6 a.aa a 0.a
e.L932E g S.0 .. 6.8 5.. a
8.6650E a0 a.0 -S.1502E-a1 -0.579SE-Si 0.2819E s0 a.a

FACE CONTACT PATTERN AFTER FORCES ARE APPLIED

sse0a a es11 so a eaa 1 a oa 1s aI a

FACE DEFLECTIONS AFTER FORCES ARE APPLIED

-a. 2049E-04 -. eZ92LE-04 -a. 42±eE-04 -1. 6033E-04 -0. 55POE-04 -1. 4493E-04
-a.2409E-04 -a.6983E-06 . G4ZE-06 a.4126E-a5 -. 3964E-05 -a. iS55E-04
-a. 3904E-04 -0. 3557E-04 -a.620SE-04 -e.314eE-@4 -e.246:E-04 -0.147SE-04

. 1OL.1E-05 -0.253SE-04 -0.265E-04 -0.397aE-04 -0. :OZ±E-04 -.. 11!4E-04
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0.3559E-05 -0. S495E-S6 -0. 5279E-6 -0. 8446E-06 6.1247E-85 -6.7759E-05

FACE FORCES

e.g e. 6.e e.g e.e e.g
0.0 0.6 S. L24E 06 0.7426E SB 0.6 0.0

6.200SE 0 .8 6.0 .6 .0 0.0

g.6406E 00 0.6 .0 0.0 0.2245E 0 e.0

CONVEROENCE IS OK

AVO. OAP CUBE "EAN

0. 2191E 62 6.3376E 62
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16 C TWO RING DEFLECTION PROGRAIM
20 C THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE DEFLECTIONS AND FORCES DEVELOPED
30 C IN 8 TWO RING FACE SEAL SUBJECTED TO OPERATING FORCES. IT
46 C USES THE FINITE ELEMENT METHOD TO MODEL THE SEAL. THE RINGS
50 C ARE MODELED WITH BERM ELEMENTS AND THE FACE CONTACT IS MODELED
60 C WITH SPRINGS. THE INITIAL AND FINAL FACE DEFLECTIONS AND
70 C FORCES ARE CALCULATED AND THE AVERAGE GAP AND CUBE MEAN OF
88 C THE GAP ARE DETERMINED.
96 C
1e0 DOUBLE PRECISION KP, KMAMAITIMRT, IIMAT, IIIMAT. tVMAT,.RHA, RHBS SMAT
lie COMMON CVXP(36), CVXM"36. CVVMC38)> CVYP(30),CMTM(38), CMTP(30)
120 COMMON CDELFI(ZO),CDELSI(3),CKS(6)..CKF(36).KP12^,i2>KM(12,.±2)
120 COMMON AMAT(360,59). IMAT(12.12),IIMAT(i2,i2), IIIMRT(±.2i2)
146 COMMON IVMATC12,. 1.),.BMAT(360). RHAi(12),RHB(i'2)
150 COMMON RCP, RCM, RF, RS
160 REAL*4 MTM. MTP, JXP, JYP, JX%'PJTP, JXM, JYM, JX'MJTM
±78 REAL*4 KS. (F
180 DIMENSION VXP(Z8>) VXM(36),Y YM(36). VYP(26). MTM(0), MTP30)
±90 DIMENSION DELSI(28)> DELF(2B), KS(30), KF(329).DEFU0O)
200 DIMENSION IIX(36), ICOMP(36), ICC(30), ICCOLD-(-:9b)
210 DIMENSION UOUT(8- >,VOUT(6-!-) FHIOUT(30)
220 DOUBLE PRECISION PIE,SUM~i2,12)
230 DIMENSION DELP8'O)DELM(-,.FIRCD-!aELET(O ELMTP:0)
240 DIMENSION DELTAP(12). DELTAM(12>) FORCE(L2)
250 C
260 PIE=4. *DATAN(. D.60)
270 PIES-PIE
238 C
290 C INPUT NUMBER OF NODES, INITIAL WAVINESS AND RINGS' SECTION
Z00 C PROPERTIES

220 REPD(5, 18) DELP
1:0 READ.5,i8) DELM1TF

'40 18 FORMATSFL6. 6)
350 RCP-0. 6414
160 Apue. 816025
370 JXPu4. 44E-5
286 JYP-3 536E-5
390 JXYP-2. 619E-5
460 JTP-2. 673SE-5
410 EPu27. E06
428 OPwlS. 6E+06
430 RCM=06.
440 AM-S. 86314
450 JXM=5. ?52E-el4
460 JYM-2. 65E-04
47e JXYM-I. E-06
480 JTM-4 729E-04
490 EM-20. E+ib6

1500 GMuS. -:E+(36
5±40 R F -rd '3
520 RS=0. 675
5:0 C
540 C INPUT THE RING LOADS YX. VY',MT HERE OTHER LOADS ARE ASSUMED ZERO.
556 C THESE ARE ACTUAL LOADS AT THE NOC-ES
560 ALOADs-.92
578 DO 108 1-1.N
586 VXP(I)=.
590 VYP( I )ALOAD/N
60fa MTP I)i--YPCI)*(.675- 6:Z)
610 VXM(I)6.-
620 VYMt I) MC.
60 MTMlcI)m..
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640 KS(I>n5. 4E.84/N
650 KF(I)&5. 4E+06/,N
660 DELSI(I)*0.
670 100 CONTINUE
680e DT-2. *PIE/N
690 D0 8880 XROTI1
788 IMOVuIROT-1
710 C
720 C ELIMINATE FIRST HARM~ONIC FROM GAP
730 DO 22 lai N

740 !ZuI.IMOV
758 IF(II.GT.N) 11011-N
760 22 DELM(X)sDELflTP(II)
770 DO 28 Iml.N
788 20 DELF(X)s(-DELP(I>-D-ELM(I>)*. E-06
798 spyVu0.
see CRyme.
810 RV=0.
828 NPI=N~i
820 DO 25 IniNPI
840 FAC-Z.
858 J01-1
860 IF(I. EQ. 4 ) FACl.
870 IF( 1. EQ. NPI) FAC=1.

898 IF(I. EQ. NPI Il=1
980 AVuRV+DELF(II)wFAC*. 5
910 SRV-SAV+DELF( 1I)*FAC*SIN(2. aPIES*J/N)
920 25 CAYVCRV.DELF(II)*FAC*COS(^. *PIES*J/N)
9148 A~uRV/N
948 SRVsSRV/N
950 CAV-CAV/N
960 WRITE (6, 27)
970 27 FORMRT(C//6X, 'AV'.. iX,'-SAY', i0X,'CAy')

990 Do :;s r-1 N
±000 J-1-i
1010 DELF(I)mDELF~l)-V-CAIV*COS(2. *PIES*J.,'N)-SAV*SINA(2. .PIES*J/,N)
1828 20 CONTINUE
1830 3 FORMRT(iH 6E12. 4)
1040 C TRY PICKING THREE SMALL.EST IN THREE SEGMENTS
1050 Al1INI. E.06
1060 NI=N/3
1070 DO 35 I=1,Ni
1080 IF(DELF(I).GT.AIIN) GO TO 25
1090 AMIN-DELF(I)
1108 IA-I
1±10 35 CONTINUE
1128 BPIN-I. E+06
130 NL=N141
1140 N2=NL+N/3
14.50 DO 36 I-NiN2

1±70 EMIN-DELF'I)
±180 leaf
1190 36 CONTINUE
1200 NluN2+i
1210 CMIN-1. E+06
228 DO Z7 IsNi. h
1230 IF(DELF(I). OT. CMIN) GO TO :17
1240 CMIN-DELF(I)
1250 ICaI
1260 37 CONTINUE
1270 4 FOPMAT(IH .3012)
1288 WRITE (6,6)
1290 6 FORMAT(/!±",':,ONTACTING NODES .1
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1390 bRITE(6,7) IA.IBIC
1318 7 FORMRT(3X. 313')
1320 TAw(IA-i)*DT
1330 TOw(XB-±)*DT
1340 TC-uIC-L£*DT
1350 DET-(SIN(TA-SNT)*COS(TA-COS(CC)
1360 DET-ET-COSTR-COS(Te*(SrNCTA-SIN(TCx)
1370 DC2s(DELF(1B)-DELF(tA)).(COSCTA)-COS(TC))
1388 DC2-DC2-(DELF(IC)-DELF(IA))*COS(TR)-COS(TB),
1390 C2=DC2/DET
1400 C3uDELF(1B)-DELF(ZA)-C2*(SINTA)-SIN(T9))
1410 C3-C3/(COS(TA)-COS(TB))
1428 CIo-DELF(IA)-C2*SIN(TA)-C3*COS(TR)
1438 WRITE (6.8)
1440 8 FoRPIRr(/ix.'PLRNE EQUATION COEFFICIENTS
1458 WRITE(6,3) C1.C2,C3
1460 D0 39 Iin1,N
1478 TTu(I-1)*Dr
±488 ICC(I)u8
1490 IF(DELF(I). LE. 8. ) ICC( 1)-i.
±508 DELF(X)bDELF(I)4C1.C2*SIN(TT)+C3*COS(TT>
1519 IF(DELF(I). LT.1. E-06) ICCC 1)-i
1520 39 CONTINUE
1530 WRITE (6,40)
1548 48 FORMAT(//LX,'INZTIRL FACE DEFLECTIONS'/)
1558 wRrTE<6,3) DELF
i568 WRITE (6,41)
1570 41 FORMAT(//LX.'INITIAL FACE CONTACT PATTERN'/')
1580 WRITE(6,4) ICC
1590 C
1600 C REARRANGE SUBSCRIPTS FOR COMPUTATIONAL EFFICIENCY

1620 111 (2)-4^
1610 DO0 1018 :! N

±640 AljaI
1658 0a/
1660 IA/2 D
1678 IF(AI. OT. 8. ) GO TO 128
1689 11I(I)-(I42)/2
1698 0O TO 110
±700 L20 III(l)-(2*N+3-1)/2
1710 110 CONTINUE
1720 DO £33 I-i, N
±730 IIN-III(I>
1740 0.3. !COMP(IXN)-r
1750 9 FORMAT(IH .315)
1760 C
1770 C COMPUTE ELEMENT STIFFNESSES
±788 CALL AOLCOP(RCP. AP, JXP. JYP, JXYP, JTP. EP, GP. OT.KP)
1799 CALL AOLCOP(RCM. AM. JXM. JYM. JXYM. JTM. EM. GM.DT, KM>
1800 DO 135 1=1,1 2
1810 RNA(I)oo.
1828 RDm(I)u0.
138 DO 135 J-1. 12
1840 IMRTIJ>-O.
±859 XXIIArcr. j)-.
±860 IIIMAT(I.J)SO.
±878 IVMAT(IJ)-9.
1880 135 CONTINUE
1890 DO 148 1-1,N
1908 11=111(1)
1910 CDELSI(I)s-DELSIUI)
1920 148 CDELFI()--DELF(II)
1930 FRAC-0.
19Ao NFRACmS
1958 NITMRX=NFRAC42
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1966 DO 500e NIT-i.,N! VIAX
1970 FRAC=FRAC+±. /NFPAC.
1966 IF(FRRC.0?. 1. 6) FRAC-.
1996 DO 150 laiN

20 CVXP I )=FRAC*YXPliI)
2820 CYxMc I)-FRAC*VXM( II)
28D30 CYYI(lI)-FRAC*YYM1()
206 CYYP I )uFRRC*YYP( II>
290 CMTM( I )FRRC*PITM( iI)
290 CMTP( I )FRAC*1TP I I)
2870 CKS(I)OKS(II)
2080 150 CKF(I)nKF(II)*ICCXII)
2090 NEOUI2*N
2106 MlBAND-29
216 C
2126 C ASSEMIBLE GLOBAL STIFFNESS AND FORCE MIATRICES
2±30 00 250 I0i.NEO
2140 BMATMI-.
2150 DO 256 JuL. 59
2166 250 AMAT(IJ)w8.
217e CALL ISUB±L,2)
2180 CALL IVSUB(3.±)
2190 CALL ADD(IPIAT. JYMAT.SUMi.
2266 CALL IISUB
2216 CALL IIISUB
2220 ji-3i
2230 DO 3100 1Jat.12
2246 DPAT(I-RHA!>.RHBI)
2250 jisJI-i
2266 J2*Ji*1±
2276 jj*6
2280 DO 366 JaJI. J2
2296 JJ-JJ.±

2 *21 AMT ( 1,J+I-) =II MAT ( 1,JJ)
2320 IF((J+24>.GT,59) GO TO 1-00
2330 AMAT(I,J.24)=IIIriAT(I,JJ)
2346 300 CONTINUE
2358 CALL ISUB(2,4)
2368 CALL IYSUS(1.2)
2276 CALL ADD(IPIAT, ZYPAT. SUM)
23O JIm3i
2396 DO 400 I10,24
2466 11-12
2416 SPIAT().RHA1I,.RHBUI)
242e JL=Ji-±
2438 J2-J1~ii
2446 JJso
2456 DO 460 J&JI. Jc
2466 JJujj~i
2470 A~mpAT,J:3UmUZI,JJ)
24130 IF((J+24:. GT !19> 0O TO 400
2490 AMPTUI,J+.24)=IIPIATUI,JJ)
2500 406 AMAT(I,J-*12)uIIIMiFiTUI..JJ)
2516 NM2-N-2
2520 NOD~).1
2538 DO 1886 NNa3. NM,2
2546 IST=(NN-i)*i1l*j
2556 ISTOPmIST.11
2560 IF(NODD. EQ. 2) 00 TO 1050
2576 CALL ISUB(NNNN-2>
2586 CALL IVSUB(NN,NN)
2596 CALL AiDDUIMAT,IYATSUMi:
2680 GO TO L060
2618 1IM CONTINUE
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2620 CALL ISUB(NN,NN.2)
2638 CALL IYSUB(NN-2,NN)
2648 CALL ADDCIP1RTj.IVMFT,SUl)
2650 1860 Ji*31
2660 11=0
2670 DO 1070 1-1ST. ISTOP
2680 11.11.1
2696 IPAT(I).RHA(II)+RHB(lZ)
2700 ji-ji-l
2710 J2=Jio41
2720 JJuO
2738 DO 1076 J=JLJ2
2740 JJSJJ4.j
2750 RMAT(X.J)-SUflCII.JJ)
2760 GO TO Ci88O,i169) ODD
2770 1680 IF((J-24).LT. 1) 00 TO 108±
2780 AMT(XJ-24)-IIMAT(I.JJ)
2796 1081 IF(CJ+24). OT. 59) 00 TO L878
286 APIRT(IJ.24)-IIlflAT(11,JJ)
2810 GO TO L878
2829 1690 IF((J-24).LT.1) 0O TO 16910
2836 RPA(,J-24)-IInMAT(IzLJJ>
2840 1691 IF(CJ.24). OT. 59) GO TO 1670
2850 APAT(1J+24)=IIMAT(11,JJ)
2860 1070 CONTINUE
2870 IF(NODD. EQ. 1) GO TO 1895
288 NODDwi
2896 GO TO 108
2906 1895 NODDw2
2916 1660 CONTINUE
2926 NMlIN-l
2938 CALL ISUB(NMLI.NML-2)
2946 CALL IVSUB(N. N-L)
2.950 CALL RDD(IMAT. IYMRT.S.U)
2960 IST=NM2*i2+i
2970 ISTOPs1ST~ii
2980 11.310
2996 11-0
3608 DO 568 ImISTISTOP

3620 BMATCZ)-RHACI1)eRHBCII)

3906 DO 506 J=31.320
3070 JJ-JJ+i
3880 AflAT(ZJ)=SU(tIJJ)
3098 IF'(J-24).LT.i) GO TO 50
3100 APAT(I,J-24)IIMPlT(I,JJ)
31±8 500 AMTXJ.~2)-II1P1AT(11,JJ)
2120 CALL ISUB(N, N-i)
.3130 CALL XYSUBN-2NM
3140 CALL FIDD(IflATIMT-SLIM)0
3150 IST=NMi.121.
3±60 ISTOP-IST+11
3170 j1-31
3180 11.6
3190 DO 666 1.1ST. [STOP
3200 11-11+1
3210 8PWAT()uRHA(lI>.RHBlZ)
3228 jinji-i
3230 J2sJi*1±
3240 33.6
3250 DO 608 3-Ji. 32
3260 33-33~i
3270 AMAT(I,J)-SUMII.,JJ)
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328 IF((J-24).LT.i) 6O TO 600
3290 AMAT(IJ-24)-IIIPIAT(IIJJ)
3396 s68 AMATCI,J-L2-IIlMATUI.,JJ)
3310 DO 7890 NN-I. N
3326 NC-n(NN-l)*12+1
330 OMRTCNC)=BM'IT(NC)eCVXP(NN)
3349 BMAT(NC.I)-BMAT(NC..I)eCYPNN)
3359 IPIRT(NC+5)u=tIAT(NC.S)+CMTP(NN)
3360 OMAT(NC4'6)-BMAT(NC+6)4CYfl(NN)
3378 SM'AT(NC.7)onBMRT(NC+7)+CYYfl(NN)
3380 700 BflRT(NC.i±)-BflAT(NCi±)CMT(NN)
3390 C
349 C ENFORCE ZERO DISPLACEMENT BOUNDARY CONDITIONS:
34±9 C UPS.. JiL,. PL*WbMS.. kiN. MNMS
3420 I1112*Ni±
3439 DO 750 Jul. 59
3440 AP AT(l,J)-.
3450 AMAT(7, 3)-S.
3468 ARIT(3,J)m.
3470 APIAT(9,J)=.
3496 AMAT(II.3. 3)-a.
3499 756 AMAT(II+9.J)oO.
3509 AMAT(I. 39)-I.
3519 APIAT(?. 36)-I.
3520 AMAT(3, 39)-i.
3539 APIAT(9. 30)-I.
3540 AilAT(11+3, 39)i1.
3556 RMRT(11+9.30)-.
369 BMAT(I)-.
3570 BMATC3)=.
3586 BMAT(7)w.
3590 3PIRT(9)-8.
3600 BP AT(zz+3)-e.
36±9 eMT(II*9 wO.
3620 C
36-':' C SOLVE FOR DEFLECTIONS
3646 CALL OAUSS(AIAT. GnAT,MB'AND. NEQ)
3650 C
3660 C CALCULATE AND PRINT DEFLECT13NS AND FORCES
3679 ICCSUPI0
3680 DO 906 Iu1.N
3699 -II=(ICOPIP(I)-t)*i2
3700 DEF(I).BNAT(11+8)-B AT(11,2)-B'AT(ll.I2)*(R-RCI)
3710 DEF(I)=DEF(I).BPIAT(11+6)*(RF-RCP)
3720 FORC(I)u(DEF(I)-DELF(I))*KF(I)*ICC(Z)
3730 DELNET(I)=DEF(I)-DELF(I)
3740 ICCOLD(I)aICC(Pl
3756 ICC(I)-6
3760 IF(DEF(I). GE. DELF(I)) ICC(I)-i
3770 ICCSUPIICCSUM+(ICCUl)-ICCOLD(I))**2
37,80 990 CONTINUE
3790 IF(FRAC. NE. 1. ) GO TO 5000
3880 WRITE (6,905)
3816 905 FORMAT(//LX,'FACE CONTACT PATTERN AFTER FORCES ARE APPLIED'.")
3820 bRITE(6,4) ICC
3830 WRITE (6, 996)
3846 986 FORMAT(//LX.'FACE DEFLECTIONS AFTER FORCES ARE APPLIED'/)
3850 WRITE(6,3) DELNET
3860 WRITE (6,967)
3870 907 FORPIAT(//IX,'FACE FORCES'/)
3886 IRITE(6,3) FORC
3890 IF(ICCSUI. EQ. 6) GO TO 6000
3966 5606 CONTINUE
3916 GO TO 601
3929 6690 WRITE(6,17)
3930 17 FORMATt//iX.'CONVERGENCE IS OK')
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3940 C
3950 C COMPUTE AVERAGE GRP AND CUBE MEAN OF THE GAP
3960 60 HAV-0.
3976 HRV3m.
390 DO 8002 1.1 N
3996 IF(DELNET(X). ST.8. ) 0O TO 0002
400 HAVHAVY-DELNET( I)
4016 HAV~uHAV3-DELNET( I)**3
4020 3062 CONTINUE
4030 HRY.HAV*i. E05/N
4048 tIAV3.(HAV3/N)..6. 333333333333.. E+S6
4058 WRITE (6,18003)
4068 6003 FORMAT(113X,'AVS. GAP CUBE MEAN')
4670 NRITE(6. 804) HRV,IIAV3
4698 9064 FORPIAT(lX. El2. 4. E2.4)
4090 8000 CONTINUE
4160 STOP
41l8 END
4128 C SUBROUTINES USED BY? THE PROGRAM
4130 SUBROUTINE ISUB(IAD IS)
4140 DOUBLE PRECISION KP. Kit, MT. II'AT I IMAT. II IMRT.IVMRT. RHA. RHB.BMRT
4150 COMMON CVXP(36),CVXPI(38),CVYM(38),CVYP(20), CMTM(30),CPITP(3er)
4168 COMMON CDELFI(30),CDELSI(30),CKS(36),CKF(O),KP±2,12),Kl(±2.±2)
4176 COMMON RMAT(360. 59), ZMAT(12.±2). IIMAT(±2..±2). IIIMAT(12, 12)
4180 COMMON IVPIAT(1212).BMAT(368).RHA(i.2),RHB(±2)
4190 COMMON RCP, RCM, RF. RS
4266 DO I6 1.1.6
421S DO 1s J-1.6
4220 18 IMT(IJ)-KP(IJ)
4230 DO 26 1-7,12
4240 DO 20 J-7,12
4250 11-1-6
4268 jjaj-s
4270 20 IMAT(IJ)uKM(!IIJJ)
4288 IMr(2.2)-IMAT(2,Z)+CKF(Lf).5
4290 IMAT(26)sIMAT(2,6)-CKF(!R).5*(RF-RCP)
4308 IMAT(2.8)a-CKF(IA). 5
4310 IMAT(2, 12)-CKF( IR)*. 5*(RF-RCM)
4328 IMAT(6,2)mPWAT(6,2)-CKF(IA). ~(RF-RCP)
4333 IMRT(6,6)mZMAT(6,6)4CKF(IA).5*(RF-RCP)**2
4346 IMAT(6. 8)-CKF(IA). *(RF-RCP)
4358 IMAT(6, 12)o-CKF(IA).5*(RF-RCM)*(RF-RCP)
4360 IMAT(8.2)--CKFCJA). 5
4270 IMAT(S.6)=CKF(IA).S*u(RF-RCP)
4380 IMAT(S,8)UIM4AT(0,8)CKF(IA)*.5.CKS(IA)*. 5
4398 IMAT(812)-IrTe±2)-CKF(ZA).. 5*(RF-RCI)+CKS(IA)s. 5*CRCJI-RS)
4480 IMAT(i2,2)-CKF(IA). 5.(RF-RCM)
4410 IMT(26)o-CKF(!A).. 54(RF-RCM)*(RF-RCP)
4420 IMRT(1.8)=IMAT(12.8)-CKF(IR)*. 5*(RF-RCM).CKS(IA>*. 5*(RCPI-RS)
4420 ZMRT1212)-1PA1C2.±2).CKF(IA). 5*(RF-RCM)**2+CKS(IR).5*(RCM-RS)
4448 **
4450 RHA(2)nCKF IR)*. 5*CDELFI(IR)
4460 RHA(6).-CKF(IR)*. 5.CDELFI(ZA)*(RF-RCP)
4470 RHA(8)u-CKF(IA)*.5*CDELFI(IA)+CKS(IA)*.5.CDELSI(IA)
4489 RHA(1)CKFIR)o'.5SiCDELFI(IA).(RF-RCM)4CKS(IA)*-. SCDELSI(IA>.(RCM'-
4499 *RS)
4508 RETURN
4510 END
4520 C
4530 C
4540 SUBROUTINE ZVSUS(IA. 18)
4556 DOUBLE PRECISION KP. KM. AMAT, [MAT.IIMAT. IIIMAT. TYMAT.RHA, RHB, StIT
4568 COMMON CVXP30eCYXM(38,CYM(30.,CVYP:e.CTMn3),CMTP(30)
4578 COMMON CDELFIC30).CDELSI(38),CKS(20),CKFC30).KP(i2±2),K (12,12)
4580 COMMON APAT(36,59),IMAiT(12,±2).IIMAT(1.2,.12),IIIMAT(12,±12)
4S98 COMMON IYMAT(12.12^),BMFT( 6),RA(.2),RHB1.2)
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4660 COMMON RCPRCMRF,RS
4610 DO 10 1-1.6
4628 DO 10 Jul,6
4638 1101+6
4640 JJuJ+6
4650 1s IVPRTCIJ)-KP'1I.JJ)
466e DO 20 1=7,-42
4670 DO 20 J-7. 12
4688 20 IVMAT(I.J)=KMCI,J)
4690 1VMAT(2,2).IVMATC2.2),CKF(1B)*. 5
4709 IVIIRT(2,6)-IVPIATC2,6)-CKF(1B)'.5*(RF-RCP)
4719 IVMAT(2. 8)in-CKF(19)*. 5
4728 IVPAT(2.12)=CKF(18)*. 5*(RF-RCM)
4730 IVMRTC6.2)--CKFCIB)*. 5*(RF-RCP).IvPIAT(6,2)
4740 IVMRT(6. 6)uIVMRT(6. 6).CKFCZ3)*. 5*(RF-RCP)**2
4750 IVNAT(6,6)=CK(I)'. 5(RF-RCP)
4760 IYMAT(6,12)u-C(F(1B).5*(RF-RCM)*RF-RCP)
4778 IVMRT(8,2)o-CKF(1B).5
4780 IVMAT(B. 6)nCKF(19)*. 5.(RF-RCP)
4796 IYMATC8.8)uIVMAT(9.8).CKF(IB.. 5+CKSdIB).5
4860 IVMAT(8,12)-1VMAT(8,12)-CKFv18>*. 5*( F-RCM')eCKScIB)*.S*(RCM-RS)
4810 IVMRT(12. 2)-CKF(IB) o. 5*(R-RCM~)
4820 ZVMRT1i26)--CKFUB8*. 5*(RP-RCM*RF-RCP)
4638 IVMRT(12.8)--CKFUB8)*. S*(RP-RCM)..CKS(I9)*. 5*(RCM-RS).IvPIRT(Z..S)
4840 IVMRT(12.12)-IYMAT(12,12).CKF(1B).5*(RF-RCP1)**2*CKS(IB)*. 5*(RCMI-R
4850 S)0
4860 RHB(2)nCKFC(19.5*CDELFI(I19
4870 RHS(6)m-CKF(IB).5*CDELFI(1B)*(RF-RCP)
4880 RHB(8)a-CKFCIB. 5*CDELFI(I *+CKS(B). 5*CDELSI( 18)
4890 RHB(12)=CKF(18)*. 5*CDELFI(I8)*(F-C)4CKS(1B)*. 5*CDELSI(1B)*(RC.1-
490 *RS)
4916 RETURN
4920 END
4930 C
4940 C
495e SUBROUTINE IISUB
.4.961 i4U&LE FkE.i~1iON KP fl.14MMT, LflT. IIMFlT, IIIMRT. 1v"RTRHARHB.BMAT
4970 COMMON CVXP3O.CVXM(38. CVYMc .0)C:VYP0).>CPT(9. CMTP(0O)
4989 COMMON CDELFI(30).CDELSI(3),CKS(3)CKF(3),KP(12,1),P(.'.±2)
4990 COMMON RMRT(3 60,59), IMAT(12. 12). 1IMRTC±2.1"). I1IMRT(12,±2)
5000 COMMON IVMRT(12,12)BMAT(360RHA(2,RHN812)
5e16 COMMON RCP,RC",RF,RS
5020 D00 to 1.i6
5836 DO 10 jot.6
5040 JJuJ+6
5050 10 ZIMATCIJ)-KP(1,JJ)
5060 DO 20 1.7,12
5070 DO 20 J-7,1£2
5080 1101-6
5090 20 IIMATCIJ)sKPI(11,J)
5±800 RETURN
5110 END
51L20 C
5129 C
5146 SUBROUTINE IIISUB
5158 DOUBLE PRECISION KP. KM. AMAT. MA'.IIMAT. IZIMAT. IYMAT. RHA.RHB. BMAT
5160 COMMON CVXP(26).CvXp13,CYYM( p30),CvYP(:e ),C, 7M(3e),Cp1TP(30)
5170 COMMON CDELFI(38).CDELSI(30).CKS(20),CKF(Z'0),KP(12.12).KM(12.12)
5180 COMMON AM~R(360,59). IMAT(12. 12). IIMAT(12, 2). I!IMAT(12. 12)
5190 COMMON ivmAT(122).BMAT(360).RHA2),RHSd12
5208 COMMON RCPRCMRFRS
5210 DO I0 1.1.6
5226 DO 10 Jul. 6
5230 1101+6
5240 Le IIIMAT(IJ)-KP(I1,J)
5250 DO 26 1=7.12
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5268 0O 20 J77 2
5276 JJuJ-6
5296 28 IIIfRTCIJ)uKMCIJj)
5290 RETURN
5396 END
5310 C
5328 C
5338 SUBROUTINE ADD(PIATAPIRTS. PRTSUM)
5346 DOUBLE PRECISION MRTAC12,2),MATB(12.2),MATSUIC12 .12)

536 DO 0 10 J1,12

5379 I0 PIATSUPI(IJ.)-fRTACI, J)+PITBCI, 3)
5368 RETURN
5399 END

5406 C
5419 C AOLCOP - ELEMENT STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR COUPLED RING
5420 SUBROUTINE ROLCOP(RC. AREA. JX, JY. JXY, JT. E. 0..T, K)
5436 REAL*4 JXJY,JXYJT
5446 DOUBLE PRECISION AC12,12),K(12,12),bIORK(12),DET(2)DUi2,i2)0
5450 DOUBLE PRECISION T(2). PIER, AR.JYOAR2. JXYOJX. JXYOJY. P. 0.SS
*5466 DOUBLE PRECISION U,S.CTH*F
5470 DIMENSION IPYTCi2)
5486 PIEu4. *DATANCi. .08)
5490 T(L)ni.
5500 T(2)=TC1)+DT
5516 R-Rc

*5520 AA=E*JXO/JT
5539 JYOAR2-JY4"RAREAPR
5540 JXYOJXMJXY."JX
5550 JXYOJYNJXY/JY
5566 Po.. JXYOJX
5570 0s..5*(1.+../RR)/JXYOJX

5596 U-L. ,JXYOJY-JXYOJX
5600 V-(. 1. /AA)/JXYOJY-JXYOJX
5619 DO 10 1-1, 12
5629 DO 16 Jul. 12
5639 A(IJ)nS.
5640 KCI, 3)=S.
56569 1 DCI J)ios.
5666 F-1.
5676 DO0 26 11=1,2
5686 THmT(II'
5696 CuDCOSTH
5700 S-OSIN(TH)

5720 A1, 3)a-Q*TH*C
5738 ACI. 4)nQ.TMaS
5740 AC I.5)=-P*TM*S
5750 ACI.6)&-P*TH*C
5760 A(1.7)-P
5770 fidI.8)u-Q*TH*C
5780 Ad. 9)aQ*TH*S
5796 A(liO).P*S
5600 A(I.i1)sP.C
5819 1-I1
5829 AI.1)1.
5836 ACI. 2)nTH
5846 A(I.3)=S
5859 R(I,4)mC
586a A(1,5)*TH*S
5870 A(I,6)TH*C
5096 101+1
5896 A(I,3>a-Q*(C+TH*S)
5906 ACI. 4)*O.CS-TN*,C)
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5918 Ac!. 5)u-P*CS-TH*C)
5928 AC!. 6)=-P*(C+T4*S)
5938 AC! 7)-SS*TH
5946 A(!. 0)u-G*(CeiH*S)
5958 FRI, 9)ni0.CS-TH*C)
5966 C.1)9
5970 A!
5988 A! 2I
5996 1.+
go6es!2)1.f
6610 AC!, 3)=C/R
6628 RC!.4)a-S/R
6036 AC,5)-CTH.C+S)/R
6646 AC!, 6)=(-TH*S+C).ft
6056 1=1+i
6060 AC!, 3)in-2. *Q*C/R
6678 AC!. 4)=2. *QS/R
6880 AC!.S)--2. *P*S/R
6090 AC!.6)--2. *PSC/R
6166 A(!, 7).SS.T1/R
61 A(1,8)=-2. .Q*C/R
6±20 AC!. 9)u2. Q*S/ft
6138 AC!.12)n1./R
6146 101+1
6156 AC!. 5)u-TH*Sf
6166 AC!. 6)o-TH*C/R
61170 AC!.?)u1./t
glee AC!, 6)=S/t
6198 AC!, 9)-C/t
6200 11.C!!1-1*6
6216 DC!. 3)nY*C*F/R
6220 DC! 4)in-V*S*F/t
6230 DC!.S)n2. *U*S*F/t
6246 O(1.6)=2. *U*C*FP
625rd8IS0~0/
6160 DCI. 9)--Y*S*F/R
6270 -+
6288 DC!.2)sin-.*F/R/A
6296 -+
CBSe DC!, 3)=V*S*Foft
63316 DC!.4)OV.C*F/t
6328 DC!. S)u-2. *U*C*F/R
6330 DC!. 6)*2. U*S*F/t
6340 DC!. S)=V*S*F/t
6358 DC!. 9)mV*C*Fe'R
6366 M~
6376 DC! 3)o-S*F/A
6288 DC!. 4)--C*F/AA
6398 DC!. O)=-S*F/FA
6408 DC!, 9)=-C*F/AFI
6418 0+
6428 DC!. 3)s-Y*S*F
6430 DC! 4m=-Y*C*F
6440 DC!.S)-2. *U*C*F
6450 DC!. 6)i-2. *U*S.F
6468 D(!.7)-*
6470 0C!, 8)--VS*F
6488 DC!. 9)-V.*C*F
6496 1-1+1
6500 DC!.2)s-F/A
6518 DC!. 3>o-C*F/AA
6528 DC!, 4)uS*F/AA
6536 DC!, S)o-C*F/AA
6548 DC!. 9)-SOF/AA
6550 Fw-.
6568 20 CONTINUE
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6579 CALL DGEFR(A. 212 .. IPVT, INFO)
658 kRITE(6.I) INFO
6596 1. FORPMAT(LH .15)
6606 MaBl
6610 CALL DGEDI (R.. 2, ±2,IPVT.DET. IrORK.JOB)
6629 D0 39 Ist,12
6639 D0 39 Jul.22
6649 D0 49 JJoi, £2
6656 46 X(I,J)OKCI,J)4D(X,Jj)*A(JJ.J)
6669 K(I,J)sKCIJ)*E*JX/R**2
6676 36 CONTINUE
669 2 FORMAT(IN 6EL2. 4)
6699 RETURN
6799 END
6719 C
6729 C
6730 SUBROUTINE DAXPY(N. DR.DX. INCX DY. INCY)

6740 DOUBLE PRECISION DX(i).DY(±).DA
6759 INTEGER I. ZNCX. INCY, IX(Y,Mfl fPL. N
6769 IF(N. LE. 9)RETURN
6779 IF (DR EQ. 9.6) RETURN
6769 IF(INCX. ED. i. AND. INCY. EQ. 1)G0 TO 20
6796 IX a
689 IY a L
6816 IF(INCX. LT. 9)IX - (-N41)*INCX + 1.
6828 IF(INCY.LT.S)IY = (-N41)*INCY 4 1.
6836 DO Is I a -
6646 DYCRY) a DY(IY) + DR.DX(IX)
6859 IX a IX + INCX
669 IV = IV + INCY
6979 19 CONTINUE
688o RETURN
6699 29 MI a MOD(N,4)
fspes IF( 1 EQ. 9 ) 00TO 40
Me1 DO 30 1 a-,
69's OV<I) a DW(I) + ~opwx()
69;0 30 CONTINUE
6940 IF( N .LT. 4 ) RETURN
6959 40MP aM +1
6969 DO 50 1 a MP1.N.4
6970 DWCI) a DYCI + DA*sDX(I)
699 DW(I + 1) a DY(I + v) + DA*Ox(I + 1.)
6996 OV(X + 2) a DYCI # 2) + DR*DX(I * 2)
99 DY(I + 3) - DYCI + 3) + OR*DX(I + 3)

7019 50 CONTINUE
7829 RETURN
7939 END
7949 C
7959 C
766 INTEGER FUNCTION IDAflAX(N. DX. INCX)
7879 DOUBLE PRECISION DX(i),DlAX
786 INTEGER I. INCX. IX. N
7998 IDAMAX - 6
72.00 IF( N LT. i ) RETURN
72.16 IDAMAX m i
7129 IF(N. EQ. 1)RETURN
7139 IF(INCX. EQ.I2)GO TO 20
7149 IX 0
7150 DMAX a DAS(DX(l))
7160 IX - IX + INCX
7179 DO LS I - 2,N
719 IF(DABS(DX(IX)).LE.DMAX) 0O TO 5

7196 IDAMAX a 1
7209 DMAX a DAS(DX(IX))
721G 5 IX a IX + INCX
7229 1.9 CONTINUE
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7236 RETURN
7246 26 DPIAX a DABSCDX(l))
7250 DO 36 I = 2,N
7266 IF(DABS(DX(I)).LE.DIRX) 0O TO 36
7270 IDAPIAX - I
7266 DPIAX - DABS(OXCI))
7296 36 CONTINUE
7366 RETURN
Me± END
7326 C
7M3 C
7346 SUBROUTINE DSCAL(N. DR.DX. INCX)
7356 DOUBLE PRECISION DR DX(i)
7366 INTEGER I, INCX, N. PPIN. NINCX
7370 IF(N. LE. 6)RETURN
p 380 IFCINCX. EQ. )00 TO 26
7390 NINCX a N*INCX
7466 DO 10 1 L 1NINCX,INCX
7416 DXCI) aDA*OX(I)
7429 L9 CONTINUE
7436 RETURN
7446 28 n a POD(N.5)
7456 IF( MI.EQ. 6))00 TO 40
7466 DO 36 1 1,Ml
7476 DX(X) aDR*DXCI)
7486 36 CONTINUE
7496 IF( N .LT. 5 ) RETURN
7566 46NMPI aM I
7516 DO 56 I M PI.N,5
7520 DX(IM DR*DXCI)
?536 DXCI + 1) - DA*DXCI +. 1)
7546 DXCI + 2) a DR*DX(I + 2)
7556 DXCI + 3) - DR*DX(I + 3)

71!rloDXCI + 4) - DA*DXUI + 4)
7579 50 CONTINUE
7580 RETURN
7596 END
7660 C
76±6 C
7626 SUBROUTINE DSWRP (N. DX. INcoX. V, NCY)
7636 DOUBLE PRECISION DXCI).DY(i).DTEMP
7646 INTEGER I, INCX, INCY. IX. IV*, .PPIN
7656 IFCN. LE. 6)RETURN
7666 IF(INCXEQ.1. AND. INCY. EQ.V1)0 TO 26
7676 IX -
7686 lyVw
7696 IF(INCX.LT.6)IX - (-N*L).INCX + 1
7766 IF(INCY.LT.6)IY a (-Ne1.*INCY + I
Me1 DO 10 I L ,N
7726 DTEMP *DXCIX)
7736 DXCIX) a DYCTY)
7740 DYCIY) a DTEMP
7756 IX w IX + INCX
7760 IV 0 IY + INCY
7770 10 CONTINUE
7786 RETURN
7796 26 M a nOD(N,3)
Me6 IFCN. E. 8 )00 TO 4
7816 DO 30I1 LN
789 DTEP DXCI)
7836 DXCI) aDYCI
7846 DYMI DTEP
785 3e CONTINUE
766 IFC N .LT. 3 ) RETURN
7876 40 PiPaIMN+1
7996 DO 56 I - MPiP.N,3
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7890 DTEMP = DX(I)
798 DX(I) a DY(I)
7910 DYEI) - DTEMP
7928 DTEMP a DX(I + 1)
7936 DX + 1) a DY(I + 1)
7949 DY(I + 1) a DTEMP
7958 DTEMP - DX(C + 2)
7968 DX(I + 2) - DY(I + 2)
7978 DY(I + 2) - DTEMP
7988 56 CONTINUE
7999 RETURN
lees END
88 C
8026 C
8030 SUBROUTINE DOEFA(R, LDR. N, IPVT, INFO)
8840 INTEGER LDAN, IPVT(I),INFO
8050 DOUBLE PRECISION A(LDRI)
8860 DOUBLE PRECISION T
8B79 INTEGER IDAMAX. J, K.KP* L, NML 0
888 INFO 9 8
8090 NMI N - 1
8188 IF (NMI LT. 1) 00 TO 78
s1l8 DO 68 K 1, NMII
8120 KPI K + 1
8138 L a IDARX(N-K+iA(KK),i) + K -
8148 IPVT(K) a L
8158 IF (A(LK) .EQ. SODS) GO TO 40
8168 IF (L .EQ. K) GO TO i8
8170 T a ACL,K)
8186 R(L.K) a A(KK)
9±98 A(K,K) a T
289 18 CONTINUE
8218 T a -1.8DO/A(KK)
8228 CALL DSCAL N-K,T,A(K+IK),i)
8238 00 38 J a KP1, N 0
8248 T a A(LJ)
8250 IF (L .EQ. K) GO TO 20
8260 A(LJ) a R(K.J)
8270 A(KJ) - T
8288 29 CONTINUE
8296 CALL DAXPY(N-K,T,A(K+tK),IR(K+IJ),1)
8308 38 CONTINUE
8310 Go TO 50
8328 40 CONTINUE
8338 INFO a K
8346 58 CONTINUE
8359 68 CONTINUE
8 66 70 CONTINUE
8278 IPVT(N) - N
8388 IF (R(N,N) .EQ. 8.8DO) INFO a N
8396 RETURN 0
8469 END
8410 C
8428 C
8438 SUBROUTINE DOEDI(R, LDA, N. IPYT. DET, NORK, JOB)
8440 INTEGER LDA, N, IPVT(i),JOB
8450 DOUBLE PRECISION A(LDA,1),DET(2),WORK(i)
8466 DOUBLE PRECISION T
8476 DOUBLE PRECISION TEN
8488 INTEGER I,J,K. KB, KP1, L, NMi
8498 IF (JOB/18 EQ. 0) 00 TO 78
8586 DET(I) a j*8D8
8510 DET(2) - 8. 8D
8520 TEN - 1o. 6D8
8530 DO 50 1 a 1. N
8540 IF (IPVT(I) NE. 1) DET(l) a -DET(1)
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8558 DET(I) A A(I1u)DET(i)
8568 IF (DET(±) EQ. 8. ODO) GO TO 60
8570 Le IF (DR8S(DET(i)) GE. I. 00) GO TO 20
6588 DET(I) a TEN*DETC1)
8596 DET(2) A DET(2) - I.eOeO
8686 G0 TO 10
8618 26 CONTINUE
8626 36 IF (DABS(DET~i)) .LT. TEN) 0O TO 46
6630 DET(1) 0 DET(i)/TEN
8646 DET(2) A DET(2) + 1. 80
8656 00 TO 38
6658 46 CONTINUE
8679 5e CONTINUE
8688 69 CONTINUE
8696 70 CONTINUE
8706 IF (MOD(jo,le.) EQ. 8) GO TO 158
8718 DO0160 K , N
8720 A(KK) I .OD6/A(KK)
87416 T a -A(KK)
8746 CALL DSCRL(K-iT,A(iK),i)
8750 KP aK +
8760 IF (N .LT. KPi) 0O TO 90
8770 D0 86 J a KPI. N
8786 T a A(K.J)
8790 A(KJ) A u D
8888 CALL 0AXPY(KT,A~i.K),iA(i,J),I)
881 86 CONTINUE
8828 96 CONTINUE
8836 £66 CONTINUE
8840 NMI AN -
8856 IF (NMI .LT. 1) 60 TO 148
988 D0 i30, K8 A 1, NMIl
8870 K AN- K9
ease KPi aK + 1
889 D 0118 1 aKPL, N
89ee WORK(l) A A(I.K)
8916 A(IK) *0.OD6
8926 118 CONTINUE
8930 00 L20 J KP, N
8946 T a WORK(J)
8956 CALL DAXPY(N,TAC±.J),iA£iK),i)
8968 120 CONTINUE
8976 L a IPVT(K)
89 IF (L .NE. K) CALL DSWAP(N,R(1,K),1.Ac1,L)-I)
9909 138 CONTINUE
900 148 CONTINUE
9018 156 CONTINUE
9626 RETURN
9630 END
9646 C
9658 C
9868 SUBROUTINE OAUSS(A,8B.MBAND, NEG)
987 C THIS SUBPROGRAM PERFORMS A GAUSS ELIMINATION
9880 C ON A NON SYMMETRICAL BANDED MATRIX
9098 DOUBLE PRECISION A(63008,B(1806.C.S
9186 N01-NEQ-i
9116 D0 10 ImINQI
912 1101+1
9136 12alMBAND
9146 DO 26 11-11.12
9150 JAl
9166 K*(J-I I'MIAND).NEQ+I I
9176 IF<A(K). EQ.8. ) GO TO 20

918 KK-(J-1 .HBAND)*NEQ, I
9196 CmAK)'A(KK)
9200 JIUJ
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9216 J2=JIPISRNO
9229 IFCJ2. OT. NEG) J2=NEO
9238 DO 46 JJiJLJ2
9246 KKKu(JJ-I !.flBND)*NEQ+II
9256 KKKKn.(JJ-I+MBRND)*NEQ+I
9266 46 A(KKK)&A(KKK)-C*A(KKKK)
9276 3(1.1)n(l-C*B(I)
9280 26 CONTINUE
9299 16 CONTINUE
9368 KuflDRND*NEQ.NEG
9316 S(NEQ)oB(NEQ)/R(K)
9329 DO 50 IImiNQl
9339 InNEQ-11
9340 JjUJ 41
9356 J2a14'NBRND
9368 See.
9379 IF(J2.OT. NED) J2-NED
938 DO 66 J=ll. J2
9396 K-(J-I4419RN0)*NEQrI
9466 66 SoS+R(K)*S(J)
9416 KKaMBAND*NED4 1
9429 56 BCI)n(D(1)-S)./R(KK)
9436 RETURN
9446 END
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10 2.27 -L3.95 -27.26 -24.34 -19.47 -3.57
28 18.17 34.40 31. 48 34.67 29. 21 L2. 98
30 -15.96 -8.44 -38.29 -. 1. 68 -3.57 3. 57
40 12. 01 -1. 3a 5. 52 -9.41 -7. 14 -4.54

,,Z 8. .84 9.74 14.28 16.23 23.69 18.17
66 -151. 22 -149.27 -144. 73 -162. 98 -±66.36 -161. 60
76 -159.81 -149.27 -144.08 -144.73 -±55. tl -162.25
88 -163.55 -L77. L8 -182.37 -184. 97 -198.16 -188.21
90 -178.48 -187.56 -1B9.51 -179. 77 -164. 20 -149.18

166 -128.50 -134.34 -137. 59 -148.18 -146. 67 -152. 52
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APPENDIX D

Section Properties Program

Program Description

The section properties program calculates the area, centroid,

radius to centroid, section moments and torsional constant of ring

cross sections. Line segments parallel to the x- and y-axes define the

cross section.

To compute the area, centroid, and section moments, the program

divides the cross section into a coarse mesh. The section corner

points determine the element edges. The area is then found by summing

the elemental areas and the centroid is computed from the area weighted

average of the x and y values of the element centroids. The moments

for the straight beam theory are:

1G

Ix yj d

I f x 2 dA (1)

I J fxy dA
A

These are computed exactly by the program using the parallel axis

theorem. The moments of inertia for curved beam theory are:

J 2
=[ y dA

x 1 - x/R

A
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2jy .f ix f2)

- 1 - x / R d A ( 2

A

-=fI- xR dA

xy

These are also computed exactly.

To calculate the torsional constant, the program refines the mesh

and then uses a finite difference scheme to solve the Poisson equation.

Program Input

The program requires that the cross section be oriented in an x-y

coordinate system shown in the text. The x-coordinate is in the radial

direction towards the center of curvature and the y-coordinate is in

the axial direction. The following variables are input to the program:

XC--x-coordinates of the corner points. These must be input in

clockwise order around the section.

YC--y-coordinates of the corner points. Their order must

correspond to the x-coordinates.

RXI--Radius at first corner point

NC--Number of corner points

DXMAX--Maximum grid spacing desired in the x-direction for the

refined mesh. The number of points along the x-direction

must be 40 or less as the program is set up.

DYMAX--Maximum grid spacing desired in the y-direction
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Sample Problem 1

The first sample problem is to find the section properties of the

cross section shown in Figure D-1 using the program. The cross section

is oriented in an x-y coordinate system as shown in Figure D-2. The

corner point coordinates are

N XC YC

1 0.0 0.0

2 0.0 0.75

3 0.75 0.75

4 0.75 1.0

5 2.0 1.0

6 2.0 0.5

7 1.5 0.5

8 1.5 0.0

9 0.5 0.0

10 0.5 0.2

11 0.25 0.2

12 0.25 0.0

The radius at point 1 is 3.0 in and the chosen grid size is 0.2 in;

so R x 1 - 3.0, NC - 12, DXMAX - 0.2, and DYMAX - 0.2.

The results are shown in the program output. The section

properties matrix and the torsional properties matrix are represen-

tations of the element meshes. Each "I" identifies a solid element of

the section.
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Figure D-1. Cross Section for First Sample Problem
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Figure D-2. Cross Section in Coordinate System.
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Sample Problem 2

The second sample problem allows a comparison between the

numerical and theoretical section property values. A rectangular

section was used (Fig.D-3). The preparation of the program input is

similar to the first problem.

The output is shown in the printout. The closed form solutions of

equations (2) are obtained by integration. The section moments of

inertia are:

J R (Y2 -l Y 3 ) I
J =--R 3 n

3- (2 F 2  / x- 2

R22 1- ( x l + R In )Jy -(R 2 )(y2 - Y1 ) R"~ 1 (x2 - xi Ri l

xy 2 J x 2 - x1) + R In Rx 1

Substituting in

x1 W -0.25

x 2 = 0.25

Y1 M -0.5

Y2 n 0.5

R - 2.5

The moments of inertia are:

1 - 0.04181 in
4

x

J 0.01048 in4
y
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p - -~ y

1/2"

x

Figure D-3. Cross Section usea for Comparing Numerical
and Theoretical Section Moments.
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J u0.0 in
4

xy

The expression for the torsion constant for a rectangular cross

section is [38]

J - ab 3 [ 3.36 h -- 

3aa 1 12a 4

where a and b are respectively half the length of the long and short

sides of the rectangle. Substituting in

a - 0.5

b - 0.25

the torsion constant is

4
J - 0.02861 in

The numerical section moments of inertia are

4
J - 0.04178 in

x

J - 0.01047 in
4

J

J - 0.0 in
4

xy

These agree to three significant figures with the theoretical results.

The numerical torsion constant is 0.02776 in4 which differs by

approximately 3% from the theoretical result.
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APPENDIX E

Mesh Generating Program

Program Description

The mesh generating program develops a two-dimensional, finite

element mesh for circular ring cross sections of the type just

discussed. It reads the nodal locations from a data file, assigns node

numbers, determines element connectivity, computes applied forces and

outputs a data file which can be used with the finite element code

SAPIV (or other codes with modification).

The input data file is created by the section properties program

(Appendix D). It contains information about the number of nodes in the

x- and y- directions and the nodal coordinates. The cross section

geometry is also in the data file. Thus, the mesh generating program

reads the nodal coordinates and assigns node numbers to the nodes. It

numbers in the shortest direction to minimize the stiffness matrix

bandwidth. SAPIV requires the y-coordinates to be in the radial

direction and the z-coordinate to be in the axial direction, so the

program transforms the x-y-coordinates to the y-z-coordinate system.

Using the cross section geometry information, the program next

develops the element connectivity. The node and element information Is

written to the output file.

Next, the applied loads data are input interactively. The

program gives the choice of inputting loads at individual nodes or

applying pressure loads on surfaces.
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The program properly formats this information and writes It to the

output file.

Program Input

Much of the program input is created by the section properties

program and instructions for that program should be followed. After

the mesh generating program reads the input file and assigns node and

element numbers, it prints out node and element maps. These maps are

then used for the following interactive input:

Constrained nodes: The program asks for the number of constrained

nodes, the nude numbers, and the directions in which they are

constrained (y-z coordinates).

Applied loads: The program asks whether loads will be applied as

concentrated loads to individual nodes (manual input) or as

pressure loads to surfaces. For manual input, the program asks

for the number of loaded nodes, the node numbers, the magnitude of

the force and the direction (radial or axial) of the for:e. For

pressure loading, the program asks for the applied pressure and

the number of surfaces to which the pressure is applied. Then,

for each surface, the program asks for the number of nodes on the

surface, the direction in which the pressure acts and the node

numbers on the surface.

A face pressure may also be calculated. This is the

pressure on the sealing face and is assumed to vary linearly from

the applied pressure to zero across the width of the face. Again,
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the program asks for the number of nodes on the face, the

direction in which the pressure acts, and the node numbers.

Scmuple Problem

The cross section shown in Figure E-1 is considered as a sample

problem. It is a segment from an infinitely long cylinder which has an

external pressure of 300 psi applied to it. This problem allows

comparison between the numerical and theoretical stress distributions.

The input file created oy the section properties program is shown and

the program run with interactive input underlined is shown next. The

data file created by the program and the program listing are shown

after that.

Results

The theoretical stress distribution of a pressurized thick-walled

pressure vessel is

2 2 2 2
r ri  Piri - P0r

- 2 2o 22 2_
ro - r r ro - r0

2 2 2

r o r I (Po + r 
-

- 2 2)2 2 2r - r i  r r - ri
0

where

a radial stress distribution
r

o- hoop (tangential) stress distribution

Oden, J. T., Ripperrrger, E. A. Mechanics of Elastic Structures.

McGraw-Hill, 1981, p. 91.
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300 psi
Y

1/2

ZA

x

Figure E-1. Sample Cross Section.
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r - outside radius (3.0 in)o

ri a inside radius (2.5 in)

r - radial distance

po W outside pressure (300 psi)

P, M inside pressure (0. psi)

Using the data set created, the SAPIV program was run and

comparisons of the theoretical and numerical stress distributions are

shown in Figures E-2 and E-3.
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p

Input File Created by the Section Properties Program

.455 0. 0 114 0, :I. 0. & 1L7 1 (1. Z7Z': aE.oooo
0 E. 4C1SJ. 1. 4 545 El. 5NICA

v s: IC ,:: z Ca . . lq , . (I: Cl 0! ~ C 4 E . ~ E
C C0 0 0 0 C1 00000

'7
1.i 00C401 1 0 110 0

I0

17 C I I I I 11 I I I I I i,

C 0 C, I I a 1 el 0 C, C C,
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Program Run with Interactive Input

PEE.Sk 07/:0/84 .±:r

.%,,~ :.= lPF:

=.14 2',4 S 5 : Z. 0 74 E E . - .-

15 77 :9:? 5L E 7! .7.
4 16 28 40 52 64 76 SS. 100 .12 124 126
5 -.7 29 4± 5 Z5 77 S? 10 ±±I -4: 125 l2
6 13 ID 42 S4 66 78 9; 02 114 L26 LIS
7 1:- :1 47 Z5 67 7? 9 10 1c I'S 12 7 ±9:S
S 20 2 44, 5 d C.S 80 ;Z li14 ±1.6 I22 l4rd
9 21 33 4 57 6 8: 9 ±05 117 ±2 141

13 22 34 46 58 70 82 94 106 l; 13 0 142
!1 2: 5 47 59 7± 2.2 95 !07 1249 13± i4 t
±2 Z4 3i 4S 60 7 2 84 9 6 Sd6 120 ±22 144

£LEM1ENT MAP.

± 2 23 14 45 56 67 78 T9 1;30 l±1
2 12 24 ZS 46 57 68 7S 90 la± !Il
1 14 25 S6 47 5Z 69 88 9 102 jj 1±

4 15 26 ;7 4S 59 70 .1 92 101 114
5 16 27 TS 49 68 71 S2 9Z 104 15
9 7 2 8 -:1 Sa 6 7 2 22 :?4 10Z i

7 " 2 a .9 40 5. 6'27 '7' 84 :5" 106 117
S.0 41 52 6. 1,4 3 S 6 .07 L,.-?

20 11 42 5:: 64 75 66 ?7 10 :
L'a " . . 4-, 54 65 76 6.7 -& ;. 0
14Z .. 4 55 C.67 S9 - , 0:c IZc 44

HOW MF:NY NODES A:RE C. NS7FAFINE:,'
-- * 4... F .94: %C C' :N A SZ.Z..:i .,.::-- :ZS T !..Z-

,0 eOU WrAT 70 ;:!,UAL.. :NFlr ;T E =1, :4O=0

WHAT 1S: THiE PRE.$URE?

HOW MANY SURFACES HA'E FRESE.UE? EXCLUDE SEALING FACE

Z.L;.--P.CZ 0 1

F:INcY *X -

........

:: -.. . . . .- ..E* z- z.

010



Card Image Format Data File for SAPIV

A t CIF S7RS *A' jfc
L. 144 1 1 C' ' Ze C

1 1 0 ± I ± ' "'O I 1Z C. C'
4 1 C' s 1 5 1' C, ±A C't i 1

L

C 4 1 1 a. e 'i ci %.t.t* I
5 £ I 0 .L c CC c

- ~ ~ ~ ~ l C' ±l 0 .LLLL i

2C 2.. ciicv

'4 0 cf 5I. - t
0~~ 1, 0 A, ± clI .- CCCC

1~ c- .l it 3.±a. :xc ~ c
14 S2 1 1E. 11 cA Z- ' q1r.HI CC

25 a. C' C' * A ?c Li. '. C - . ~ . -

1  1 i c' a. 1 1 c'. 51' C''cC' C

ci~~c l 0 7'A ± 1 C .- c l.
:254 5- C'. 7 A .t-' c.pl A. 7' C'7 A ± C' ' c fV

-L Z1 ZI tEa C 5 ! C " ' Z
~~CZ L74 A7'C' 1*.1 ci-'C

-~ -. 4 -, -L Z-.- .Z . -4

* A : AFA Z.

zi -I -l Z* 4 :.
4 1 C' C' a. a. A '.5 ~~ ' .. 'c

± ci c A 1 C'. 4~. Ci c

- e. C' ' ± ± C' !C-Ell



"-:7 " zi
C, k 7L. 5- cr

e.I - Z. Cl. 545 c 0 .
70 %F 1 , c .Ccll5 l E

±. LI Ci 14 - . O. 5455 C E.
.-7 7" I C I l.. ± : . ', 0. 54 4 '
7: 7 Ci a. ±l Z. L5 4 --- r 5l C' 0,4 ' 0 E' I I fl 5r1r- .

75 7- 1 0 ,1 .. C z .. 4 5 .

-,7 75 i i 3 1 ± 2. . -i L' 44 04: C

73 !F 0 1 12- . ;: -] = -; .

. 4 . 4 f
z . zi Ci fa ± r

eq4 II 9c~5 4i Zi . ! .. o

. .. •2 . .

." - -I a- , ,5 ±- - U ' $ :: O . -

4 4D.

- i Ca. U 1.

*;. .2 . ... .,' -c- :""C

- 7 - .

-- " - 4 . . Z

: : .c " -. "i .' a.- 3 . 2 . LI -- . I7 -'

L"7 _44 _. C" ;U . 1 , '. >5Cl2€4 .,&.'4"5

.. . . r - . .. - " : . ; 2
- . - - ... ..4:C4,C L." ..

a. C C .2. -: .t r- .:

. . .* _ " * . .. - . -:- * . -' - - - - .

. .I.. " "- 2 . 'LI-

C, .
t  

- -c..- - 4 L. I:

70

. . .- -. L.- -. ,::. *. 2 . L": - ." . ""

. . .z . : ;.- " '. " :. a..:-$'L ,> :. . e'- -I %I.

"4 .:4 ; .7 : . ; ... -. ". ,;, : : ':. .-:. - - = . -.- - 4 -. L.! -, -.

"- -_- -.. . . -. 42 .' 2 ; : " ,+

• " -__-" _ " _ - L. g -. 27 L : - " - .
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- - . . I '-e

a . - - - 4.

4 ~ z. Li ~' ± ± - ~ 4.

±~. 1'3 ~ ti C ± ± ± c~ c1~r~~
16 1~4 ± 0 3 ± ± ± Li **4~ I

x ±~ ± ~ e ± ±

c ±6 ± CI ~.' 1 4.' -.

4 - -4.h _ -- -.

4* ft .. -
a ~. - a a. - . - - -

2. C t a a -. . - , - - -

a 4. . - - - - .~. - - - -.

.44 - - 4. a - -.

- 4. 4.' - - - ... -. - --. 4., .. -

4.. .... 4...4. ~ - 4.' a .. - -. -

'S

- - - - -- - - . a~ - -.

- - a - a' .. £.~ -

a -. - - a. - . - - - -. &

- -- - -. .4~ - -. -

-. .. - -. a- - ~.4.

- - - - - - - - - - - .. . a. - - - -

-- .4. -. -- . a 4.j. I.

- - - -. -, - -~1. .. - -.

-. 4.. - - 4. a -, a.. - - . 4... a'- - - -

-. a -. -a - - a4. -- 4.. 4.ft. a- - a. 4.

---------- 0 ~4.' - -- ~. a. a -.

- - -- - - -. -- - - .. a - a a. -

-. a.. - - - - . - a.~ - -

- - - - - - - - - a - . a ~- - - -

- - . . - . . .- . - . - . . . a - - -

* - ft. I..

* - I 4.1
a- , -

4.,.

a- I -~. a ..~. 4..

-, . a -'4.~ -- - ~. -.. aJ - -- -.

-- fta 'a - .. -. a-- - -. -

-- - *. - -
4

a -- - -. . a.. - --
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;- - 4 -Z - -', . - 7 -". --_' 4 - -

-. :. 6.t 5 5.•a L i •"A

. i . ..$; .: -4. .,
• .Z -. . - " " 2 . . .-"

7 - 54 -

5 C , -. -C. 57 "-.'7 - -: /'* 3 " :-,;" Z .

2: . -, 2 7 4. - -"
7,0 S .0 ,¢ L

;-,.: 7 7 7. C. I

. -Z.. 5 4 t L;. c . . _ 1 3

.- 77 :-.5 * z.

-. :,0. a ±oE :
6 Z-c, 79 6 Li. L. 7. -

7&0.3. 2
:$2 - . :, 7"o Li- :, L. s'[i ;2.-

, i Z: 7

2Z-. 7 " ,;. ?0 . 7'" I.r

t.? - " " -. " ; : . L" V. -. 4,

" -: 4. -

L4 Z$ Z7 rs I

4..,. : : ±.5 i i 23 . Li

" I- E. , 20

- .. 4 0 10 -J , 0 O. 20 .±_

a.-' Li_ I0 'O._

. a0. 0 "

.4 - . .: z' ' ;.2 U' S , 1 ci :0 . _ -

:.7.t, Ca .... - Z- L-, ;., , ± O. Z . :a, : 1 -

-:4 14 ± ':' -' ,91" 92, ±. O. 20 ..

;" .,t '. -,45 -r A4 . . Z 1. -
ar- .j a.. 04.... £ 4 9, ± 0. 3. 20 ± _. Li

$6 ±0 , 9. a . 4 0 2

2iZ. z Li £2. .7 =. . '. 2 ,.L
Z ,,.

4 r4 *.r l E:7 j.: E

a46 101 10'. ... 110 1. .. Z4 Z4 - ...20

rt.10 ±c: ±±-'5 ±Li4 Ic'! ± 0. 0D. 20 1 1. 0
IS-. 973 I±$ :±7 ±5 ...; ±1" .0, . 23 1. 0.

£52 9$ L ±± 01 us :o or± a .

, 4 120 ±19 10 10 ± 0. 0. LO1  ± 1.1

5• - ±%: 02 !1.4 1 111 12 1 Li. 0. 20" ± ":zr.0 1±'0 1:5 ±24 ±1L 10

9S3 10 ±? lie: C 14 ±107 ± a C,2 1 1. 0l

•S7 13 12 4 112 1 1 . . 20 1 i.
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1-0~~ -1. 1 l: 2C
2: 11 114 :: '--< IZ t ±.2 & 1' C

I: .. Z 134 1 -S: 12± 12-1 1 l. a. 20 1
26 12 125 12 ±22 12 ± el. 0. 2

267-: 1 1:. 2 ±72 C. 2 ±2 4 ± Z. 5 22 1
ZEs 114 1 1rE 1: 12 ±25, 1 -: e. ± ±.

Z 71 115 140 ±:r 125 12 Z -C0,C. 0. 23 ± i2
ZTZ: : 141 143 Z, irc 1276 1 0. 2 1 .

14a.1 !1 - C, -

Z"2 116 14 1 142 1': Z 1".. ±1,.0 3 ±1

144 14:. ill - 1' 2 tt. 217 Z' O.35 0. 2e3.ti
±7 -41b..*i 0 0Ci

* 1 0l .1. IS3 I 0l 3lC.Ch
± 0 ?± -±37 1 0 ; Z IC , c. 0l. 0. C.

S C ± ± . s i5s E . al 0.
Z± 'E i.S5 ~ o 0. 3. 3

I 8o :1 10 ct . v
-- r I~ rd Cl. it.13 0 .
ZZ 17 1 0. 1. 610 . C'. 3.

1 ; 0h 4 C'00 . 3. 1.
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Z1 ca &: cN . IFSZLE TF::A7E. .:ESC-. mE.N 7

-. ~~~~~~~~~~ :~ ;.TzA :I =F, -:-: C: Ts:N L -IF VE LY. TE Fa ~~

i.. TH rt~FI:NITE ELitjT C$LC,

*N .S- - I..rf (4r -. I
- I .J * 4.0cL

~ 4Th-?F7. 4,.

f) NZ*I1.9; F7-:la. 4, ! j. F- 4 ,N-T: c

, &6 77 .. .R

7.'

C.~ Y.MS; 14.ZiLZ El NUM-IE 1N S-HCF:TET7 IF C.:CtJ 7Ct MI';;tI:E

,,Czi C YO PrAX; - GH

Ctt ~ ~ ~ ~ .L 7=G( -~x-'F'

CC-$CC'1L. F PF
a: Z* r NF F

F. 7 . .0 , ,E NL

= -

;~ **~.t

:C,- . . . . . . :-- 'i 12C JT.t G .i

:?LC0
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rd~~cvE=: NCE

SZOC CONfIUTII
KVl E CCN71NLUE

7~Z F7r 4 TN:::E FOXJ ELEMiENT rir.FS
7, Zi JFJTE(i, 6)

* c -:,5 i WRI TE',4) (IF (i, J)J1,JMFI:X)

7 5- C-0 955 .. Z, I. ±cMRi .

Z;ZCLEVELX'P CIUTPUT FILE
"AiLL OFPSS( - LLCt TFI' 7)

81V i4FTEC, ZO)
a2Ol ZEORlitx - 4. irCF STRESS CeLCUlLFITXIN *i

S -.o C FSERCCN7R CF!F..r
i4z' NLIIlNPmfltJCDE

S!Z N EL T YFC-
LL±l

MCz:E;*.=0'

.j;zEr 0. NL!;-1NF3, tEL TyP, LL,. N"- 'j-rU, 10.0crE, NAD, KEZ;E:

C ..jI 7. 4T , P A

Ii Cj. F, T C.-!, IN FuT FI X ED NODES IN AtSZEINLING CP2LEF: ... F.rO
* zIFECTIC:N. Z1 =:i .,ECTN=2-')

±iJ c3 DO :7 1±=-, NCIN
-..o -I FEIk 5, NFI:J:ED I) I FD(I

C.,. . Y tR

777I-. C I E

CI: :E. E0!. :F :> I)' N
.. s :E. IF ItCICE. EC-.N l CI
- . ,- ..- o. -Go -- C

* ~' *ZFE.T INCLE), Kit T
2.33 : FO'RMAT (±1.X 14, e..?5 Z F±O. 4, 15, FS. 1

GO' TO
I±ZLJ :.4 ;zr=±

,-4; !F,\FCNFtJ). EZ!. :)GO TO 35

:F.I ClN. NE. Z) IY73O
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4 NELTs4
13 4 C MNTC:-±
1:50i NTYF,0i

"e-clIJRITE .' 401) NELT, NEM1AX, !JDM, MNTC,~ NTYFt
-7 40 FOF:M1 T 65)

1 80C MATERIA FL F RC'FEFTY IFOR 'FMAT IONI
1a'90 C EACH MA~TERIAL MLE17 ELE CONSIL'LR:E-
1 40 C M1ATERIAL #1

14LCI NTzl

1-440 AM Ci
.1450 SETFa~. et
46-0 WRTE'2'.4^.) MIDN, NC-T. WCrFMC- E--ETfl

14 S V TEmP=0. Cl

11500 ANUS-- 2
lf.10 G-E/2/(1+PN.JI.
lf3WFI TE T 45) TE"F'.E. LEEANLIS ANL;S. INU!S,

15:0 4 5 FOFjMTiT(-FlO. 1)
' 40 C-E=0. cilclO:
i5roWRITE2', 46) C:TE, C;TE, CTE

1 C 0 46 FCR*iF CZFlCl, 0)
1 570 !F 04C.M. E0. i) GO TO 70
!58 C fIFTEF' I PL #2

1650WRITE(7.4C.) CTE,C;TE..CTE
1 i6C. 70 C:ONTINUIE

160C ELEMENT LOADr FAC:7*CR: (FOUP CARDz~S)
±660l FTLwl

icl_;o FPL=i

17;..3 ;FTE<7. 47() FTL FFL.. FQ, FGi.FG

17: 4 :FRMAT !'F F;. -

L 7 .017E.-. 7,

.- ;.M E o N O Mi- O

IS43 DOC 9:;- Jsj, JY'-,>:l
13-10 ~ c 95SZ7 Ini, I~MFI

1ef60 IF ( IELEM (1, J). EQ. Cl ) GO TO 9!7
±670 IJELaNE-..±

L.LFP< , J-i)
13 : KITE e7, 9) NEL, 11, jJ, KK, LL, IPOL: , J) RT, FN,NEC, K, E7

!.5':c 957 CONTINUE
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1940 '20C0 6-'j
1950 Si rDO 55 1 =I, I XiA~x

l~q IF a D 5Z '=I, JYMAIX
15470 IFIELE1(:. J,. Er. a) GO' TO t5
1980NEL=NEL+2.

19?0 ?:=!F'(',J>
2000 JJ-IF(i-±.J)
201±C KKw FI 1-1, J31)
zo00 LLIF(AiJ-1)

2ED4 0 55 CONTINUE
2050 60 CONTINUE
2060E C COINCENTRATED* LOAC.'MRSS DATA

20-11 DO 62 1-1, MNOiDE
z cl SCl FY( I) Cl. CI

2 0 InFZcI)=C. 0i
140 £E 2 CONT1INUE

WRITE'.6,.C±
iZt £±0 1 FORM1AT (/* 52. 'DO YOU WANT TO, MNUMLLY 1 NPUT LOAD5!? YEX.'

-NO-Cl')

214 C REAiD(5. *) NA
24-50 IF<NA. EQ. 1) GO TO l2tF

CoE WPITE(£.79)
21.70 79' FORMAT(.' !X,L.WHAT IS THE FFE-rSUPE*!)

2 1 SO EAD<5, *~) FPJ
Zi:?o W PlT E <6E :)
;.130 t.0 FORMIAT( G-', 'HC'1 MANY SURFACES HPYE PA:E!!.UPE?5 EXCLLUDE

Z 13 * SEAL iaJ FACE)
z2220z READ(S,*) NSLIzF

cl DO LbCO NS-1, IJSUiFF
ZZ40 sI WITE 6, S-1 N:S
2:fCl 8Z. FOR'MAT (,,',,SUPRCE Z' )

Z: CO :7 FC:F:'lRT(/, 5:e, WHICH DIRECTIONt IS PFRESSUPE ICTING-'.. ..

2::0 READc5, *) IDIR
2 0 ~WR I TE (.,.*)

2:4 e.8 FCIFJ'AT(e'. 5X, INFPUT NCODES (OlNE AT A TIME :N ORDER) '
2-,!o IF,,ID-R. EQ. 1. OR. IDIR. EQ. 4) 00 TO 95

2 60 C SURFACE FOFCES IN THE RADIAL DIRECTION
Z 7C' DCI 89 1-1, NHNSF

Z- :c 5c.9 PEAD(5. ) 1N(1)

2-:

-P0 =N: -. ;-", iu.;:.Fit'.E.

4 I -

oZ 4 c: 0 G TO ±00O
2490C C SL:FFACE FORCES IN TK:E AXIAL DIF:EC:T!IN
Z£cic S95 DO 96- I-1,NN!F
2S13 50 E READ(5 *) IN( I)

z5ZO Nf? NNSF-l
^5:0 FfC:a.

Z540 I F <I DIR. EQ. 1) FACB-1.
25:50c DO 917 1±..,NMI

05. ALOADPW*:AESiFEIN +**-YFE( IN( I)).2 et
2570 F-(INIl)-FZ1NI)+ALAD2. *FAC

Z5.:. 97 CCONTINUE

E19



C6 FACE LOADS,
2620 WITE(r; lI.Zl>
26--w 110 FORkMT/.5X,'1 - S FACE PRESSURE TO BE C:FRLCU;LRT.ED YES-i'
2640 4'.NOWO'

265-0 READC'5. 4) NA
2660 IF(NA. ED. 0) GO TO ±--:Co
2670 WRITE(6. 65.)
26SE0 REFID(5o 4) NNSF
2690 WR ITE 67)
2700 READS5,*) IDIR

27±0 WRITE(6. 115)
2720- 115 FORMAT</, 5)e, 'INPUT NODES FROM INSIDE RADIUS TO OUTSIDE')
2 70 C7C O 120 Isc, NNSF
2740 120 RZEA(5..) IN(1)
2750 NMI=NNSF-l
2760 FAC..

I7 IF (ID ItR EQ.:') FAiCs-±.
2780 SLOiPExFPHA'YFEC IN(NNSF) )-YFEU.))
2790 S-PW-SLOPE*YFE( IN(NNSF))
2800 DO 125 ICl, NMI
2810 PRESSSLOPE*CV'FE(IN()).YFE(INU.±1)fl/2. 0.8
2s2c' ALOADPRESS*(YFENI,))**'*2-YFE(iN())**2x.,2. 9

2640I~ F:d(IN(I))-FZ(IN(I))+ALOA/2. 4FAC

2.50 125 CONTINUE
2660e GCi TO 1-10
2670 C ;IAIUAL LOhD INPUT
2620O 126 WRITEtC. 127)
26981. FOIKMAiT(/. 5X. -HOW MANY NODES?:*':)
2900 READC(.*) INOD-
2 910 WRT E E.±2',)

'S5~ c- ::FUT NODE. LOAD, AND IS IT F:PDIA-LC±) OP -

2?50l FzED(5, 4;) N, F, ZFR
2960 IFUIFA. EQ. 1) FY(N)-F
1970 IF'.IFA. EQ. 2) FZCN)tF
2980c 129 CONT INUE
2990l ±:o CONTINUE
3000 NLt-I
2-010 F~<w0. 0

2020 Af1n-0. 0
:040 AM~mO. 0l

20501 DO 140 IC=, MNCZDE
:o60 il 7CFYi: 1). E,;! 0. AND. FZd(I EQ e. )Go To ±40

0 10WITE'Th±:5: INLXR()F()AXPMM
:0 15 FC'PliT'.215, 6FIgy. 4)

00 4.'0 CCIJTINUE
C, CFiITE:r *)7 t

'a:l0 C ELEMENT LOD!ULTIFLIEPS

21Mw WRITE .7. 145) EM. 'EM l.EM
3140 5.41! F0RMAT'(4Flt4. 1)
3:50 WP.ITE:7.:SCo
2±160 150 FORt1 T(/'/)

3180 END
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APPENDIX F

Heat Transfer Analysis

Program Description

The heat transfer analysis program solves for the temperature

distribution and thermal rotation for two materials rubbing together in

a seal configuration. Data similar to that for the Section Properties

program is needed as input to define the seal. Heat generation at the

sliding interface arises from friction due to the mechanical contact.

Boundary conditions around the seal are convective having an arbitrary

convection coefficient. Once the temperature field is established,

thermal rotation of the two rings is computed.

Data Input

With reference to the example problem shown in Figure F-I and the

following program listing, the following data input is needed:

XC, YC x and y coordinates of the corner points input

clockwise

RXI Radius at corner point 1

NC Number of corner points

DXMAX, DYMAX Maximum grid spacing in x and y directions

XMINI, YMINi Minimum coordinates of material 2

XMAXI, YMAXI Maximum coordinates of material 2

Material 2 must be a rectangular solid contained

with the original boundary

COND (1 & 2) Thermal conductivity of materials 1 and 2

F2
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ALPHA1 & ALPHA2 Thermal coefficient of expansion of materials I

and 2

OMEG angular velocity

RO Outside radius of seal face contact

RI Inside radius of seal face contact

BAL Balance ratio of seal

PSP Spring load on face

PO Sealed pressure (outside pressure)

AMU Friction coefficient associated with mechanical

contact pressure only

Q Computed heat flow into seal faces

TINF Seal environment temperature

HCM(I) Convection coefficient just behind and Just ahead

HCP(I) of corner point I. If the convection coefficient

does not change at the corner point, then

HCM - HCP. A change may be introduced as well.

(See later example.)

XCHG(I) If there is to be a .hange in convection coeffi-

YCHGII) cient along the boundary between XC(I) and

XC(I+I) or YC(I) and YC(I+1), then either XCHG(I)

or YCHG(I) (as necessary) must be specified. The

program knows when to expect such a change because

there will be a difference between HCP(I) and

HCM(I+l) in such cases. The program introduces a

step change in convection coefficient at XCHG or

F4



YCHG according to the values HCP(I) and HCM(I+1).

Proper interpolation between element spaces is

done.

Example

Figure F-1 shows a seal used as an example. The data is input

into the program as described. The output follows the program listing.

In the example, material D is carbon and material D is WC. The

seal used for this example is the first wavy seal used for early

research on waves in water [4). Note how material ( is included in

the original boundary. The convection coefficient is changed along the

0 - Gboundary.

The output from this program is shown. The refined mesh suggests

the shape of the problem. Finally, the temperature distribution is

shown. The direction of printing was changed 900 here to accommodate

the longer than thick seal geometry. The -0 temperature values are

meaningless temperature values at locations where there is no material.

The -0 represents a roundoff for zero from the negative side. Thermal

rotations are also shown using the sign conventions shown in Figure

F-1.
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ZZ 50 ;G(c:XGcnzt
i&: 40 CM4JTNUE
U *3 100 I EZ4-0

lZE1 IXFCVGC N Z. YG.i+. GOC TO Z Z
"70 IXEQEQ=

-3 :F('UI &EQ. EC C C C :c' Z Z"

i: -71 ".c -0 *?-1Pr:-

D't CS li A.I S T, 4JT

7Z o7 C,24NTINUE
:-3Z ne T:H CZZFJJER POINTS WIT-H GF:!: POI.NTS-

* - - ~ IS SFIZ POINT O7 J TO CCRNERF POINT IZ
'-0 :3C 3 :*o -' No: '

Pe C:rc:NUr

IF(Y:CJO. r '. &OJCJ)) JGYC(JC:)JG
~4- 5' :C:r...Z

- - .:L - .: ;'--

- -- ..- r *.,.r<

J , N GY.?

a~~Z :0 M? ai, NC

I F 21M. Eli. N C ) fl

*'. . Cal

N. C1; -. : :" 1

:7 -N- .'-C 
C1I

72 ±zo ITO=G:(:

.L75 ';~m.;-YC(11)

47r3 DO 112Z :*",1, :lJ
0 ISOIL:DA IJ, aa
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JNW 114+1
JMMJ'C,'C U1M

3 DO LZZ JuJN, JMi

±ISIED ISOLID(IN+Jw-1
I&SO ~ G 00 O 99 d

189a 140 IN=ICkN)

44 JNmJGC:-ct)

1:1' cl DO 14.1 I=:1J, IMl

±1'50 14Z IZCL*Dc!.JN+I)-i
1!060 P9~9 CC;?ITXNLIE
1970O C SE7 BOUNPARIFES TO YOID
1546:3 DO Z±10 Jai, NGYPF±

2~CiO .±0 5-OLID(lG, J~)=

2010 DO Z ei ±NG'11F±

Z11: 0 20 1 SOL' D( 1NGYP±) =0
2643 0 C USE Y SWEEP TO SET FILL OTHERS

DO 40i, 1-2, N:
Z -'a N 4±0 Jul, NGYPI
0. ul 'F-.'S0JLIC1( 1, J). NE. -? 00 TO 410

;. cl Q0 DO 420 JJ=Ji, NGYPF±
21110 IF'4SOILID(I..JJ:,. EQ. ? CC TO 420

2::0 JZ-JJ-i
GO TO 430i

2 1C 4 20 CON- I tJUr

3: 4 -'0 CO:N7INUE
2.1? 4 00 CONT:NUE
2200 C REDEFINE: ISCOLID(I..J)a.2 IS MFsTEPRL 2
22±0 DO 405! Is2. fJG>:

2:20 DO 405 Jr-2,1GY

;Z&40 YMIC-(Y )+G(-L 5
;::50 ~ F(:XM!D. G". XMrINu±. .N:.. XMI D. LT. XMR.Xi ) GO1 TO 406
Z2 fzl GO 7Zi40

zco 406 IF C-&.1:~' C G. Vr::i) PAc. YMI E,. L M ~A X )I 1~L:. J =
L : 40 5 COCNTINU'E

ZFF 0.

24F 000 L.--SLXaDC1

240 A FEI a RP A1

24se io
Z460 A!X'w0
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Z4-zcl O 5±0 J-2 NOY
2 ISOL=ISOL(1,~ J).

71 i ri ZF(ISCL.. E , '-' ISCIL=0

2540l rDX*CG()-G~-

i~f cl Xw(XG(I)+XG(1-i))i.. 5
Z560 Y-(YG<J)>SlG(J-l))*. 5

2551F1X=I ± 0CXtV*Z/2 +DA4.v*Y)*IzSOL
^611I0~ -I ± D*.:'~/2 +C.A*X*X) *1 SCiL

2660 DO 501 J=2, 14Y

2713 ARER2=RRE:f1.+C-R
ZV. Xs (',,,.I > XG1-1)) 5

Y'=(VC, J+YG(J-1))*.. 5

Z770 YFiFz2zS.. FKE a2

27c"3 RIX2Ci..

0 DO Zil± J=2, NGV

2850 IF( ISOL. EQ. 1) ISOL=0
; -El Z IF(ISC'L. EQ. Z, IS-CiL=i

2se0 DYY(J )-YG(J-1>
2e~o DAZDY* Cx

2520 X-X-XE:AF:2
29:. 11 YZ -YES R : 2

;.?c % PXY2zf A::Y;2-:*v.F I S.C'L
D Z EF:?lJE TPE ?1E7

:0110 DO 540 I=.', NG;.'Mi
: 0 3 1ON ':, - (1I+! -XZx I ,'XFX+. 999?

I:i4 0 IGNI=IGN(I>
ioio 00 52.0 Ilul,!GNI
AEO IXRIX+i
10-3 XGP(IX)wXG(I)+DXLSE*(1I-1)

280 520 CONTINUE
:!090 IF(I. EQ. NGQe1> XUF(IX.±)=XG(1+1)
1.Z, 0 540 CONT1INUE
Zlie NGS'MluNOiY-1

1.110 DC' 550 1 si, NGYMi
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31.50 jGNIwJGN,. P
",g0 DO 52- JJ-1,JGNI

31i0 YGP(JY)-YG(I )+DYUSED*(JJ-L)
319a 530 CONTINUE
:&,Do IF(I. EQ. NGYMl) YOP(JY'+L)OYG(I+L)
:20 550 CONTINUE
3=20 C SET ADDITIONAL MESH AREAS TO SOLID OR YOI.

2220 XXMRX-IX+i
3240 Jt'MA"'SJY~l
.22.50 JsEG-1

=60 IBEGul
3270 NPGXPIuIXMAXe1

NPGYPI-JYMAX.±
3290 C WRITE(7. *) IXMAX, JYMAX. NPGXP1. NPGY'±. FX1. XC(±)
d2'00 DO 560 Il-I. NPGXPI
3210o DO 560 JJ=1. NF'GYP±
23 560 IPSOLI.Z.JJ--.

22-0 DO 595 1=2. NG;.
-240 JBEG-i1

.. a DO 5S0 J-2. NG
2260 IEND-IBEG.IGtNcI-1)
::70 JENDwJSEG+JGN (J-!)

-:so IBEGPIuIEGe
20 JSEGPI-JSEG+i

400 IF(ISOLID(IoJ). NE. 0) GO TO $73
:410 GO TO 590
:4ZO 570 CONTINUE
'4420 DO "80 IlIIEPI..END
24 40r DO $60 JJ-JEEGF1. JEND
:450 580 IPSOLI(II.JJ)01.
:4E0 5PO J8EGuJGN.J-!:>.JEEG

:41:-0 C P:EDEFIJE. : CLIJ- :S THE CARSO'N
-490 O 660 1-,, Ixm"~:x

.500 DO 600 J-e., JYMAX
2510 XMIDu(XGP(I).XGF,(I-L))*. 5
35'0 YMIDO(YGP(J)+YGP(J-I))*. 5
::5.D0 IF((XMID. OT. XMIN1.). AND. (XMID. LT. XMFIXI)) GO TO 601.
254 GO TO 600
3550 601 IF((YMID.OT.Y~MIN1). AND. (YvMID.LT. YMAX1)) IPSOLI(IJ)s2
4560 600 CONTINUE
2 570 C CHECK TO SEE IF TOTAL AREA IS THE SAME.
2580 AREA-0.
2590 DO 700 1=2, IXMAX
3600 DO 700 JUZ JYMAX
:610k IPSLIFSOL(I.J)
26Z0 ZFf IPSOL. EQ. 2) IPSOLzi

2c if 700' CCINT:NUE
:6iz CO 702 I=!.,I::MAFX

:6 0 7'02 RP(.I. ±-GP'<
:660 DIFFwAREAl.AREA2-AFEA

:700 WR ITE(6, V
:%a0 1 FGRMRT(//,,' 5X- INPUT GRID LOCATIONS'./., 5:0, 'XC:')

2720 WRITE(6.2) XC
:".:a 2 FORP MAT(9X 9FF. 4)

"74o WRITE6,3)
2750 2 FORM'(X'YC:')
:760 WRITE'.62) YC
'"0 WFITE(6,41
:7 30 4 FOPMAT (//, !X:. ' ADJUSTEC GR ID LOCAT I ONS' * 5X, SXG

Fli



7_9 AR I TE(9, 2) (XG' I), I mi. NGX)
3800 WPAITE(6, 5)
38±8 5 FOkfAT(5,'YG:'>
3820 NRITE(6,~2) (VO'( I) Iui. NGY)
3830I WRITE(6,6)
364(1 6 FORM14T (/, 5X. 'SECT I ON PROPERTIES HATRIX', I)
38501 DO 7 Imi, NGXPi
3860 7 WRITE6,8) (ISCLID(I.J),Jl.NGYPi)
38.10 8 FORMAT(2X, 4012)
388E1 WRITE(6. 9) AIREAi, XERI, Y8ARiFCi, AIXI, A1IN' AIXV±
3890 9 FORMAT(/, 5X, 'IEAie', Eli. 4, 3X, ';XE.ARlz'. Eli. 4, :X, 'YEARi=',
31900 *Eli. 4, 3X, ' RCi-', Eli. 4, /, !;X, ' I Xlm', Eli. 4, 3X, ' I Y±-', Eli. 4,
3910 *3X, 'IXYi-1, ii. 4)
3920 blRITE(6, 17) AREFi2, XE;A VEAiR2,RC2,.AIX2, AIY2.. AIY2
3S-0 17 FORMIAT(/, 5X, - AREASu', Eli. 4. _:X, 'XESAR2, Eli. 4, 3X, I V8FiR2z',
39403 lil. 4, 3X,. EClii. 4. /, SX, ' 1 X2-1, Ell. 4, 3X. ' I Y2.'. Eli. 4,
3950 23X,'IXY2-',Eii. 4)

-.9613 WRITE(6, ii)
3 9 70 ±1 FORMAT(/, 5X, 'FINER MESH ICJUSTMENT. / 5X. 'XGF:')
3980 WR ITE (6, 2) (XGP (I ), I zi, I XMFIX)
3990 WrITE(7.2> (XGP(I), Iwi,IX F.X')0
40100 WRITE(6,i2>
4010l 12 FOr<MAT(5X,'YGP:')
4020 WRITE<6, 2) (YGP(I), X-i, JYtIX)
4030 WRITE(7.2) (YGP(I) ImiJYMAX)
4040 IF(NF'GXPI. OT. 40) G0 TO 705
4050 W:I TE (C, 13)0
40168 i FORP1AT(/, SX, 'REFINED MESW /I)
40704 DO 14 I-i, NPGXF1
40801 WRITE(7,8) CIFSCLI(I, J), Ju, N0Gi)
410 14 I4RITE(68) (F1SOLI(I..J), JetNPGYPl)
41LI0 705 CONTINUE
4110 WF:1TE 6, i) DIFF
.A'-! 1!r. "toT/.5. -~ EF4E APRF', E.1. 4)
4130 EFRP=0. 01

4150 JmAXmlwJV~IA-
4±60 C 19EAT TRANSFER EQUATION SETUP
4170 C FIND THE NUMBER OF ZEROS
4180 DO %±0 Ii, IXM1AX
4±90O DO 710 J-i, JYMAX
42010 osm..
421.0 Mae.
4Z220 IS(2)-IPSOLI(I,J)

4240 IE(3)mIPSOLI(1.±,J)
4250 IS(4)uIPS'LI(I.L.J+.)
426C0 NZGO=0
42 0 Z*O S00 Kai, 4

4LECI IF<(IS(K). EQ. 0) N:Ozt-ZGO+i

- -0C F'ODL WHICH OJ:IGINFIL EC.UUNDFIFY YOU ARE ON

4_'!0 Vo 813 KEi, NC

4:-40 IF(KPI. GT. NC) KF±=±
4:-50 1IF (XC (K). EQ. XGF'. I )) GO TO 8±2
4760 IF(YC(K). EQ.YGP(J)) 00 TO S14
4,'-0 G0 TO elO
43S0 8±2 IF(YC(K). EQ. YGF(J)) GO TO 0206
4 3?0 IF((YGP(J). GT. YC(K)). AND'. (%'GF(J). LT. YC(KP±))) GO TO S25
4400 IF((YGP(J). LT. Y'C(K)). AND. (YGF'(J). GT. YC(KFI))) 0O TO 0250
4410 00 TO 810
4420 814 IF((XGP(I).GT.XC(K).AN*. (XGP(I).LT.XC(KPi))) GO TO 838
44-"0 !1F((XGP(I). LT. XC(Ki). AND. (XGP(I). GT. XC(KPJ))) > 0 TO 830
4440 C NOT A BOUND.ARY POINT
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4450 810 CONTINUE
4460 GO TO 9c00

4470 C THIS IS A CORNER POINT
4460 8Z0 ICwK
4490 GO TO 900
4500 C POINT IS ON XuCONST LINE BETWEEN ICX AND ICX+l
4518 825 IC-K
4520 G0 TO 908
4530 C POINT IS ON Y-CONST LINE BETWEEN ICY AND ICY+i
4540 810 ICwK
4550 C WATCH OUT - EITHER WAY ALGEBRAICALLY
4568 C CALCULATE CONDUCTIYE COEFFICIENTS
4570 C NOTE - SOME QUANTITIES BELOW ARE UNDEFINED
4580 900 ICP1.IC~l
4590 IF(ICP±. OT. NC) ICPlwi
4600 DYJPIVYGF(J+1)-YGF( J)
4610 Dyjm1-YGF(J>-YGP(J-I>
4620 DXIPI-XGI( I+1)-XGP( I)
4630 DXIMI-XGP( I)-XGP( I-i)
4640 IFCDYJPI. EQ. 0. ) DYJF4-=2.
4650 IF(DYJM1. EQ. 8. ) DVJP1I-2.
4660 IF(DXIP1. EQ. 8. ) DXIFP1-2.
4670 IF(DXIMI. EQ.0. ) DXIP11-2.
4680 C NOTE - COND8) IS UNDEFINED
4690 CONDl-COND(IS(l))
4708 COND2wC0ND'( 1(2>)
4710 COND3wCOND( IS(3))
4720 COND4-COND( IS(4))
4730 IF(IS1i). EQd.8) CONDis.
4740 IF(IS-(2). EQ. 8) COND2w0.
4750 IF0IS(3). EQ.0) COND,30.
4768 IF(IS(4).EQ. 8) COND4=i.
4770 C THESE ARE ZERO FOP CONC* ZERO
4 7 ELI K! M10 5.'. CCINC.1 *YJ',F1+C:CNC,2A:CAYJM1 )*'2. *:F. IE* PGF'!)' -

4e00i KJM~n:C'NLZ*. 5*C:X:IM1*2. *'PIE4(F:F(l )+. 25--Ximi)
4810 IKJM1 ( KJMI+CONL,.I*. .~:IF12 *F I E* :F I) - Z5*D> I l) ) /*M'J'
48Z0 KJPI-CONr1I*. 5*:DXIML1*:2. *FI E*(RGP(I )+. 25*DXI M)
4838 KJPIu(KJF1+COND4S. 5*DXIPi*2. *PIE*(RGP( I )-DXIP1*. 25) )/DYJF1i
4E40 C GO TO THE SELECTED CASE

42tri-t NZGOnNZGO+1.
468 - TO (1880. 1100, 12800. 1300.. 1490), N2GO
4870 C CLL SOLID - CASE 14
4888 C WILL ASSUME HEAT INPUIT ON Y-CONST LINE IF PIATLS ARE DIFFERENT
4690 C ON EACH SIDE - IE - SLIDING INTERFACE
4900 C 0 MUST BE HEAT GENERATED PER AREA
4910 1800 OSwO.
4920 IF'.IS<V1.EO.IS<2)) 0O TO 1010
4; , APEAsZ. #-P1E*(R6F'(.)+. 2!5*CXIM1)*DXIM1*. 5+2. PIE*(FPO(I)-. 25+F1XI~)*
4sio *D/XIF1.. !
49!50 Q-aOAF.EA
4960 1010C AJ!KIP!+KIMJeI.JP4.+KJMl

497C, Al I1 1, J)uKIF,±/AJ
4900 AIM11.J)wKIMl/*AJ
4990 AJP-*(I. J)wKJPi/AJJ
5000 AJMl(I. J)=KJMI/AJ
5010 6 1J ( 1.j > msAJ
5020 G60 TO 710
5020 C ONE ZERO
5840 1100 IF(IS(i). EQ. 8) GO TO 1110
5850 IF(IS(^). EQ. 0) 00 TO 1±20
5068 IFCIS(3). EQ. 8) GO TO 1128-:
5878 IF(IS(4>. EQ. 8) GO TO 1140l
5980 WR!TE(6. 1111)
5090 L111 FORMAT(' WHOOPS')
5108 C CASE L0
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5110 1±0 Q
5120 IF(IS(3;). EQ. 15(4)) 60 TO 1±15
5120 ARER-Z. *PIE*(RGF-(I)-. 25*D.XIF')*. 5*DXIPI
5140 QSUQ*AREI
5158 1115 H.2. *PIE*RGP(I)*.. s*D.JPI*HC:PcIC)
5160 H-H+2. *PIE*(KjP(1)+riXIM±*. 25)*. 5*D'IM1*HCM(IC)
5170 GO TO 1150
5±80 C CASE 9
5190 1120 (OSwO.
5200 IF(IS(3). EQ. IS(4)) 00 TO 125
5210 AREAw2. *PIE*(RGF(I)-. 25*-DXIPI)*. 5*D.XIF'l
5220 QS4*AREA
5230 1125 H-2. *PIE*RGF*CI)*. 5*DYJM±*HCM(IC)
5240 HnH+2. sPIE*(RGP(I)DIlI4. 25)*. 5*DX1M1*NCFP(IC)
5250 00 TO 1150
5260 C CASE 12
5270 130 Q05.
5260 ZlF(IS(2). E0. 5(1)) GO TO lii15
5290 AREA=2. *PIE*(FG,( I ).. ̂&5*DXIMI)*. 5*DX.I~i
5300 QSwQ*AREA
5310 1135 H=2. *PIE*RGP(I)*. 5*QIMI*HCF(IC)
53 20 H-H+1. *PIE*(ROF,(I)-. &^5*DXIPI) *. 5*DX1FI*MC(IC)
5 :_ GO TO ±150
5340 C CASE 11
53S0 1140 Q5-8.
13360 IF(IS(2). EQ. 15(i)) GO TO' 1145

5-70 PREA=2. *PIE*(RGF,(1)+. &25*QXX:I ±)*DXIll*. 5
5380 QS-Q*AREA
5290 1145 H-2. *PIE*RGP(I)*:. 5*DYJPi*HCM(IC)
5400 H-H+2. *PIE*(RGF,(I)-. 2*sI1 5*DXIF1*H.CP( IC)
5410 1±50 AJ=KIPL+KIMI.KJFI+KJMI+H
5420 *AIPl(IJ)-KIPi/FtJ
54:0 RIM(IJ)mKIPI/AJ

5450 RJMi(I,J)uKJMI/AiJ

5470 GOi TO 710
5480 C TWO ZEROS
5490 1200 DO 1201 11-1,4
5500 IPLUII+i
5510 !F(IPl. EQ. 5) imi
5520 IF((IS(II)*IS(IF1)). NE. 0) NGOxII
5530 1201 CONTINUE
5540 GO TO (1230, 1240. 112±0k 1220). NGO
5550 C CASE i
5560 1210 QS-0.
5570 Z(5).NE. IS(4)) 0w.*FIE*(RGP(I)-. 2^5*C.XIFP1)*. 5*OXIPl1f.Q
55e2o %M-YG(J)-DYJI11:. 5

5!?Cl YPnYG(J)+DSJF1*. 5
5600 1 F QCHG ( IC). NE. 0. ) Gd' TO 121±

5~~I G3 TO 12ZE,
56-3 121-1 FC:.YCHG( IC)-YM)e2(YF-YM)
5640 IF FF:AC. LT. 0. ) FRAFC-c.
5610 IF(FFAC. GT. 1. ) FRAC-1.
56ic, Hs(FRAC*-HC(IC)+'.1. -Fp:AC)*HC'.(IC:Pi))*2. *PIE*RGP(1)*(P-tl1)
5670 00 TO 1250
5630 C CASE 2
5690 1228 XPuXGF(I)+DXIF1I*. 5

5710 RAVmRX1-(XP+XM)*. 5
57Z0 IF(XCHG(IC). NE.8. ) 00 TO 1221
5710 M-2..FIE*RRY*(XF-XM)*HCFU(C)
5740 00 TO 1250
5750 1221 FRPCu(XCIHG('!C)-XM)/(X.P-XM)
5760 IF(FRPiC. LT. 0. ) FRACui.
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576:0 Ha(FAC*pCM<ICPI)+(i. -Fr%,F4C)*HCP( IC:))*2. *PE
5-90 GO TO IZ250
5i0 C LAS.E
5si±0 12z0;- os-l.
58'0 IF(IS(2). NE. IS(1)) QSu2. *PIE*(RGP(I)+. &^5*-DXIM11)*. 5*DC,.IM1*Q
5830 YMl=%GP(J)-DYJM'*;. 5
5840 YPmYGP(J)+DYJPi*. 5
5850 IF(YCHG.IC). NE.r8. ) GO TO 1211
5360 H&n2. *P IE*RGF ( I)*(YF-M) *CF( I C)
5870i GO TO 1250
5880 1221 FRACs(YCHGC C)-YM)/<YP-YM)
5898 IF<FP~tC. LT. 8l. ) FRAC-0.
59400 IF<FRAC. GT. i. ) FRAC:-±.
5910 (FA*CMCP)(.-kC*:C(C)2 PEFGI*('-.)
55 2 1 GO0 TO ±.25 0
59-0 C CASE 4
5940 1240 XP-XS(I)+DXIF'I*:. 5
5950 XPMuXG(1)-DX1Mi*:. 5
5960 RRV.RX±-(XF'+XM)*;. 5
5970 IF(XCHG(!C). NE.8. ) GO TO £241
5968 Ha-. *PIE*RAiV*:()F-X)*HCP(IC)
5990 GO TO 1250
6000 1241 FRACs(XCHG(IC)-XM)/(YF'-XM)
60±0 IF(FRAC. LT. 0. ) FF:PCClc.
60L0 IF(FRAC. GT. i. ) FRACmz±.
60E:: Hu(FR'AC*HCF,(IC).(I. -FRAC)*HCt1(ICF,±))*2. *PIE4F:P.*F-.41)
6040 1258 AJ=KIPI.KM1+KJPI+K'fl1+H
6050 AIPi(I. J)wKI~l/AJ
6060 AIM(I,J)-KIMl/AlJ
6878l AJPI±(Z, J) KJF1.'AJ
60608 FQJMl(X. J)KJMl/AJ
60?0 U: J( I, J) -(&S+H:T I NF) 1AJ
6:*0CIO Gc- TO 710

6-.P 1210 DOc 1±01 Ilmi,4
61 : cl IF(15(11;'. NE. 0) NGCa=IJ
6±40 1201 CONTINUE
61-58 GO TO (1210, ±228. 1- 311 1340). NC30
i168 C CASE 5
6We 1210 RAvsRGPcD)+.X!mi*. 25
61;rd M=2. sPIE.m(RAY*.XIMi*. 5*-HCF,(IC)+F,,GF,(I)*OVJPi*:. 5*HiCM( :C:
6198 00 TO 1350
6200 C CASE 6
62±10 1320 FRYVRGP( I )+XIMI*:. 15
6z2 HMn2. *PIE*:(kAV*c.XlM±l. 5*:HCM( IC)+FGF(i)*DYJMi*:. 5*HCF" IC))
62:86 GO TO 1350
6240 C CASE 7
6z5cr 22 RAVwPGPI)-C-X!Pl*. 25
6260 H-Z. *P I E * < rY*.X ,P1 w. 5,*:HC:FCIC)+F:C-F*(I *C,'yj~±*. *C(I
6.270 GO TO 1-:50
i:ZE0 C CASE 8
L7% 1:4& RA\~=RGF -C,: IF iv. 25

i=L "1 E* F.4:F:. 5*:HCrI(IC)+FSF(I)".CY'JF±-i. 5 .HCF-, *. c-,
6:z.0 11250 AJaKIFI+KIMI+lKJF'i+KJMI*H
6.320 AIF1(IJ)wKIF1/AJ

6:40 AJF1.1 J)=KJF1/IAJ
650 FiJMI( 1, J)-KM'AJ

15:60 BIJ(IJ)sOS4H*TINF).'AJ
6:;-. GO TO 7±0
63S0 C FOUR ZEROS - VOID - CASE 13
6390 1408 AIPi(IJ)w0.
6400 AmiIIJ)mo.
6410 AP(,)O
6420 AJM(.,J)=0.
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6410 Bl0I. J)-0.
6440 710 CONTINUE
6456 1947 FC'RPAT(±M .211,fE.E2.4)
6466 DO 720 Z-1i IXMAX
6470 DO72r Jai, J%'MAX
6488 728 T(x.J)-TINF
6490 OPIEG-1. 7
6560 0Mbi. -OPEO
65±8 DO 740 IT=1,.106
6520 AMRX-0. 6
6530 DO 730 I=1i IXMAX
6549 0O 730 J-l..JYMIFX
6550 TOLD-T(IJ)
6560 TNEW-RIMI(I, J)*:T(I-1, J)+AIFP1(1, J)*T(I+1, J)+AiJMI(1, J)*T(I J-1)
6570 TNEW-TNEW+AJP1(I..J)*T(I,J+1)+9iJ(lJ)
6560 T(I. J)UTNEW*OrlEG+0P1O*TOL.
6598 VRL-RE:S(T(I.,J)-TcILD)
6600 IF(VAL. GT. AMIAX) AMAXwYAL
6610 7-38 CONTINUE
6620 IF(AMAX. LT. ERR) 00 TO 750
6638 740 CONTINUE
6640 URITE(6. 745) IT6
6650 745 FORP1AT(5X, 'EXCEEDS ITERATIONS.. IT-', 14)
6660 756 CONTINUE
6670 00 6I0 Jul. JVPRX
6690 D0 611 1-1, IXIAX
6690 1I-IxmRx#1-I
6766 611 TTT(II)-T(IJ)
6710 610 WRITECE..6±2) (TTT(I1),II±,XYlAX)
6726 612 FORMAT(IH *12F5.0)
6730 C EXACT SECTION PROPERTIES AND THERMAL ROTATION
6740 JX1O~.
6756 JX2=0.
6760 jV±0c.

6190 jTZl

68CIE YT1-0l.
6818 YTZ-8.
6826 TI-e.
68-18 T2-0G.
6640 D~O 2088 IwI. IXPAX
16856 DO 2000 Jo. JYMF0
6868 S±-0.
6870 S2=0
16880 XF(IF'SOLIIJ).EQ.±) S±±i.
6890 IF(IPSC'LI (1IJ). EQ. 2) S2=i.
6900 DA-(XGP(1)XPI±)(G'J-G(-)
£910 YYu rYGFP(J)+YGF,<J-1))*.

SP90

694C0

6988 C DEFLECTION IS EASEC. ON TEMP RISE RELATIVE TO TINF
£990 TT=TT-TINF
7000 £'EN±-1. -XX±/R.Cl
7910 DENS2=1. -XX2/RC:2
7028 JXlJX+YV±*YY4C'A*Si/DENl
70:0 JVlmJ%'±+XXl*XX1*DA*i5/DENl
7840 jXVluJX%'1+XXl*SV1*DA.Sl/DENl
7050 T1=T±+TT*DA*S1
-060 YTim%'Tl+TT*YY±i*cA*Si
70 10 JX2&JX2,NI2*Y2*A*S2/DEN2
7680 JY~uJY2+XXZ*;XX2.DA*S2/DEN2
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7090 jXy2ujXY2+XX2*YY2w*CA*S2/DEN2
7108 T2=T&^+TT*4DFIS2
7118 YT-uYT2+TT*YY2*DA*S2
7128 2000 CONTINUE
WOJ. QiwAREfij*RCJ*RCIJ'L JI1-iy-
7140 pmII.RCI*(Q1*YT1-RCi*JXYI*Ti)/(JlQ~~*~
7145 PHI 1.PHI1*ALPHAl
7158 02-RREA2*RC2*RC2+JY2
7160 PH2R2(2Y2R2JY2T)(X*2JY^*2
%165 PH12uPHI24:ALPHA2
7166 PHI-PHII-PH12
717e &NRITE(6,2005) JX±. JyI, JXYI. PHIl

7160 kJRITE(6. 2810) JX2. JYZ. JXY2, PH12

719G 2005 F0FRMRT(H , 'JXIN'E12. 4, ' JYI', U12. 4,.' JXYI'o E12. 4,' PHI1w'. E12.

"200 *4)
~218 2818 FORMAT(1H , 'JX2' E 12. 4, ' JY2w', E12. 4, ' JXYt2i', El'. 4,' P812-c' * £2.

7220 *4)
7222 AKTHRMPHI/(QTOT/(2. *PIE*RF~tYG))
7225 WRITE(6 2815) PHI.AKTHRM
7226 2815 FORMAT(' PH1-',Ei2. 4.' KTHERfAL',E2.4)
7230 S141P
7240 END
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HTSEAL 07?/17/84 13:03:2
OTOT- 0.2797E+04

INPUT GRID LOCATIONS
XC:

0. 0054 0. 0054 0. 0. 0. 0067 e. ee7 S. 026 0. IB82. 0. 0125
0.0125 0.01±4 0.e14 e. 0. 0. 0. 0. 0.
e. e. e. s.

YC: 0. 0152 0. 0S52 e. 0286 0. 0286 0. 0118 . 031 0. 05±7 0. 05±7

e. V±e 0. 9318 c. 0. 0. 0. 0. . .
0. 0. 0. 0.

ADJUSTED GRID LOCATIONS
XG:

0 . 0026 e. 0054 0. 0067 0.0114 9.8125

0. @.80152 0.e0296 0. 038 e.90517

SECTION PROPERTIES MATF:IX

a0 ± 00 000100
0±1020

ixi* 0. lal.8E-07 IYiz 9. 24r61E-08 MiX-C. 1765E-08

AREA2- 0. 1986E-03 XE.'AR2- 0. 752SE-02 Y&AR2w 0. 41?--E-ei RC2= 0. 5757tE-00
1X2= 0. 6594E-09 IYZ- 0. 1639E-08 IXY2- 0.1±334E-19'

FINER MESH ADJUSTMENT
XGP:

0. 0. 9003 9. 0026 S. 0040 0. 0054 0. 006f7 S. 0079 0. 6090 0d. 0±02
0.01±4 0.0125

0.P 0. e0014 0.M 009 .e042 0. 0055 0i. 0069 W. 0083 0. 9097 S. 01110
0. 0L15 0. e129 0. 0152 e. 0167 0.e e±2 . 0197 9. 0212 0. 0227 0. 024±
0. 0256 0. 0o27± S. 02t,6 0. 02516 e. e0207 0. 03±8 0. 0332 0. 0346 0.80160
0. 0:75 0.02S9 0. 04031 0. i04±7 0. C1412 0. 0446 0. 040.70 0. 0474 0. 0489
0. o5ct1-, 0. 05±7-

REFINED MESH

0 0 0 0 00 0 a0 0 0 0 00 00 00 00 &ee60 00 00 0a &0 ae 00

8. a 0 .0 e± e. e80 1 .8? 1.85 e1 18 1.8? 1.89 1. 1e a900 e 0a0

8.812 ~~~~~~~ 2. 212 2. 215 2. 87 .12.18. 2 2 2 2 82 22
0 .2 1 1111 8 111 11 1.28 1. 12 1.e 2. 2 : e2 2. 2z, 2 .2 e22 2262

e a2 eal s0.848 a 8 090 a4 80 .44 8,4e 9. 847 90 4 a00000000001±1±1±±1±00~0000000080000000000000000±1±1±1 ± ±10002222222222222
0000 000000001±±±111±100222222z22222 2
e0eeeeee1ee±11±±±±±0ee22222222222222
01±1±111±11±1111±11111622222222222222
0111±±1±±11±11111111±111±22222222222222
01±1111l111±±1111511±11122222222222222
0111111±111111111±11111122222222222222
00111111000011111001111122222222222222
00000000000000000000000000000000000000
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DIFFE:ENCE IN AREAS- 0.153 7E-07
-0. $- :8. 398. 38. 8 38. -0. -0. -0. -0
-0. 38. 38 38. 38. 318. 38. -0. -8. -0. -8.
-0. 38. 28. 38. 38. 38. 38. -0. -8. -8. -0.
-8. 38. 38. 38. 38. . 38. 38. -0. -0. -0. -0.
-0. 38. 38. 38. 38. 38. 38. -0. -8. -0. -0.
-8. 38. 38. 398. 38. 38. 38. -8. -0. -0. -0.
-0. 38. 38. 38. 38. 38. 38. -0. -0. -0. -0.
-0. 38. 38. 38. 38. 38. 38. -0. -8. -0. -0.
-0. 38. 38. 38. 38. 38. 38. -0. -0. -0. -0.
-0. 38. 28. 38. 38. 38. 38. -0. -0. -8. -0.
-0. 38. 38. 38. 38. 308. 7. -0. -8. -8. -0.
-8. 38. 38. 38. 38. -. 3. 38. 38. 38. 38.
-0. 38. 38. Z9. 39. 39. 39. 38. 38. 38. 3S.
-8. 38. 39. 39. 39. . 39. 39. 38. 38. 38.
-0. 39. 39. 39. 39. 39. 39. 39. 39. 38. 38.
-0. 39. 40. 40. 40. 40. 40. 39. 39. 39. 3S
-e. 4o.- 40. 41. 41. 41. 46. 40. 39. 39. 38.
-0. 41. 42. 43. 42. 42. 41. 40. 39. 39. 38.
-8. 42. 45. 45. 45. 43. 41. 40. 39. 39. 38.
-0. 46. 4?. 50. 48. 44. 41. 40. 39. 38. 38.
-8. 52. 59. 68. 54. 44. 48. 39. 38. 39. 38.
-8. 61. 71. 72. 64. 48. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
-9. 76. 90. 91. 81. 57. -0. -0. -0. -0. -0.
94. 187. 119. 119. 108. 83. £3. 53. 48. -0. -8.
88. 93. 9 7. 96. 89. 77. 65. 56. 51. -0. -0.
78. 81. 82. 82. 77. 71. 63. 5 . 51. -0. -0.
£9. 7Z. 73. 72. £9. 65. 60. 55. 50. -0. -0.
63. £4. £5. £5. 63. £0. 57. 53. 49. -0. -0.
58. 59. 60. 59. 58. 56. 54. 51. 47. -8. -8.
54. 55. 55. 5. 55. 53. 52. 49. 46. -0. -0.

51. 52. 52. 52. $2. 51. 50. 48. 46. -0. -0.
48. 49. 50. 50. 49. 49. 48. 47. 4£. -0. -0.
46. 47. 4S. 48. 4*:. 47. 47. 4r. 45. -0. -0.
45. 46. 46. 46. 46. 46. 45. 45. 44. -0. -0.
44. 44. 4S. 45. 45. 45. 44. 44. 47. -0. -0.

43. 43. 44. 44. 44. 44. 44. 43. 43. -0. -0.
42. 43. 43. 43. 43. 4-:. 43. 42. 42. -0. -0.
42. 42. 42. 43. 43. 42. 42. 42. 42. -0. -0.

JXlw 0.1864E-07 JYI= 0.2374E-08 JXYI- -0. 1691E-08 PHIU 8.1772E-03
JX2- 0.£576E-88 4Y2= 8. ±626E-08 JXY2= 8.1388E-15 PHI2- -0. 6259E-03
PHI- 0.8831E-03 KTHERMAL- 0.9134E-07
STOP
TIME 1.7 SECS
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